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1.0 Introduction
The Ministry of Rural Development (MoRD) launched the “Pradhan Mantri
Gram Sadak Yojana (PMGSY)” – a Prime Minister’s Rural Road Program,
in year the 2000 to connect with all-weather roads all habitations with
population more than 1000 in the first instance. The program is primarily
funded by the Government of India through the Central Road Fund (CRF)1,
and borrowings from multi-lateral agencies. The PMGSY also covers
upgrading existing roads serving the targeted habitations once the connectivity
is achieved for the targeted habitations. The PMGSY targets include new
connectivity to about 1,78,200 habitations involving construction of about
4,38,000 km of roads apart from upgrading of 2,25,000 km of existing rural
roads (in poor conditions) This involves an expenditure of about Rs 3170
billion (US $ 70 billion). It has to be recognized that 161,380 habitations with
population below 500 or 250 are not covered under the PMGSY. Further, the
Government of India has undertaken building other infrastructure in rural
areas under the Bharat Nirman Programme. It aimed to construct 1,90,000
kms of rural roads to link 64,000 unconnected habitations during 2005-2009.
It also proposed to upgrade 1,94,200 kms of existing “through roads” to
ensure farm-to market connectivity within that time frame.

PMGSY Targets…
• Achieving all-weather road access to
every rural/habitation with a population
greater than 1000 in the first instance;
and
• Providing all-weather road access to all
rural/habitations of greater than 500
people [250 in case of hill states (NorthEast, Sikkim, Himachal Pradesh, Jammu
& Kashmir and Uttarakhand), the desert
areas (as identified in the Desert
Development Programme), the tribal
(Schedule V) areas and Selected Tribal
and Backward areas (as identified by
Ministry of Home Affairs and Planning
Commission)] .

The World Bank through its Country Assistance Strategy commited to a series of loans/credits to support
PMGSY. Starting from the Rural Roads Project I (RRP-I) approved in 2004 and latest. The Second Rural Roads
Project (RRPII) will be the second World Bank operation to support PMGSY in 7 states as per details below
(Table 1-1)
Table 1-1: PMGSY in the Seven Project States – Proposed in RRP-II
Sl. No.

State

Nodal Agency

Executing Agencies

Road Length in km

1.

Uttar Pradesh

RDD

SRRDA,RRD

2401

2.

Jharkhand

RWD

JRRDA, RWD

4133

3.

Himachal Pradesh

PWD

HRRDA, PWD

2724

4.

Rajasthan

PWD

RRRDA, PWD

8651

5.

Uttarakhand

RD

URRDA, PWD

3578

6.

Meghalaya

PWD

SRRDA,PWD

1625

7.

Punjab

PWD

PRRDA,PWD

1062

The Indian Roads Congress (IRC) publication, IRC: SP: 20-2002, Rural Roads Manual and other instructions issued
by NRRDA from time to time, provides guidance on various aspects of rural road development, with the specific
requirements of PMGSY. Further to this, an Operations Manual (OM) has been prepared to provide clarity on
various aspects of PMGSY and thereby ensure its timely and successful implementation. Towards enhancing the
assessment and management of environmental and social issues in PMGSY planning and implementation, Environmental
1

50% of the Rs 2 per litre cess on the sale of diesel has been earmarked for rural roads under the CRF
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and Social Management Framework (ESMF) has been prepared for RRP-I. The ESMF comprises of the following
safeguard instruments: (i) Environmental Management Framework (EMF) and Resettlement and Participation
Framework (R&CF), (ii) Environmental Codes of Practice (ECoP). Considering the complex nature of Social issues
(expected impacts on indigenous people, community managed land resources, etc.) in RRP-II states, the ESMF has
been reorganized in to: (a) Environmental Codes of Practice-ECOP including Environmental Management Framework
for application of ECOP (For ease of reference, this document is henceforth referred as ECOP), (b) Social
Management Framework (SMF). These documents together will be referred as ESMF in the report. The
implementation of the measures suggested in these above mentioned instruments should be in conjunction with the
provisions of the Operational Manual of PMGSY.
1.1

Customization of ECOP for RRP-II

In order to prepare an ECOP that provides a clear environmental management framework as well as practical
solutions to address environmental issues related to rural roads construction in seven states, a three tier approach
comprising the following has been adopted:
}

Review of environmental profile of the project states

}

Stakeholder consultations through workshops in all the states

}

Consultation workshop at national level involving RRP-I and RRP-II states

Based on consultation and reviews, consensus on the following three key aspects was arrived:
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}

The environmental management framework used for RRP-I is relevant for RRP-II, with suitable modifications
on institutional aspects

}

Updation of ECOP with particular emphasis on strengthening relevant ECOPs with regard to slope stability
including bio-engineering practices, drainage management in flood prone areas, and biodiversity management

}

Strengthening the environmental management capacity both at the national and state levels

1.2

Structure of Revised ECOP

The revised ECOP integrates the Environmental Management Framework as an well as Environmental Codes of
Practice and is organized as below.
}

Legislations and Policies Applicable to the project

}

Measures to Address Environmental Issues through ECOP

}

Implementation Arrangements suggested for addressing environmental issues

}

Guide to Application of ECOP

1.3

Disclosure of ECOP

During the month of November 2010 the draft EMF/ECOP has been disclosed at the national and state levels. The
national level disclosure was on the National Rural Roads Development Agency (NRRDA) web site. State level
disclosures for public information and feedback were carried out by all the seven participating states at respective
State Rural Roads Development Agencies (SRRDA), and Project Implementation Units (PIU). Further on their
web site the respective state level disclosures have been widely announced in local news papers.

2.0 Legislations and Policies Applicable
2.1

Legal provisions - Environmental Management
The Legislations of Government of India (GoI) applicable for PMGSY regarding environmental aspects and
applicable safeguard policies for RRP-II are summarized in the following sections.

i)

Environmental Clearance from MoEF

In September 2006, a notification was issued by MoEF amending the EIA Notification, 1994 that lists projects
requiring Environmental Clearance and the process of securing clearance. Rural Roads are not included in
this notification. However, roads passing through ecologically sensitive areas such as National Parks, Sanctuaries,
Tiger reserves, and Reserve Forests etc. would require Environmental and/or forest clearance as may be
applicable. This notification was revised on 1st Dec 2009 but no change was made regarding need of securing
clearance for rural roads.
Applicability: As a rule, all sub-projects are exempted from environmental clearance except roads passing
through ecologically sensitive areas.
ii)

Forest Clearances
The Forest (Conservation) Act 1980, (as amended 1998) pertains to the cases of diversion of forest area and
felling of roadside plantation.
Applicability: Restrictions and clearance procedures proposed in the Forest (Conservation) Act apply wholly
to the sub-projects requiring diversion of natural forest areas, even in case the protected/designated forest
area does not have any vegetation cover.

iii)

The Wildlife (Protection) Act, 1972
The Wildlife (Protection) Act Provides for the protection of wild animals, birds and plants and for matters
connected therewith.
Applicability: Restrictions/protection measures and clearance procedures proposed in The Wildlife (Protection)
Act apply to the sub-projects passing through identified/notified wildlife protection areas, including sanctuaries.

iv)

Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act 1974, as amended 1988.
The Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act 1974 was enacted to prevent pollution of water sources
through industrial or any other construction activity and for maintaining or restoring wholesomeness of
water.
Applicability: The Project includes setting up of workers’ camps and other construction equipment. The
Contractor needs to take consent for setting up and for operation of the equipment/workers’ camp.

V)

Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act as amended in 1987
The Air (prevention and control of pollution) Act was enacted to prevent and control air pollution. Emission
and air pollutants’ standards are prescribed under this Act.
Applicability: Project includes setting up of Hot-mix plants, aggregate crushing plants and other construction
vehicles and equipment. The Contractor needs to take consent for setting up HMP and crushing sites. The
Vehicles and equipment must conform to emission standards.

vi)

Noise Pollution (Regulation and Control) rules 2000
The Noise Pollution (Regulation and Control) rules were promulgated under Environmental (protection) Act,
1986.
Applicability: The referred rules will be applicable for meeting noise pollution standards during construction
activities at different type of land uses.

vii)

Ancient Monuments and Archaeological sites & Remains Act, 1958
Provisions of the Act include Conservation of Cultural and Historical remains found in the project area.
Applicability: The provisions of the Act need to be considered during sub-project planning and designing to
ensure that any ancient monuments and archeological sites of importance are not affected due to the proposed
project road. In addition, all the construction related activities shall necessarily avoid such sites.
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2.2. Information Disclosure
Right to Information (RTI) Act, 2005
This Act relate to public access to information under the control of public authorities. The Act has provisions
regarding access to information held by or under the control of any public authority and includes: (i) the right to:
Inspection of work, documents, records (ii) taking notes, extracts or certified copies of documents or records (iii)
taking certified samples of material (iv) obtaining information in the form of diskettes, floppies, tapes, video cassettes
or in any other electronic mode or through printouts where such information is stored in a computer or in any other
device.
Applicability: It empowers people to obtain information on the project. To facilitate project stakeholders obtain
requisite project information. PMGSY provides for dissemination of information and procedures, entitlements, project
costs, selection criteria for contractor etc. In addition, the state and central agencies involved in implementing RRPII shall be open to provide information on public demand.
2.3

World Bank Safeguard Policies Applicable

The WB safeguard policies applicable and their addressal in the ESMF are detailed below in Table 2-1.
Table 2-1: Applicable World Bank Environmental Safeguard Policies
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S. No

World Bank Policy

Applicable due to

Addressal by ESMF

1.

Environmental
Assessment OP 4.01

Project is likely to have impacts on
environmental and social components as
on water bodies, existing slopes in case
of hilly areas and trees along the road

Preparation of detailed
Environmental Codes of
Practice for addressing
environmental issues

2.

Natural Habitats OP 4.04

Project passes/ adjacent to forest areas

Preparation of a management
plan to address impacts, if any, on
the forest areas.

3.

Forest OP 4.36

Project likely to have affects on health
and quality of forests

Preparation of a management
plan to address impacts, if any
and avoidance of construction of
allied activities in forest

4.

Cultural Properties
OP 4.11

The project entail risk/damage to cultural
properties and has likelihood of finding
Archeological properties
modifications, etc.

Provisions made for relocation of
cultural properties and protection
of the same through design

Apart from compliance to the above policies, the project will comply with the bank procedure, BP17.50. Disclosure
shall be carried out at all stages of the project such as at planning stage, prioritization stage, project preparation stage
and implementation stages. The core network shall be displayed at the project planning stage and project information
brochure shall be distributed at the prioritization and project preparation stages. Consultations shall be conducted
with the community and the PRI at project preparation and implementation stages.

3.0 Measures to address environmental issues
Options to address the various environmental issues identified have been worked out based on review of good
practices and compliance to legal provisions. The analysis of options enabled the identification of measures to
address the environmental issues. The measures have been finalized through state level workshops for discussion on
the options, wherein inputs from the stakeholders including the executing agencies and the line agencies enabled the
identification of suitable measures.

3.1

Screening of Sub-projects

A screening and review process for identification of sensitive sub-projects with respect to environmental issues has
been worked out. The screening exercise shall be carried out by the PIUs prior to initiation of the DPR activities.
The screening exercise shall be a useful tool to identify the environmental issues, and thereby integrate them into the
project preparation, and not as an exclusion criterion for avoiding environmental impacts. The screening criteria
include:
Environmental factors, including,
•

Sensitive areas, Tribal areas, natural habitats, protected areas

•

Felling of trees outside the protected areas

•

Clearance of vegetative cover

•

Loss of productive agricultural land

•

Cuts across perennial streams or surface water bodies

•

Vulnerability to natural hazards, landslides/slips

•

Environmental features as marshy areas, sand dunes etc

The screening shall enable categorization of sub-projects based on their environmental sensitivity as follows:
Sub-projects, wherein no significant adverse environmental impacts are expected:
}

The environmental impacts will be of the type normally associated with standard rural road construction.

}

The measures suggested in the ECoP shall be adequate to address the general environmental issues likely in
these sub-projects.

Sub-projects, wherein there is a potential for significant adverse environmental impacts:
}

There is a likelihood of adverse impacts requiring specific interventions such as roads passing through forestlands,
sanctuaries etc, and thereby requiring additional environmental analysis. In such cases,

}

An EMP as outlined in the ECoP 19.0 and 19A, “Natural Habitats” shall be prepared as part of the DPR. The
following aspects shall be considered as triggers for the preparation of EMP, (a) Impacts on natural habitats
and bio-diversity areas, (b) Vulnerability to natural hazards, landslides/slips. In addition to the preparation of
the EMP for such projects, the PIU shall undertake the particular road improvement in compliance with the
statutory provisions for Environmental Clearances as applicable.

}

Similarly ECOP-1A provides specific planning and design stage measures to be included in case of roads
passing through flood prone
areas
Box - 1

3.2 Environmental Codes of
Practice (ECoP)
The ECoPs have been developed to
guide the planning, design,
construction and maintenance
stages of PMGSY in terms of
avoidance or mitigation of the
adverse environmental impacts that
may result from the projects. The
codes define methods and
procedures to be followed by the
Executing Agencies, Contractors

Scope of the Environmental Codes of Practice
To form a field guide manual for planners field engineers and contractors to:
} Identify project activities that can have potential environmental impacts and to
provide mitigation measures
} Demonstrate road design and construction practices that are cost-effective
and address environmental impacts
} Illustrate recommended practices to address the environmental concerns during
project planning, implementation and operation
} Define role of involvement of the rural communities at different stages of the
project.
} Achieve PMGSY objectives of rural connectivity through roads planned and
constructed to blend with the natural surroundings
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and other agencies involved in the seven project states. The scope of the ECoPs is outlined in Box-l. The list of
ECoPs prepared and their coverage is presented in Table 3-1. Checklist for checking the DPR preparation and for
identifying issues to be addressed in pre-construction, construction and post-construction stages will be as per the
ECoPs. Environmental audit shall monitor implementation of environmental measures as per ECoP-18.0,
“Environmental Audit”. This includes format for reporting the addressal of issues in various stages of the project.
Table 3-1: Environmental Codes of Practice and their coverage

ECoP

Title

Key Issues Addressed

ECoP 1.0

Project Planning &
Design

} Incorporation of environmental concerns in project preparation to avoid
impacts in construction and operation stages
} Avoidance of roads through sensitive areas as reserved forests/
sanctuaries/wetlands etc
} Compliance with legal requirements
} Devising enhancement measures in project design

ECoP 1A

Roads in Flood
Prone Areas

} Key provisions to be included in project preparation and design in Flood
Prone areas

ECoP 2.0

Site Preparation

} Relocation of utilities, common property resources and cultural properties
} Avoidance of the affect on roadside vegetation

ECoP 3.0

Construction Camps

} Avoidance of sensitive areas for location of construction camps
} Infrastructure arrangements for workers and construction equipment

ECoP 4.0

Alternate Materials
for Construction

} Use of fly ash as per MoEF Notification
} Minimizing earth requirement

ECoP 5.0

Borrow Areas

} Avoidance of agriculture lands
} Redevelopment of borrow areas

ECoP 6.0

Topsoil Salvage,
Storage &
Replacement

} Topsoil removal from areas temporarily/permanently used for construction
} Storage of topsoil in stockpiles and protection from erosion
} Reuse of topsoil at areas to be revegetated and in agriculture lands

ECoP 7.0

Quarry Management

} Redevelopment of quarries in case new quarries are set up for the project

ECoP 8.0

Water for construction } Extraction of water in water scarce areas with consent of community
} Scheduling construction activities as per water availability

ECoP 9.0

Slope Stability and
Erosion Control

}
}
}
}

ECoP 9A.0

Bio-engineering

} Measures for slope stabilization

ECoP 10.0

Waste Management

} Reuse of cut material in hill roads
} Safe disposal of wastes

ECoP 11.0

Water Bodies

} Avoidance from cutting due to alignment
} Protection of embankment slopes in case of alignment on embankments
} Rehabilitation of water bodies

ECoP 12.0

Drainage

} Conduct of hydrological investigations during project preparation
} Provision of longitudinal and cross drainage as per requirements
} Proper location of drainage outfall

ECoP 13.0

Construction Plants
& Equipment
Management

} Compliance of construction plants and equipment with emission
standards of Central Pollution Control Board
} Maintenance of machinery and equipment to avoid pollution
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Slope stability along hill roads
Protection of land on hill side from stability loss due to cutting
Protection of lands on valley side from debris due to construction
Adequacy of drainage for erosion control

ECoP 14.0

Public and Workers’
Health & Safety

}
}
}
}

ECoP 15.0

Cultural Properties

} Avoidance of impacts due to project
} Protection of precincts from impacts due to construction
} Relocation in case impacts are unavoidable

ECoP 16.0

Tree Plantation

} Avoidance of impact on trees
} Plantation of trees on roadside

ECoP 17.0

Managing Induced
Development

} Restricting ribbon development at junctions and bus stops
} Earmarking areas for commercial activities and other amenities

ECoP 18.0

Environmental Audit

} Monitoring of environmental and social parameters during project
planning, construction and implementation

ECoP 19.0

Natural Habitats

} Identification of natural habitats
} Management measures for roads passing through natural habitats
} Structure of management plan

ECoP 19 A

Biodiversity

} Provisions to address biodiversity issues, in addition to provisions
provided for protecting Natural Habitats as per ECoP – 19.0

ECoP 20.0

Consultation
Framework

} Aspects for consultation
} Stage wise consultations
} Consultation schedule and responsibilities

ECoP 21.0

Maintenance

} Aspects maintenance under various climatic conditions

Provision of Personal Protective Equipment to workers
Provision of basic necessities to workers
Public safety while travel along construction sites
Public safety during operation of the road
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4. Implementation Arrangements
4.1 Institutional structure
At national level, NRRDA will appoint an Environment and Social Officer who will provide overall guidance and
coordination for effective implementation of EMF/ECOP and SMF by the participating states.
The State Rural Road Development Agency will be the executing agency for PMGSY at the state level. The PIU,
at the districts, will have the responsibility of coordinating and implementing the provisions of the ESMF provisions
along with the other project components.
Towards implementation of the ESMF, two positions, an Environmental Officer and a Social Development Officer
are proposed in the Executing Agencies for each of the seven project states. These officers shall assist, advise the
Nodal Officer and interact with the PIU in implementation of ESMF provisions.
Current PMGSY arrangement of clearance of technical proposals by State Technical Agency (STA) also will include
review and clearance responsibility of compliance with EMF/ECOP provisions. To this effect, the training and
capacity building programs under RRP-II will involve STAs for better understanding of provisions under ESMF.
Technical Examiner (TE) / Construction Supervision Consultants (CSC) shall be appointed in each of the project
states to regularly monitor the planning, design and construction of Bank financed rural road works and that actions
taken at each stage of the sub project cycle are in compliance with agreed procedures and standards. To address
and for the effective implementation of the ESMF provisions, a position of a Safeguard Specialist is proposed in the
team of TE/CSC. The overall institutional structure suggested is presented in Figure- 4.1.
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Fig. - 4.1
The PIU through the AE/JE will implement all the tasks at the field level with the assistance and participation of
PRIs (Sarpanch and other panchyat/ward members, etc).Each PIU will delegate responsibility to identified field
engineer for providing inputs on environmental and social aspects. The designated engineer will also coordinate
effective implementation of ECoP provisions The role and responsibility of each of the agency / official involved are
presented in section 4.1.2.
4.1.2 Roles and Responsibilities
i)

Environmental and Social (E&S) Officer at NRRDA

The roles and responsibilities of the E&S officer will include:
}

Provide guidance in complying with ESMF provisions by the seven participating states of RRP-II

}

Coordinate with STAs to ensure that DPR clearances also consider ESMF compliance status

}

Monitor PMGSY roads for fulfillment of ESMF provisions in co-ordination with the SRRDAs

}

Facilitate conduct of Environmental Audit as per ECoP-18

}

Facilitate national and state level training and capacity building programs.

ii)

Environmental officer at SRRDA

The roles and responsibilities of the Environmental officer shall include:
}

Coordinate planning and implementation of Environmental aspects of PMGSY in the state

}

Obtain clearances from the line departments especially MoEF and Forest Department

}

Monitor PMGSY roads for fulfillment of ESMF provisions in co-ordination with the TE/Supervision consultants

}

Coordinate with agencies for ensuring implementation of ECoPs

}

Mobilize community and ensure their participation in addressing EcoPs provisions and issues as Induced
Development and tree plantation

}

Report progress, highlighting environmental issues not addressed, to provide for course correction in subsequent
projects.

iii)

Safeguard Specialist of the TE/Supervision Consultant

The Safeguard Specialist shall be responsible for ensuring:
}

Proper application of environmental, social and techno-economic screening procedures for the selection of
rural roads sub-projects

}

Detailed design is in compliance with agreed technical standards as well as stipulated environmental and
social management measures

}

Compliance of actual works with contract conditions and quality assurance procedures as well as agreed
environmental and social management measures

}

Sensitizing and capacity building of the PIU officials, the PRI representatives for implementation of the ESMF
provisions.

4.1.3 Training Plan
Implementation staff of PMGSY would need to be oriented towards environmental management. A three tiertraining plan is proposed or available to orient the staff at state level, district level and field level towards implementation
of ESMF. The training plan with the mode of training and target groups along with the duration is presented in the
Table 4-1.
Table 4-1: Training Plan (common program for effective implementation of EMF/ECOP and SMF)
Module
Module 1
Session I

Session II

Description

Participants

Form of
Training

Level

Duration

Basic Concept of EMF,
Screening of corridors,
Environmental & Social,
Concerns in PMGSY.

MoRD, NRRDA,
Chief Engineers (CE),
Superintending Engineers
(SE), Executive Engineers
(EE) State PIU, Revenue
Department, Forest
Department, Technical
Examiner/ Supervision
Consultants
MoRD, NRRDA,
Chief Engineers (CE),
Superintending Engineers
(SE), Senior Executive
Engineers and (EE) of PIU,
Revenue Department, Forest
Department, Technical
Examiner/Supervision
Consultants

Workshop

State

One Working
day

Workshop

State

One Working
day

Basic Concepts of Social
Management and
Participation Framework,
Provisions of ECoP,
Provisions of Social
Management Framework,
Delivery of entitlements,
Social Accountability
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Module II
Session I

Session II

Basic Concept of EMF
Transect Walk,
ECoP Provisions and
Applicability Preparation of
BoQ,
Integrating EMF provisions
into DPR,
Role and Responsibility,
Monitoring Mechanism
Basic Concepts of SMF
and Participation Framework
Profile of PAPs,
Identification of Vulnerable
PAPs Voluntary Land Donation
Integrating social concerns
in DPRRole and
Responsibility, delivery of
entitlement Social
accountability/community
feedbackRedressal Mechanism

Module III
Session I
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Identification of
Environmental Concerns
during construction stage,
ECoP provisions and its
Implementation,
Reporting formats
Session II Identification of Social
concerns,
Grievance Redressal
mechanism with the provisions
of R&R framework,
Methodology for land transfer,
Delivery of entitlements
Social Accountability/
community feedback
Session III Institutional SetupRoles and
Responsibilities of officials/
contractors/consultants/
Technical Examiner towards
protection of environment,
Monitoring mechanisms,
Reporting requirements
with targets

Executive Engineers (EE),
Senior Assistant Engineers
(AE) of PIU, Technical
Examiner/Supervision
Consultants

Lecture

District One Working
Day

Executive Engineers (EE)
Lecture
& Senior Assistant Engineers
(AE) of PIU, Technical
Examiner/Supervision
Consultants

District One Working
Day

Assistant Engineers (AE),
Junior Engineer (JE) of
PIU, Technical Examiner/
Supervision Consultants

Field based
lectures

Assistant Engineers (AE),
Junior Engineer (JE) of PIU,
Technical Examiner/
Supervision Consultants

Lecture

District Two Working
days which
focus on field
works and
operationalization
District Two Working
days which
focus on field
works and
operationalization

Assistant Engineers (AE),
Junior Engineers (JE)
of PIU, Contractor,
Sarpanch

Interactive
Session

District Two Working
days

5. Guide to Application of ECoP
The implementation of the measures suggested in the Safeguard instruments shall be in conjunction with the provisions
of the Operations Manual (OM). To institutionalize the ESMF provisions into the project stages as laid down in the
OM, the ESMF shall be appended to the OM in the form of Supplemental Operations Manual and references to the
corresponding ESMF provisions during different stages. Table 5-1 provides a list of sections in the OM where the
ESMF needs to be referred. The sequential process of project planning, design and implementation of PMGSY subprojects as determined in the OM and the corresponding ESMF linkages to these stages are specified in Table 5-1.

Table 5 1: Project process as per Operational Manual and corresponding ESMF provisions
Chapter of OM

OM Section

Corresponding ESMF Provisions

No. Title

No.

Title

4

4.2

Proposals

Screening criteria for selection of roads, ECoP-1.0 “Project
Planning & Design”

4.3

Preparation of
DPR

All ECoP and Resettlement & Participatory Framework
Formats as given in Table 7-1.

5.1

Route selection
and alignment

Annexure 2 of R&PF “Methodology for Conducting Transect
Walk” and Format 5 of Information Dissemination “Guidance
Note for Transect Walk”, ECoP 1.0 “Project Planning & Design”

5.2

Geometric design
standards

ECoP – 1.0 “Project Planning & Design”

5.3

Topographical &
related ground
surveys

Annexure 2 of R&PF “Methodology for Conducting Transect
Walk” and Format 5 of Information Dissemination “Guidance
Note for Transect Walk”, Annexure 3 of R&PF “Methodology
& Format for Community Consultation, Annexure 4 of R&PF
on Census Survey, ECoP 1.0 “Project Planning & Design”

5.7

Use of local
materials

ECoP 4.0 “Alternate Materials for Construction” and Annexure
4.1, 8.1 & 10.1 for MoUs/LoC/NoC for Use of local materials

6.2

Detailed Project
Report (DPR)

All ECoP and Resettlement & Participatory Framework
Formats as given in Table 7-1.

6.3

Drawings

Construction camp drawing as per ECoP 3.0 “Construction
Camp”Rehabilitation Plan for Borrow Area, ECoP 5.0 “Borrow
Areas”Measures for protection of water bodies, ECoP
11.0.”Water Bodies”Relocation drawing of cultural property,
ECoP 15.0 “Cultural PropertiesTransect Walk Map with
alignment on Revenue Map, Annexure 2 of R&PF

6.7

Estimates

To be prepared by PIU for items provided in BoQs in ECoPs
not available in Standard Schedule of Rates. Reference:
ECoP 3.0, ECoP 5.0, ECoP 11.0, ECoP 15.0

6.8

Analysis of Rates

To be prepared by PIU as per design based on typical
drawings of ECoP 3.0, ECoP 5.0 , ECoP 11.0, ECoP 15.0 and
Sub-Project Budget

6.9

Environmental
Management

All provisions of ESMF and R&PF

5

6

Annual proposals
and their
clearances

Design

Project
Preparation

7

Scrutiny of DPR

7.2

Preparation of
DPRs by PIU

Checklist of DPR preparation, ECoP 1.0 “Project Planning &
Design”.

9

Project
Implementation
and Contract
Management

9.1

State level
agencies

Designating the responsibility of environmental management to
Environmental Officer, ESMF 7.0 “Implementation
Arrangements”

9.3

Steps involved in
implementation

Seeking consent letters by contractor as per ECoPs, MoUs for
land Transfer as per Annexure 5 of R&PF

9.8

Work programme

Scheduling work programme as per ECoP 1.0 “Project
Planning & Design”, Format 10 of Information Dissemination

11

15

16

5.1

Road Safety

Implementation
Responsibility

9.14

Payments &

Final Payment after issue of certificates for completion of
certificates rehabilitation of land temporarily used for construction
activities as per ECoPs

15.2

Engineering
recosures in the
design phase

All provisions of ECoP 14.0 “Public & Worker’s health and
measures Safety”, Format 10 of Information Dissemination

15.3

Safety during
construction

15.4

Road safety
awareness
Table 16.1

Audit responsibilities as per ECoP 18.0 “Environmental Audit

Project Cycle: Sub-Project Details

The entire project cycle or process is divided into five phases of work:
}

Corridor Prioritization encompasses tasks related to the prioritization of the project corridors through
preparation and approval of the District Rural Road Plan and the PMGSY road under the core network. The
PMGSY road under core network details shall be disclosed to the community subsequent to its finalization at
the District, Block and concerned Gram Panchayats. Roads out of the PMGSY road under core network shall
be prioritized for implementation in each year

}

Project Planning and Design: The planning and design phases involves:
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o

First task involves finalization of alignment, inventorization of social impact including sites for land
accretion1 and environmental features, considering aspects of road safety and scope for future growth,
consultation with the land owners/community and identification of likely PAPs through community
planning during transect walk.

o

Second task involves design of road geometrics and enhancement measures based on the outcome of
the first task and preparation of Detailed Project Report (DPR)

}

Site Preparation process involves mobilization of contractor that includes setting up of site, signing of MOU/
NOC/LOC, site clearance, etc. During this stage, the contractor will organize consultations with the community
and migrant laborers to discuss temporary impacts during construction including safety and the work schedule.
It is only after the physical possession of land and MOUs for use of local resources that the mobilization of
machinery will start on site.

}

Construction Stage: The stage involves where actual construction of the PMGSY Road begins. This stage
includes earthwork, sub-base and base course, construction of culverts and drains, etc. with main focus on
public and worker safety. Monitoring plays an important role in this stage to ensure all measures are followed
as per the contract document, which includes in the DPR.

}

Post Construction Stage: The post construction tasks include Reclamation of temporary used land for
disposal of waste, storage of material, borrow areas, water bodies; etc. The reclamation shall be considered
complete only after the contractor secures a certificate of completion from the land owner. The other tasks
that need to be undertaken by the Gram Panchayats include managing the induced development and tree
plantation.

The detailed PMGSY process outline and corresponding EMF provisions and application of ECoP are presented in
Figure 5-1. The responsible agency/official involved, time frame, etc. is presented in Table 5-2.

2

Refer SMF, a separate volume for the details

Figure 5-1: PMGSY Process Outline and Corresponding ECOP Provisions
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Table 5-2: ESMF Tasks and Implementing Agency
Project Stage
Task
Target Group Responsibility
1.Corridor
Dissemination of PMGSY Community
Prioritization Stage Roads under Core network
Selection of Roads
2.Project Planning and Design Stage
i.DPR Preparation Dissemination of Project
Community
Stage
Information
Sensitization of
Community
Community
Finalization of Alignment Community
(Transect Walk, Alignment

PIU (EE/AE), ZP, GP/VC
PIU (EE/AE), GP/VC,
Revenue Department
PIU (EE/AE), GP/VC
PIU (EE/AE), GP/VC
(Sarpanch & Ward Members)
PIU (EE/AE), GP/VC
(Sarpanch & Ward

Time Frame
After Approval of Core
Network
First Week of DPR
Preparation
First Week of DPR
Preparation
First Week of
DPR Preparation
First month of DPR
Preparation

Shifts incorporating
community suggestions)
Geometric Design &
Drainage Design
Marking of Alignment

Scrutiny and Approval
of DPR
DPR Auditing
3.Implementation Stage
i).Site Preparation Collection of MoU
Stage
Affidavits

ii).Construction
Stage

Relocation/shifting of
common property
resources
Temporary impacts during
construction

Health Impacts including
HIV/AIDS

Community

PIU (EE/AE), GP/VC
12th Week of DPR
(Sarpanch & Ward Members), Preparation
Revenue Dept and others
Technical Examiner/
Supervision Consultants
PIU/TE/CSC
PAPs

Community/
PAPs
Community

Community

Setting up of Site

Redressal of Grievances

Community/
PAPs

Unforeseen Impacts

Community

MoUs for use of
local resources

Community

Monitoring of
Construction Work
iii). Post
Reclamation of Temporary
construction Stage used land borrow areas,
water body and cultural
property
Tree Plantation
Managing Induced
development
Monitoring Progress
Project evaluation

Members), Revenue Dept
and others
PIU (AE/JE)

PIU (EE/AE), GP/VC
(Sarpanch & Ward Members),
Revenue Dept
PIU (EE/AE), GP/VC
(Sarpanch & Ward
Members)
GP/VC,Contractor

First month of
Implementation after
approval of DPR
By end of 2nd month of
Implementation after
approval of DPR
From 4th month of
project Implementation,
till completion of
construction work
GP/VC, Contractor, PHC,
From 4th month of
DACS
project Implementation,
till completion of
construction work
Contractor
First month of
Implementation after
approval of DPR
PIU (EE/AE), GP/VC
Through out project
(Sarpanch & Ward Members), cycle
Revenue Dept
PIU (EE/AE), GP/VC
From 4th month of
(Sarpanch & Ward Members), project Implementation,
Revenue Dept, Contractor
till completion of
construction work
Contractor, GP/VC (Sarpanch) From 4th month of
project Implementation,
till completion of
construction work
Auditor, PIU (EE/AE)

Community

Contractor

Community

GP/VC (Sarpanch, ward
members) Community
GP/VC (Sarpanch, ward
members)
PIU (EE/AE)

Community

Throughout project
cycle
After project completion

Community/ PIU and GP/VC
PAPs
PIU : Project Implementation Unit; GP/VC: Gram Panchayat/Village Council; ZP: Zilla Panchayat; RD: Renue Department;
DRDA: District Rural Development Agency: DoRD: Department of Rural Development; DACS: District AIDS Control Society;
PHC: Primary Health Centre; and TE: Technical Examiner

ENVIRONMENTAL CODES
OF PRACTICE
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ECoP-1.0 Planning & Design
1.1 General
1.1.1 This code of practice details the factors to be considered during project preparation to avoid/address
environmental concerns through modifications in project design and incorporation of mitigation measures.
Guidelines specified in IRC: SP-20:2002 and IRC: SP-48:1998 for project preparation are to be followed in
conjunction with the measures suggested as part of this ECoP. The effort should be to produce a cost effective,
safe and environment friendly rural road design.

1.2 Finalization of Alignment
1.2.1

All requirements of Section 1.5 of IRC: SP-20: 2002 in selection
of alignment should be met with. In addition, adequate
consultation with the community, to identify their concerns and
preferences, needs to be taken up during the selection of the
alignment. Rural roads, being low volume roads, shall be aligned
to follow the natural topography. Finalisation of alignment shall
be carried out in accordance with the provisions presented below.

1.2.1.1 Alignment shall conform to the natural topography as far as
possible to avoid excessive cut and fill. In case of hill areas the
alignment selection should extend to incorporate the provisions
of IRC: SP-48:1998, “Hill Road Manual”.

The alignment should be…
• Short
• Easy and safe to construct and
maintain
• Economical
• Laid on firm ground
• Aesthetic
• Having
the
least
adverse
environmental impacts and
• Avoid excessive cut and fill

1.2.2.2.Special care should be taken to align roads along the hill side
which is stable and where cutting on hill side causes least
disturbance. The geologist shall investigate the disturbance likely to be caused keeping the geology of hill
slope in view. He shall also consider the affect of earthquake on the slope gradient.
High Impact Road

Low Impact Road

High standard roads

Low standard roads

•
•
•
•
•

• Conforms to the natural topography
• Suitable for low volume rural roads and low travel speeds
• Reduced environmental impacts
o Reduces cut and fill,
o Reduces damage to vegetation

Good geometrics
Moves large volume of traffic rapidly and safely.
Huge cuts and fills, stability of slopes
Damage to vegetation, and
Disruption to natural drainage patterns

o Minimises changes to natural drainage patterns.
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1.2.2 An inventory of all environmental features along the proposed road is to be prepared and marked on a revenue
map. This would be conducted by the PIU in co-ordination with the local community and revenue officials
through transects. Consultations with the local communities are to be conducted during these transects to
obtain their suggestions and incorporate their concerns to address potential environmental impacts. Suggestions
of the community during the transect walk are to be incorporated, to the extent possible, while finalising the
alignment. The methodology for conduct of transect walk shall be as per ECoP-20.0, “Consultations for
Environmental Aspects”.
Inventorize the following …
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Trees
Forests if any
Drainage lines, rivers and water crossings
Irrigation water courses
Water bodies
Grazing lands
Cultural properties
Utilities
Community facilities
Schools
Hospitals
Major junctions
Seasonal markets or cultural congregations
Location for Ramps, Cattle Crossing and Bus Bay
Location for stacking maintenance material
Location for ducts for threading agricultural pipes

Route Alignment to avoid felling trees

1.2.3 In case of flood prone areas and/or areas with very flat slopes,
hydrological surveys have to be conducted before alignment
finalisation. Inputs derived from these surveys such as the
need for provision of culverts/bridges or other cross/roadside
drainage structures should be considered in the alignment
finalisation. Routes involving higher costs on drainage
compared to alternative routes should be avoided. In the case
of hill areas, geological studies have to be conducted to
determine locations of loose rock, soil or potential sites for
landslides.

1.3 Design considerations
1.3.1 All the road designs should conform to the guidelines issued
by NRRDA (attached) and specifications laid in IRC:SP20:2002, “Rural Roads Manual” and MoRD “specifications
for Rural Road”. Additional measures suggested for
minimisation of environmental impact, safety of road users
and for enhancement of community benefits are indicated in
this ECoP.

Recommended Practices for
Alignment Finalisation…
• Utilise existing revenue tracks as far as
possible
• Follow natural topography
• Conform alignment to within property
boundaries within village areas
• Adopt geometrics that do not compromise
on safety requirements
• Avoid crossing power transmission lines,
water mains, gas lines etc
• Avoid alignments affecting vegetation and
felling of trees
• Avoid alignments close to streams
• Avoid encroachment of water bodies and
• Avoid passing through natural habitats as
designated forests, sanctuaries, national
parks and wetlands
• Relocate road alignment to avoid sensitive
areas

1.3.2 Roadway Width (Formation width): The minimum of 7.5
m of roadway may be reduced to 6 m in case of hilly terrain
and short link village roads connecting single habitations. This
would result in reducing the need of larger road land width
and reduce quantity of soil required for embankments. A minimum of 9 m of formation / roadway width shall
be adopted for cutting sections in deserts areas to avoid road blocks normally caused by dune sand accumulation
where reduced width is provided.

Alignment selection criteria in hill roads …
• The road should cross the ridges at their lowest elevation. Relative economics are to be worked out before deciding upon
the alignment.
• Hairpin bends are to be kept to a minimum. If unavoidable the alignment should be such that a flat hill slope is obtained
for its location.
• Unstable hill slopes to be avoided, as such slopes are prone to landslides and are subject to seepage or flow from
streams.
• Avoid encroaching on wetlands or water bodies.
• Provide adequate cross-drainage structures to ensure that natural drainage patterns are not altered

1.3.3 Embankment height: Low embankment height of 0.3 – 0.4m to
be provided in case of arid and sandy areas. In case of desert
areas, the embankment height could be reduced since no
overtopping is anticipated. In flood prone areas, height of
embankment shall not be reduced and shall be a minimum of 0.6m
above expected highest water level. (Based on data of last five
years)

Low embankment height
reduces…
• Quantity of earth work
• Redevelopment costs of borrow areas
• Dune sand accumulation in desert areas
and

1.3.4 Geometrics: (i) In plain and rolling terrain the alignment should
• Requirement of land for construction
be designed for maximum possible radius of curves. Minimum
of road
absolute for geometric standards roadway, carriageway, gradients,
design speed, curvature, width of culverts and bridges etc. for the
plain areas / hilly areas shall be as laid down by NRRDA in all the proposals (Annexure 1-I) (ii) Junction
design of access road with collector road should be in conformity with IRC: SP-20: 2002 for both sight
distance and flaring requirements. Generally a minimum radius of 14m shall be provided in case of design of
hill roads but in exceptional cases it may be reduced to 12m to reduce excessive cost.
1.3.5 Drainage: For large catchment areas with low ground slopes, the accumulation of water cause flooding on
the up-stream of the road. The increased velocity of water passing through the culverts causes scour on the
down-stream and alters natural ground levels and scour of land. Hydrological studies must be conducted in
large catchment areas to limit the afflux and provide adequate waterway for cross-drainage structures.

Align Road Away from Drainage Channels

Provide Adequate Openings

1.3.6 Built up areas: The road level in built up areas must be lower than the plinth of the adjoining houses and
drains are to be provided to drain storm water
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1.3.7 Enhancements:
i.

Cattle crossings to be provided at normal crossing routes for safety of both cattle and road users.

ii.

Ramps for access to and from agriculture lands for cross traffic must be provided to avoid damage to
embankment and roadside drain.

iii.

All CD works shall have steps constructed for inspection, repair and maintenance purpose.

iv.

Shoulders should be paved at destination/roadside villages and provide bus bays to avoid traffic obstruction
and to provide for turning radius wherever feasible.

v.

Where possible, the embankment should be widened to provide a platform for stacking material for maintenance
and to ensure that the shoulders are kept free for movement of traffic.

vi.

Where ever required 300mm ducts should be provided to enable cultivators to thread agricultural pipes for

irrigating their fields lying on either side of the proposed road. The invert level of such ducts shall be about
300mm above high flood level.
vii.

On hill roads, passing places are required to facilitate crossing of vehicles. These shall be provided at a rate of
at least two per kilometer and exact location to be based on sight condition. The length of passing places shall
be about 15-20m with carriageway of 5m.

Ramp for Lateral Traffic/ Cattle crossing

Widening of Shoulders for Storing Maintenance Materials

1.3.8 Community Concerns: Community concerns, expressed during consultations, must be addressed to the
extent possible in the design of the road. The concerns need to be documented and checked for addressal. In
case any of the measures are not incorporated, the same needs to be intimated to the community with adequate
explanation after design finalization.
1.3.9 Road Safety/ Signages: Adequate informational, cautionary and warning road signs should be provided to
ensure traffic safety, especially in the event of adoption of lower standards. The signboards should be placed
such that they do not block the line of sight. The design speed adopted for a section of the road shall be clearly
indicated at both ends of the section for information and guidance of road users. As for as possible direct entry
from children schools to the main road should be avoided by lateral entry.
1.3.10 Road Land: The land for Right of Way is to be provided by the States free of encumbrance. It should be
ensured that land records of revenue department is got corrected and updated showing the ownership of land.

1.4 Environmental considerations
1.4.1 Environmental considerations for various activities and sub-activities
in the project are presented in the Table 1-4. Measures for the
same are to be incorporated in the project preparation stage to
offset environmental impacts in the subsequent stages (Table 13). The measures shall be in conformance with the ECoP referred
against the activities.
1.4.2 Corridors prioritized as per the core network shall be subjected to
screening2 as per the screening checklist (Annexure 1-2). The
roads so screened as per the checklist shall be subjected to greater
analysis in the DPR for the issue/s due to which it is screened.
1.4.3 Environmental concerns of the community shall be incorporated
to the extent possible in the project preparation and in the
subsequent stages of the project. This is achieved through various
consultation tools by PIU or Contractor as per Table 1-1.

Key environmental concerns to
be mitigated…
• Land, including loss of productive
topsoil
• Drainage
• Land use and livelihood
• Vegetation, cutting of trees
• Forests, wild life, fisheries and
aquatic habitat
• Water bodies and water quality
• Slope stability
• Wetlands
• Structures and
• Common property resources
• Disposal of excess material from cut
sections
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Table 1-1: Consultations to be conducted in various stages of the project
Sl. Stage/Activities
No.

Responsible StakeAgencies
holders

1
1.1

Project Prioritisation
Dissemination of
PIU
Core network

2
2.1

Project Preparation
Dissemination of
PIU
project information

2.2

Finalisation of
Alignment

2.3

Formal
PIU
Consultations with
PAPs

2.4

Formal Consultation PIU
with Flood Control/
Irrigation Department
Implementation Stage
Consultations for
Contractor
temporary use of
land of land owner
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3
3.1

3.2

PIU

Tools &
Techniques

Reference

Community/ Display of list of
• Increasing awareness of Resettlement
PRI
villages and length of community about PMGSY Framework
corridor maps at gram • Transparency in selection
panchayat
of roads
Distribution of Project • Sensitisation of
Resettlement
Information Brochure communities
Framework
• Increasing awareness of
community about roles
and responsibilities
Community/ Transect Walk
• Inventory of environmental ECoP-1
PRI
features, identification of
sites for voluntary donation,
identification of PAPs
Community Focus group
• Disseminate information Annexure 14 discussions, public
on environmental concerns 1
meetings
incorporated/not
incorporated into design
PRI/PIU
Focus discussion
• Information about the
ECoP 1A
Flood Prone areas
Community

Community / Individual
consultations

Consultations for
extraction of water
Consultations for
relocation

Contractor
Well owner
PIU

Community/ Individual
consultation
Community/ Consultation
PRI

3.4

Consultation for
tree plantation

PIU

Community/ Consultation
PRI

3.5

Consultation for
avoiding induced
development

PIU

Community/ Consultation
PRI

3.3

Desired Outputs

• Seeking consent on
ECoP-3.0
temporary use of land and ECoP-5.0
setting terms of use
ECoP-6.0
ECoP-10.0
ECoP-13.0
ECoP-14.0
• Seeking consent on
ECoP-8.0
extraction of water
• Area for relocation of
ECoP-2.0
utilities and cultural
ECoP-15.0
properties
• Identification of persons ECoP-16.0
for tree plantation
• Location for plantation
• Sensitising PRI on effects
of Induced development
• Identification of locations ECoP-17.0
for avoiding/promoting
induced development on
community land

1.4.4 Towards implementation of the environmental provisions by the contractor as per the ECoPs, he shall nominate
one of his senior personnel to ensure that the construction practices comply with the ECoPs.
4

Screening of the corridor would not be a deterrent towards its selection for implementation. The screening process is intended to facilitate
identification of scope for analysis in the DPR stage.

1.5 Compliance to legal requirements
1.5.1 The clearance requirements as per the various legislations in force towards the conservation of the environment
during the various project stages, as applicable to the project are presented in Table 1-2.
Table 1-2: Environmental Clearance Requirements - PMGSY

Project
Stage

Preconstruction

Activity requiring
clearance

State (s)
U
R
& U & M
H P P
P
•
Road Projects in Hilly •
areas & Forests

Diversion of Forest
Land
Alignment through
Sensitive Areas

•
•

Alignment through
Flood prone areas

Construction

•

•

•

•

•

•

Water for
Construction

•

Wild Life Protection

•

Quarry Area Plan

•

•

Setting up and O&M
of Hot Mix Plants

•

Noise from
construction
Blasting operation

•

Operation of
equipment and
machinery
Labour laws

•

•

•

•

Quarry area materials
extraction

•

J
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Agency from
whom clearance
to be sought

Legislative requirement

Responsibility

State Forest office/ Environmental Clearance by PIU
state pollution
forest departments for rural
control Board
roads if the alignment
traverses forest areas
State forest
Forest Conservation
PIU
department
Act 1980
Forest department Transfer of Land Forest (Co- PIU
nservation) Act 1980, Forest
(Conservation) Rule 1980
Flood Control/
Irrigation Acts of the states PIU
Irrigation
eg ‘Bihar Irrigation Act 1997’
Department
& “The Bihar Irrigation,
Flood Management &
Drainage Rules 2003’
GWB, Irrigation
Control on Setting up of
Contractor
department/
Tube Wells
Village councils
Wild Life
Wild life Protection Acts if
PIU
Department/ Forest alignment passes through
Department
protected areas
Mining
Mining Act of the state
Contractor
Department
State Pollution
Air (Prevention and Control Contractor
Control Board
of Pollution) Act 1981
Municipal Solid Waste
Management Rules, 2000 &
Hazardous waste management
& handling rules, 2000
State Pollution
Environment Protection
Contractor
Control Board
Rules 1986
Indian Explosives Indian Explosive Rules 1983 Contractor
Mining Department
Road Transport
Motor Vehicles Act, Emission Contractor
Office, Pollution
norms and standards
Control Board
Department of
Minimum Wages Act/ Other Contractor
Labour
labour laws
Mining
Mining act,
Contractor
department

Legend:U = Uttarakhand, HP = Himachal Pradesh, UP=UttarPradesh, R=RajasthanJ, P=Punjab, ,M=Meghalya, J=Jharkhand
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1.5.2 The bid document shall include the various applicable clearances pertaining to environmental management
and shall contain the necessary procedures for compliance of the same.
1.5.3 The site for construction shall be handed over to the contractor, free from encumbrances and encroachments.
Forest clearances, if required, shall be obtained prior to start of the project and utilities shall be relocated
before handing over the site.

1.6 Integrating Environmental Provisions in bid documents
1.6.1 The design and environmental considerations discussed above have
to be incorporated suitably in the DPR and bid document to ensure
implementation. Towards this end, the following steps should be
taken by the PIU:
1.6.2 Detailed Drawings if any for the environmental provisions as per
the environmental codes of practice, as required, are to be included
in the DPR viz., ECoP-1.0 (Project Planning & Design) Widening
of carriageway for bus stops and bus-bays, widening at junctions,
ECoP-3.0, (Construction Camp), ECoP-11.0, (Water bodies) and
ECoP-15.0, (Cultural Properties). The drawings are to include
specifications of the materials used and also the detailed bill of
quantities in the bid document.
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1.6.2.1Cost implications of environmental measures suggested by the
environmental codes of practice have to be included in the estimates
for the project but the state government are expected to make
land available free of all encumbrance. Cost of restoration of
common property resources, as detailed in social management plan,
are expected to be met by the state government
1.6.2.2 Monitoring arrangements towards the implementation of
environmental provisions are to be specified. The reporting formats
are provided as per the ECoP-18.0, “Environment Audit”.
1.6.2.3 As per clause 26 of the Standard Bidding Document of MoRD,
the contractor is expected to submit for approval of the engineer,
the general methods, arrangements, orders and timing for all the
activities in the works along with monthly cash flow. In scheduling
construction works, it is expected that the contractor considers all
risks and schedules activities, which are likely to be impacted by
weather phenomenon in a period in which these phenomenon are
unlikely to occur. This would also need
review and final approval of the
engineer. In view of the above
approval, the milestones indicated at
Para 19 of “Standard Bidding
Document-Contract Data to General
Conditions of Contract”, to be achieved
during the contract period, may be
suitably amended.
1.6.3 The environmental concerns to be
addressed in the preparation of DPR
are detailed out in the Table 1-3 and
Table 1-4.

Construction scheduling – factors
to consider…
• Overall scheduling to incorporate
climatic factors, snow fall, harsh
weather conditions
• Agricultural practices and harvesting
seasons
• Timing of specific activities to avoid
special weather conditions
• Events of importance in the project
area as festive seasons etc
• Availability of local labour during
harvest seasons

Timing of activities-factors to
consider…
• If there is a time lag (more than a
fortnight) between WBM and blacktopping, the surface needs to be
suitably blinded and may have to be
rerolled as per the instructions of the
Engineer of the PIU.
• The time lag between the prime coat
and the final black-topping shall be
minimum and in any event be not more
than 3 days.
• Sealed coat shall immediately follow
the 20mm carpet on the same day.

Widening of Carriageway at Destination

Widening of Carriageway for Turning Radius at the Stops
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Widening for Bus-Bays on Routes

T - Junction for Widening of CW, Provides Turning Radius
and Merges with Main Lane of single lane

Table 1-3: Environmental concerns in DPR preparation
S.No. Activity
1.0
Transact
Walk

2.0
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3.0

4.0

Detailed
Surveys

Items to consider
Trees
Forests
Drainage lines / Rivers / water crossings
Flood prone areas if any
Irrigation water courses
Water bodies
Grazing lands
Cultural properties
Utilities
Community facilities
Major junctions
Seasonal markets or cultural congregations
Location for Ramps, Cattle Crossing and
Bus Bay
Location for stacking maintenance material
Location of areas for disposal of debris
Location for ducts for threading
agricultural pipes
Geological, geotechnical studies in hill areas
Assessment of angle of hill slopes
Topographical surveys

Measures to address
Inventorisation of environmental
features Avoidance, design
modifications to minimize adverse
environmental impacts
Incorporating community concerns
into finalizing alignment

Stability analysis and measures to
address slope instability in hill
slopes and high banksWorking out
requirement of cut and fill.
Hydrological surveys in flood prone areas Identification of flood prone areas
and measures to avoid high afflux
Identification of agricultural
use of land.
Identification Borrow material
Utilizing alternative materials
of material
Minimize requirements through design
sources
modifications
Location criteria
Quarry material
Utilizing alternative materials
Material extraction from existing quarries
Water availability
Identification of perennial/community/
private sources
Scheduling construction to suit water
availability
Utilizing community water sources without
conflict of uses
Assessment Climatic factors
Scheduling construction considering the
of
special weather phenomena
environmen- Water bodies
Provision of silt fencing
tal impacts
Rehabilitation of water bodies
Stability of slopes
Measures for slope stabilization including
bio-engineering practices
Soil erosion
Erosion control measures
Land use changes
Land use control measures adjacent to
the road
Empowering Gram Panchayat / Road
Authority to regulate development along
road side
Agriculture lands
Avoidance from setting up construction
camps, borrow areas
Conservation of top soil
Site restoration after construction
Cultural properties
Avoidance through design modifications
Planning for Relocation & rehabilitation

Detailed in
ECoP 1.0/
1.0A

ECoP 1.0

ECoP 4.0
ECoP 5.0
ECoP 4.0
ECoP 7.0
ECoP 8.0
Scheduling

ECoP 1.0
ECoP 11.0
ECoP 20.0
ECoP 9.0/ /
9.0A
ECoP 9.0
ECoP 17.0

ECoP 3.0,
ECoP 5.0
ECoP 6.0
ECoP 15.0

S.No. Activity

Items to consider

Measures to address

Detailed in

Common Property Resources

Avoidance through design modification
Planning for Relocation of consultation
with community
Provision of adequate number of CD
Structures
Compensatory plantation & arrangements
for roadside plantation
Avoidance through design modifications

ECoP 1.0

Drainage
Trees
Forest areas

Natural Habitats/ Bio-diversity
5.0

Precautionary Top soil
measures
Construction sites
during
construction
to avoid
environmen- Construction camps
tal impacts
Borrow areas
Quarry areas
Public/workers health & safety

6.0

Consultations
with
community

Land for borrowing
Water for construction
Site for construction camps
Removal of trees
Cultural properties
Common property resources
Traffic during construction

7.0

Finalization Concerns of community
of alignment
Environmental impacts identified
Design aspects

8.0
9.0

Preparation All concerns/impacts identified
of detailed
drawings
Monitoring All environmental aspects identified
of Progress

ECoP 12.0
ECoP 16.0
ECoP 16.0
ECoP 19.0
ECoP 13.0

Environment Management measures
during construction
Avoidance through design modification
ECoP 19.0 /
or formulating additional measures for
19.0A/
avoiding impacts
Stockpile topsoil and preservation
ECoP 6.0
Provision of pollution control measures
ECoP 13.0
All measures to ensure public & worker’s ECoP 14.0
health/safety
Water Management
ECoP 10.0
Criteria for identification of sites and
ECoP 3.0
Infrastructure arrangements
Safe disposal of all wastes
ECoP 10.0
Enforcement of pollution control measures ECoP 13.0
Arrangements with land owners to include ECoP 5.0
redevelopment
Rehabilitation of quarry areas if new
ECoP 7.0
quarries are opened
Personal Protective Equipment to
ECoP 14.0
be provided
Public safety at construction sites to
be undertaken
Measures for worker’s health & hygiene
ECoP 3.0
at construction camps
Agreement to include borrow area
ECoP 5.0
rehabilitation
Agreements with owners/community for
ECoP 8.0
utilizing water
Rehabilitation of the land after construction ECoP 3.0
Tree Plantation as per Roadside
ECoP 16.0
Plantation plan
Avoidance through modification of alignment ECoP 15.0
Relocation costs to be covered in the
ECoP 15.0
project, if needs relocation
ECoP 20.0
Avoidance through modification of alignment ECoP 2.0
Relocation, if needed in consultation with ECoP 2.0
community
Provision of alternate routes or prior
ECoP 14.0
notice to the users
Community concerns to be incorporated
ECoP 1.0
Impacts identified are to be mitigated by
All ECoPs
incorporation of provisions as per ECoPs
Impacts that can be mitigated through design ECoP 1.0
modifications should be incorporated
Designs for enhancements and mitigation All ECoPs
measures including cost provisions
Monitoring implementation of
Environmental measures

ECoP 18.0
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Table 1-4: Environmental Concerns during project implementation – to be identified in DPR
Sl.
No.
A
A1.0

Activity and
Impact/s
Sub Activity
Pre –Construction Activities
Alignment
-Nil-

A2.0

Relocation of
utilities

Impact on current
usage

A3.0

Tree Felling

A4.0

Clearance of
land

Compliance with
Forest Act in case trees
are on forest land
Loss of canopy
Affect on livelihood
Affect on standing
crops
Affect on cultural
properties
Affect on natural
habitats
Compliance with
Forest Act
Affect on flora

A5.0
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A6.0

A7.0

A8.0

A9.0

Diversion of
forest land

Measure/sECoP

Applicable

(i) Co-ordination with Revenue Department

ECoP 1.0
ECoP 2.0
ECoP 2.0
ECoP 2.0

(i) Identification of relocation site in advance
(ii) Scheduling the activity in consonance with
the community usage pattern
(i) Prior clearance from Forest Department

ECoP 1.0

(ii) Tree plantation as per roadside plantation plan
(i) As per project provisions
(ii) Scheduling of activity and coordination

ECoP 16.0
ECoP 2.0
ECoP 1.0

(iii) Modification of alignment or Relocation of
cultural properties
(iv) Avoidance of natural habitats or preparation
of Natural Habitat Management Plan
(i) Activity scheduling to avoid delays,
conformance to legal requirements
(ii) Precautionary measures during construction
in forest areas
(iii) Precautions while operating equipment/machinery

ECoP 15.0

Pollution from
construction activities
Transfer of land Grievances from
(i) Addressal through Grievance Redressal
ownership
community
Mechanisms & Consultations
Affect on livelihood
(ii) Provision of entitlements as per
resettlement framework
Location of
Pollution from
(i) Location criteria to be adopted
Storage Yards,
construction camps,
labour camps,
storage yards &
(ii) Obtain clearances from SPCB
and construction labour camps
sites
Pressure on local
(iii) Infrastructure arrangements to be as per guidelines
infrastructure
Procurement of Machinery likely to
(i) Machinery to be procured shall be in conformance
equipments and cause pollution at
with noise and emission standards of CPCB
machinery
settlements and natural
habitats
Safety concerns in
(ii) Safety equipment for workers
machinery operation
Identification
Conflict of uses in
(i) Consultations and arrangements at contractor
and Selection of case of water
-individual levels, documentation of agreement
Material
Borrowing causes
(ii) Consultations and arrangements at contractorSources
depressed lands
individual levels, documentation of agreement
Pollution due to
(iii) Precautionary measures during siting of
material extraction from
borrow areas and quarry areas
borrow and quarry
areas to surrounding
environment
Disturbance to Natural (iv) Avoidance of location of material sources
in Natural Habitats

ECoP 19.0
ECoP 1.0
All ECoPs
ECoP 13.0
ECoP 1.0
ECoP 20.0
ECoP 1.0
ECoP 3.0
ECoP 20.0
ECoP 1.0
ECoP 3.0
ECoP 13.0
ECoP 19.0

ECoP 14.0
ECoP 8.0
ECoP 20.0
ECoP 5.0
ECoP 5.0
ECoP 7.0

ECoP 19.0

Sl.
Activity and
No.
Sub Activity
A10.0 Identification of
designated
locations of waste
disposal

Impact/s

Measure/sECoP

Applicable

Pollution due to
location close to
settlements, water
bodies & other
sensitive areas

(i) Site selection in conformance to criteria provided

ECoP 10.0

Keeping local community informed about the
construction

ECoP. 2.0

A 11.0 Information to
community
B
B1.0
B1.1

B1.2

B2.0

B3.0

B4.0

Construction Activities
Site Clearance
Clearing and
Effect on roadside
(i)
Grubbing
vegetation
Debris generation
(ii)
creating unsightly
conditions
Dismantling of
Generation of Debris
(i)
existing culverts creating unsightly
and structures,
conditions
if any
Flooding due to interce- (ii)
ption to drainage paths
Planning Traffic Trampling of
(i)
diversions and
vegetation along
Detours
traffic diversions
Material
Loss of topsoil
(i)
Procurement
Formation of stagnant (ii)
water pools due to
borrowing/quarrying
Illegal quarrying /
(iii)
sand mining
Uncontrolled blasting (iv)
at quarries
Transport of
Fugitive emissions
materials to site from transport trucks
Dust emissions from
haul roads

B5.0
B5.1

B5.2

B5.3

B5.4
B5.5

Materials
handling at site
Storage of
materials

Contamination to water
sources, leaching into
ground water
Handling of earth Dust rising and increase
in particulate concentration in ambient air
Handling of
Increase of particulate
fly ash
concentration and
contamination of nearby
areas
Handling of
Risk of injury to
granular material workers
Handling of
Leaching of materials,
bituminous
contamination of water
materials
sources

Restricting movement of machinery/equipment
over adjacent fields
Disposal / storage of grubbing waste and
possible reuse

ECoP 2.0
ECoP 13.0
ECoP 10.0

Disposal of waste and likely reuse

ECoP 10.0

Provision of diversion channels and/or scheduling
construction of culverts preferably in dry months
Activity scheduling, identification of alternative
track

ECoP 12.0

Stripping & Storing topsoil
Restoration plan for borrow areas &
quarry areas (new quarry)

ECoP 6.0
ECoP 5.0
ECoP 7.0

Conformance of quarries selected to the SPCB
requirements, including quarry rehabilitation plans
Controlled blasting to the extent required.
Conformance to blasting rules as per the Indian
Explosives Act

ECoP 7.0

ECoP 14.0

ECoP 7.0

(i) Covering of material with tarpaulin or use of
covered box trucks during transport
(ii) Haul road management

ECoP 10.0
ECoP 13.0

(i) Provision of impervious base to storage areas

ECoP 3.0

(ii) Use of dust suppressants

ECoP 13.0

(iii) Use of dust suppressants

ECoP 4.0

(iv) Use of Personal Protective Equipment

ECoP 14.0

(v) Provision of impervious base at bitumen storage
areas

ECoP 10.0
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Sl.
No.

Activity and
Sub Activity

B5.6

Handling of
oil/diesel

B5.7
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Waste
management

B5.8

Operation of
construction
equipments and
machinery

B5.9

Movement of
Machinery

B6.0
B6.1

B6.2

B6.3

B6.4

Earthworks
Cutting

Impact/s

Measure/sECoP

Applicable

Air pollution
Contamination from
accidental spills
Pollution due to
incomplete burning
Littering of debris at
construction site

(vi) Control of emissions from mixing
(vii) Prevention of accidental spills, affecting
cleaning immediately after spill
(viii) Ensure complete combustion of fuel through
regular maintenance of equipment
(ix) Waste to be disposed at disposal locations only/
utilized in pavement as capping layer/ in sub-base
or base course
(x) Prevention of runoff from entering water bodies

ECoP 13.0
ECoP 13.0

Contamination of
surroundings due to
runoff from
construction site
Air & Noise pollution
Operational safety of
workers

Trampling of
vegetation
Damage to flora &
natural habitats

(xi) Conformance to Emission standards and norms
(xii) Conformance to Safety concerns of the road users
and workers in operation, first aid provision and
mandatory provision of Personal Protective
Equipment
(xiii)Restriction of movement within ROW

(xiv) Minimizing impact on vegetation

ECoP 13.0
ECoP 10.0

ECoP 11.0

ECoP 13.0
ECoP 14.0

ECoP 13.0

Damage to road side
properties

(xv) Minimizing impacts on private and common
properties, including religious structures

ECoP 13.0
ECoP 19.0
ECoP 13.0
ECoP 15.0

Uncontrolled blasting
in case of rock cutting
Loss of topsoil
Waste generation
Interruption to
drainage
Dust Rising
Excess water/material
usage

(i) Controlled blasting to be made mandatory

ECoP 7.0

(ii) Preservation of topsoil for reuse
(iii) Safe disposal of waste & possible reuse
Embankment
(i) Drainage channels to be provided with culverts in
construction
advance to embankment construction as far as possible
(ii) Dust suppression with water
(iii) Minimising height of embankment
(iv) Scheduling embankment construction preferably in
wet months, if possible
(v) Compaction with vibratory rollers is suggested
Erosion causing impact (v) Slope stabilization measures as seeding, mulching
on embankment/slope
& bio-engineering techniques
stability
Formation of rills /
(vi) Construction of temporary erosion control
gullies
structures as per requirements
Contamination of water (vii) Control measures as silt fencing, vegetative
bodies/ water courses
barriers etc
(viii) Avoiding disposal of liquid wastes into natural
water courses
Maintenance at Collection of rainwater (ix) Temporary drains during construction
construction camp in construction camps
Waste water from
(x) Disposal of waste water into soak pits
labour camps
Contamination of soil (xi) Removal of oil / other chemical spills & wastes
Cutting
Impact on the drainage (xii) Restoration of drainage channels
embankments of flows in and out of the
surface water
water body

ECoP 6.0
ECoP 10.0
ECoP 12.0
ECoP 13.0
ECoP 1.0
ECoP 1.0
ECoP 1.0
ECoP 9.0

ECoP 9.0
ECoP 9.0
ECoP 11.0
ECoP 3.0
ECoP 3.0
ECoP 3.0
ECoP 11.0

Sl.
No.

B7.0
B7.1
B7.2

Activity and
Sub Activity
bodies

Impact/s

Measure/sECoP

Applicable

Embankment stability

(xiii)Design of slopes of the water bodies, slope
protection etc

ECoP 9.0

(i) Use of locally available materials (licensed
quarry) Use of cut material
(ii) Scheduling the activity preferably in wet months

ECoP 4.0/
ECoP 10.0
ECoP 1.0

Sub-Base & Base courses
Granular
Extensive extraction
sub-base
of quarry materials
Wet mix
Extensive
macadam
water requirement

(iii) Avoiding conflict of uses due to water extraction
from construction
B7.3
Shoulders
Movement of Machinery (iv) Restricting movement on adjacent lands
treatment
for compaction
Slope Protection Slope stability
Bio-engineering practices
B8.0 Culverts and
Interruption to
(i) Provision of diversion channels
Minor Bridge
water flow
Works
Pollution of water
(ii) Control of sediment runoff
channels during
construction
Safety of Workers
(iii) Mandatory use of Personal Protective Equipment
B9.0 Surfacing
B9.1
Bituminous
Worker’s safety during (i) Mandatory use of Personal Protective Equipment
surface
handling of hot mix
Damage to vegetation (ii) Avoiding use of wood as fuel for heating
(burning/ cutting)
bitumen as far as possible
(iii) Hot mix plant location to be preferably on
waste lands
Contamination due to (iv) Reuse or Land filling of bituminous wastes or
bituminous wastes
use in sub-base
Impacts on Air quality (v) Ensuring compliance of hotmix plants with the
CPCB emission standards
B9.2
Concrete surfacing Contamination of
(vi) Mixing concrete at designated locations away from
for roads crossing surroundings due to
habitation and agriculture lands
built up areas
concrete mixing
B10.0 Road furniture
-NilTo be provided as per design
/Signage
B11.0 Shoulder
Requires material
(i) Use locally available material (licensed quarry)
protection
extraction from quarries (ii) Ensure that all shoulders are clear of debris or
construction materials
B12.0 Enhancements
-Nil(i) To be included in DPR
B13.0 Monitoring
-Nilenvironmental
conditions
C
Post Construction Activities
C1.0 Clearing of
construction
camps
C1.1
Campsite
Change of land use due
restoration
to setting up of
construction camp
C1.2
Dismantling of
Waste generation at
campsite
the construction site

(i) To be as per the codes of environmental practice

(i) Campsite to be restored to its original condition as
per the rehabilitation plan
(ii) Restoration of top soil
(iii) Disposal of waste at designated locations

ECoP 8.0
ECoP 13.0
ECoP 9.0A
ECoP 12.0
ECoP 12.0

ECoP 14.0
ECoP 14.0
ECoP 13.0
ECoP 13.0
ECoP 10.0
ECoP 13.0
ECoP 3.0

ECoP 4.0
ECoP 13.0
ECoP 1.0
ECoP 20.0
ECoP 18.0

ECoP 3.0
ECoP 6.0
ECoP 10.0
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Sl.
No.
C2.0

C3.0
C4.0
C 5.0
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Activity and
Sub Activity
Clearing of Water
Channels, side
drains and
culverts
Rehabilitation of
borrow areas
Clearing of
encroachments
Maintenance of
vegetation

Impact/s

Measure/sECoP

Applicable

Generation of debris & (i) Removal of Debris and disposal
silt

ECoP 11.0
ECoP 12.0

-Nil-

(i) Top soil restoration, revegetation

ECoP 5.0

Loss of livelihood

(i) Precautionary measures to avoid encroachments

ECoP 17.0

Loss of green cover

To ensure that there is no gap of time after
handing over and proper maintenance of plants
and other vegetation

ECoP 16.0/
ECop 9.0A

EC
oP 1A- R
oads in Fl
ood Pr
one Areas
ECoP
Ro
Flood
Prone
1A.1 General
1.1.1 The code of practice details factors to be considered while planning, designing and implementing roads in
permanently inundated or flood prone areas. The recommendations of the expert group of NRRDA as enclosed shall
be followed and taken into consideration while finalizing the DPR.

1A.2 Project Preparation and Design
1A.2.1 The areas subjected to flooding and submergence shall be identified in each district and marked on district’s
revenue plans. These shall be based on information obtained from the Department of Flood Control and/ or Disaster
Management Cell at the District Commissioners office. Maps of flood prone areas, in form of Satellite imageries, are
normally available with the District Management Cell of the Disaster Management Cell of the District Commissioners
office. Other information related to depth, frequency and intensity of floods etc is normally available with the Flood
Control/ irrigation Department. The maps shall also indicate whether the area gets flooded due to precipitation in the
local areas or due to breach of any dyke. The information collected should be cross checked with the community
during consultation
1A.2.2 Apart from the information from flood control department and flood control maps, information on the duration
of flood, velocity of flood waters and the soil types in these areas shall be obtained by contacts with local residents/
villages. This information shall form the background of the map indicating the area as classified in Clause 1A.2.4.
Also ascertain whether only the approach road gets inundated or habitations also get submerged. The depth of
submergence should also be recorded to help finalize the level of top of pavement.
1A.2.3 The Executive Engineer of the respective district or his appointed representative not below the rank of
Assistant Engineer, where-in rural road intervention are conceived, shall coordinate with the District Management
Cell and Flood Control Department for identification of flood prone areas.
1A.2.4 For the purpose of this intervention, the area under each district shall be identified as area not affected by
flood and flood prone area. The flood prone area shall be further classified as the (i) areas inundated by breach of
dykes, (ii) areas subjected to flooding due to rainfall and (iii) areas where habitation and approach roads get submerged
1A.2.5 As far as possible, approach roads should be aligned in areas not affected by the floods and areas subjected
to inundation due to breach of dykes shall be avoided even if this results in a slightly longer length. Management
measures in case of areas inundated due to breach of dykes will be based on the Disaster Management Plan
prepared for the district. Alignment finalization and design of roads being planned in areas subjected to flooding due
to rains shall consider the measures suggested in this ECoP.
1A.2.6 Wherever possible the alignment in flood prone areas shall be aligned to be on higher ground contours/levels.
1A.2.7 Top of the embankment (excluding pavement)shall be designed to be a minimum 0.6m above HFL, based on
data of last five years. This may increase the cost on earthwork for embankments. (If necessary the embankment
width may be reduced to 6m to reduce the quantity of earth work)
1A.2.8 Pavements shall be adequately protected and kept dry with a drainage layer, of at least 150mm.laid above
HFL. The design of pavement shall be on the basis of equilibrium moisture content. (CBR in soaked condition)
1A.2.9 For embankments, at places where there are chances of water eroding, slopes and banks shall be protected
with:
•

Proper turf with grass sods on side slopes with extension upto 30cm outside the toe line and 30cm on the
shoulders, or

•

By providing lining at the toe walls along the toe line upto about 30cm above the flood line. The toe wall can
be of rubble stones of brick on edge. Rest of the slope shall be covered with turf. The storm water from
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the road surface shall be drained with proper chutes or cascades and providing kerb stones if necessary.
1A.2.10 Adequate opening are to be provided to drain flood water from the inundated areas and to act as balance
culverts. The provision of ECoP -12, “Drainage” shall be followed where appropriate.
1A.2.11 Cement concrete pavement/ Concrete block pavement may be adopted in sections of the roads likely to
remain under submergence and in portion of the road passing through habitations.

1A.3 Pre-Construction Stage
1A.3.1 Construction camps and material storage yards will be located away from the areas likely to be flooded.
They shall preferably be sited on raised land and away from streams.
1A.3.2 These areas shall be provided with adequate drainage.
1A.3.3 No borrowing or temporary usage of land and resources shall be undertaken in flood prone areas.
1A.3.4 Waste deposal sites shall be located away from flood prone areas. No waste shall be disposed off in low lying
areas that are likely to be inundated and drain into nearby water bodies.
1A.3.5 Waste disposal sites shall be identified at the time of project preparation.

1A.4 Construction Stage
1A.4.1 Debris generated from clearance operations shall be deposited only at pre-identified waste disposal locations.
1A.4.2 Construction shall be scheduled such that the construction of cross-drainage structures and toe walls is
prioritized to enable clearing of water inundated causing least damage to the embankment/earthworks.
1A.4.3 Location of traffic diversions shall be motor able and will be sufficiently high to avoid submergence in case
of floods.
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1A.4.4 Safety devices and flood warning signs must be erected while working over streams and canals.

1A.5 Post-Construction and Operation Stage
1A.5.1 Roads in flood prone areas shall be under constant supervision of the EE or his appointed representative not
below the rank of AE. Any breach in embankment and/or damage to Cross-Drainage structures shall be immediately
rectified.
1A.5.2 Contractor shall ensure that all construction waste lying along the road and in flood prone areas are removed.
This fact should be verified before issue of completion certificate.

ECoP-2.0

Site Prep
ara
tion
Prepara
aration

2.1 General
2.1.1 The preparation of site for construction involves: (i) Marking and clearance of the required RoW of all
encroachments by the PIU prior to mobilization of Contractor; (ii) Informing the local community about
construction schedule and (iii) Site preparation by the contractor prior to commencement of construction. The
scope of this ECoP includes only measures to address environmental concerns expected during the site
preparation. Any land acquisition and resettlement issue involved is to be addressed by PIU as per the provisions
of the Resettlement Framework for the project.

2.2 Site Preparation Activities by the PIU
2.2.1 After obtaining the consent of the community/ Gram Sabha
on the alignment, the PIU shall be responsible to stake out
the alignment. It shall be the responsibility of the PIU to
take over possession of the proposed RoW and hand over
the land width required, clear of all encumbrances, to the
Contractor who shall establish bench marks on ground.
2.2.2 The addressal of social and resettlement issues shall be
carried out by the PIU as per the provisions of the
Resettlement Framework and the Screening and
Consultation Framework. Activities pertaining to the
clearance of land and relocation of utilities need to be initiated
by the PIU well in advance by contact with water supply,
irrigation electricity and other concerned departments to
avoid any delays in handing over of site to the Contractor.
Assistance of the Revenue Department shall be sought in
accomplishing this task. A MoU to this effect would be signed
between the PIU and the Revenue Department (Format
presented as Annexure 2-1). Alternately the need for close
cooperation shall be covered by a government order.

PIU’s responsibilities before handing
over site…
• Clearance of encroachments within proposed
RoW
• Initiation of process for legal transfer of land
title
• Alignment modification or Relocation of
common property resources in consultation
with the local community
• Alignment modification or Relocation/
removal of utilities in consultation with the
various government departments and
• Obtain clearances required from government
agencies for:
¾ Felling of trees and
¾ Diversion of stretches of forestlands etc.
¾ Informing the community and local
village councils about the likely
schedule of construction

2.3 Site Preparation Activities by the Contractor
2.3.1 The contractor shall submit the schedules and methods of operations for various items during construction
operations to the PIU for approval. The Contractor shall commence operations at site only after the approval
of schedules by the PIU. He shall also keep the community/ village council informed about the likely milestones of the achievement and causes of delays if any.
2.3.2 The activities to be undertaken by the contractor during the clearing and grubbing of the site are as follows:
2.3.3 The clearance of site shall involve the removal of all materials such as trees, bushes, shrubs, stumps, roots,
grass, weeds, part of topsoil and rubbish. Towards this end the Contractor shall adopt the following measures:
(i) Limiting the surface area of erodable earth material exposed by clearing and grubbing (ii) Conservation of
top soil and stock piling as per the provisions of specifications or ECoP-6.0, “Topsoil Salvage, Storage and
Replacement” and (iii) Carry out necessary backfilling of pits resulting from uprooting of trees and stumps
with excavated or approved materials to the required compaction conforming to the surrounding area.
2.3.4 To minimize the adverse impact on flora and vegetation, only ground cover/shrubs that impinge directly on the
permanent works shall be removed. Cutting of trees and vegetation outside the working area shall be avoided
under all circumstances. In case the alignment passes through forest areas, Forest Ranger shall be consulted
for identification of presence of any rare/endangered species within the proposed road way. Protection of
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such species if found shall be as per the directions of the Forest Department.
2.3.5 The locations for disposal of grubbing waste shall be finalized prior to the start of the works on any particular
section of the road. The selection of the site shall be approved by the PIU. The criteria for disposal of wastes
shall be in accordance with ECoP-10.0, “Waste management”.
2.3.6 In locations where erosion or sedimentation is likely to be a problem, clearing and grubbing operations should
be so scheduled and performed that grading operations and permanent erosion and sedimentation control
features can follow immediately, if the project conditions permit.
2.3.7 Dismantling of CD structures and culverts shall be carried out in a manner as not to damage the remaining
required portion of structures and other surrounding properties. The disposal of wastes shall be in accordance
with the provisions of ECoP-10.0, “Waste management”. The following precautions shall be adopted: (i) The
waste generated shall not be disposed off in watercourses, to avoid hindrance to flow, and (ii) All necessary
measures shall be taken while working close to cross drainage channels to prevent earthwork, stonework as
well as the method of operation from impeding cross drainage at rivers, streams, water canals and existing
irrigation and drainage systems.
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2.3.8 The designated sites duly approved by Implementing Agency shall be cleared of its existing cover for setting
up of construction sites, camps and related infrastructure facilities, borrow areas and other locations identified
for temporary use during construction. The contractor shall comply with all safety requirements in consideration
as specified in ECoP-14.0, “Public & Worker’s Health and Safety”. Before initiation of site preparation
activities along these lands to be used temporarily during construction, it shall be the responsibility of the
Contractor to submit and obtain approval of the site restoration plan from the implementing agency. The letter/
contract agreement between the owner(s) of the land parcel for temporary usage shall include site restoration
to its original status. The guidelines for the same are furnished in ECoP-13.0, “Construction Plants & Equipment
Management”; ECoP-3.0, “Construction Camps”; and ECoP-5.0, “Borrow areas”.
2.3.9 Site preparation shall involve formation of the road base wherein it is ready for construction of protective/
drainage works, carriageway, shoulders, parapets and other road furniture. In hilly terrain, trace cut are
already undertaken by the PIU during surveys for alignment marking and design preparation. Implementing
Agency shall transfer the land for civil works to the Contractor. Peg marking of the alignment and setting out
for the proposed roadwork shall be carried out by the contractor as per detailed drawings and checked by the
supervising engineers.
2.3.10 Use of blasting for rock cutting shall be resorted to only if absolutely necessary. It must also be ensured that
blasting operations do not cause undue instability of existing slopes or movement of rock mass. The BOQ shall
provide for controlled blasting to prevent collapse of side slopes and where fly-off of debris is likely to cause
damage to other properties. The community shall be informed in advance. Warning signs shall be displayed
about the timing of blasting operations. Adequate care should be taken during storage, transport and use of
explosives. The shot-firers must be adequately trained and licensed. Suggestions for supervision and observing
safety during blasting are detailed in Annexure 2-2. A note on Safety aspects in blasting has also been
appended as Annexure-300.2 in the MoRD Specifications for Rural Roads (Clause 304: Rock Cutting)
2.3.11 All regulatory clearances shall be obtained before actual start of work on any stretch of road. Some of the
N-E states require entry permits/ inner line permits for non-residents. The contractors shall seek
compliance of this regulation prior to mobilization.
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3.1 General
3.1.1 The terms and conditions of this Code of Practice pertain to the siting, development, management and restoration
of construction camps to avoid or mitigate impacts on the environment. The area requirement for the construction
camp shall depend upon the size of contract, number of labourers employed and the extent of machinery
deployed. The key activities requiring addressal during the project stages and the significance of impacts in the
project regions are presented in Table 3-1.
Table 3-1: Significance of Impacts across Project Regions
Stages

Key
Activities

Significance of Impacts
Uttarakhand
Hilly
areas

Pre-

Plat
eau

Punjab,
Rajasthan
Flood
plains

Jharkhand

Other
areas

Flood
plains

Other
areas

Meghalaya
Hilly
areas

Plat
eau

Uttar Pradesh
Flood
plains

Other
areas

Siting

construction Development
Construction Maintenance
PostRestoration
construction
Impacts not likely to be significant
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Impacts likely to be significant

3.2 Pre-construction stage
3.2.1 The Contractor shall identify the site for construction camp in consultation with the individual owners in case
of private lands and the Gram Panchayat in case of Gram Sabha (GS) lands. Suitable sites shall be selected
and finalized in consultation with the PIU. Location of construction camps very close to habitations may be
social hazards and may have impact on the life style of the local population
3.2.2 The contractor will work out arrangements for setting up his facilities during the duration of construction with
the land owner/Gram Panchayat. The arrangements will include the restoration of the site after the completion
of construction. The arrangements will be verified by the PIU /GS to enable redressal of grievances at a later
stage of the project.

Selection of construction camp/site locations
Avoid the following …

Prefer the following …

•
•
•
•
•

• Waste lands
• Lands belonging to owners who look upon the temporary
use as a source of income
• Community lands or government land not used for
beneficial purposes
• Private non-irrigated lands where the owner is willing and
• Lands with an existing access road

•
•
•
•
•

Lands close to habitations (nearer than 500m)
Irrigated agricultural lands
Lands belonging to small farmers
Lands under village forests
Lands within 100m of community water bodies
and water sources as rivers
Lands within 100m of watercourses
Low lying lands
Lands supporting dense vegetation
Grazing lands and lands with tenure rights
Lands where there is no willingness of the
landowner to permit its use

3.2.3 After finalization of the site, the contractor shall submit to the PIU a detailed layout plan for development of
the construction camp, indicating the various structures to be constructed including the temporary structures
to be put up, drainage and other facilities. The plan will include the redevelopment of sites to pre-construction
stage. The campsite should cover an area of about 3000 sq.m for 60 Nos of workers. A conceptual drawing
of the construction camp layout is presented at Annexure 3-1.
3.2.4 Accommodation: The contractor shall provide, free of cost in the
camp site, temporary living accommodation to all the workers
employed by him for such a period as the construction/maintenance
work is in progress.
3.2.5 Towards the provision and storage of drinking water at the
construction camp, the contractor shall ensure the following
provisions:
•

The contractor shall provide for a sufficient supply of potable water
in construction camps, in earthen pots. The contractor shall identify
suitable community water sources as handpumps and ponds for
procuring drinking water, in consultation with the Gram Sabha.

Arrangements with landowners…
The contractor shall submit to PIU the
following:
• Written No-objection certificate of the
owner/cultivator
• Extent of land required and duration of
the agreement
• Photograph of the site in original
condition
• Details of site redevelopment after

•

Only in the event of non-availability of other sources of potable
completion
water, the Contractor shall obtain water from an unprotected
source, after testing for its potability. Where water has to be
drawn from an existing open well, the well shall be properly chlorinated before water is drawn from it for
drinking. All such wells shall be entirely closed in and be provided with a dust proof trap door.

•

Every water supply or storage shall be at a distance of not less than 15m from any wastewater / sewage drain
or other source of pollution. Water sources within 15m proximity of toilet, drain or any source of pollution will
not be used as a source of drinking water in the project.

•

A pump shall be fitted to each covered well, the trap door shall be kept locked and opened only for cleaning or
inspection, which shall be done at least once a month.
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3.2.6 In every site, adequate and suitable facilities for washing clothes and utensils shall be provided and maintained
for the use of contract labor employed therein. Separate and adequate bathing facilities shall be provided for
the use of male and female workers. Such facilities shall be conveniently accessible and shall be kept in clean
and hygienic conditions.
3.2.7 Sanitary arrangements, latrines and urinals shall be provided at every work place on the following scale:
•

Where female workers are employed, there shall be at least one latrine for every 25 females or part thereof.

•

Where males are employed, there shall be at least one latrine for every 25 males or part thereof.

•

Every latrine shall be under cover and so partitioned off as to secure privacy, and shall have a proper door and
fastenings.

•

Where workers of both sexes are employed, there shall be displayed outside each block of latrine and urinal,
a notice in the language understood by the majority of the workers “For Men Only” or “For Women Only” as
the case may be.

•

The latrines and urinals shall be adequately lighted and shall be maintained in a clean sanitary condition at all
times and

•

Water shall be provided in or near the latrines and urinals by storage in suitable containers.

3.2.8 Arrangements for Waste Disposal
•

Disposal of sanitary wastes and excreta shall be into septic tanks.

•

Kitchen wastes shall be disposed into soak pits. Wastewater from campsites will be discharged and disposed
in a kitchen sump located preferably at least 15 meters from any body of water. Sump capacity should be at
least 1.3 times the maximum volume of wastewater discharged per day. The bottom of the pit should be filled
with coarse gravel and the sides shored up with board, etc. to prevent erosion and collapse of the pit.

•

Solid wastes generated in the construction site shall be reused if recyclable or disposed off in land fill sites

3.2.9 First Aid Facilities
•

First Aid Box will be provided at every construction campsite and under the charge of a responsible person
who shall always be readily available during working hours of the work place. He shall be adequately trained
in administering first aid-treatment. Formal arrangement shall be prescribed to carry injured person or person
suddenly taken ill to the nearest hospital.

3.2.10 Storage Site
•

Storage of Petrol/Oil/Lubricants: Brick on edge flooring or sand flooring will be provided at the storage places
of Petrol/Oil/Lubricants to avoid soil and water contamination due to spillage.

•

Storage of cement: Damp-proof flooring, as per IS codes

•

Storage of blasting materials: Shall be as per specific provisions of the law.

3.2.11 Fire fighting arrangement
•

Demarcation of area susceptible to fires with cautionary signage

•

Portable fire extinguishers and/or sand baskets shall be provided at easily accessible locations in the event of
fire,

•

Contractor shall educate workers on the usage of these equipments

3.2.12 Interactions with host communities
•

To ensure that there is no conflict of the migrant labor with the host communities, the contractor shall issue
identity cards to labourers residing in the construction camps. A permit is required by migrant workers from
other states for employment in Mizoram.

3.2.13 Prevention of spread of HIV/AIDs
The contractor/ PIU shall inform the District Health authorities / State AIDS control organizations about the location
of the construction camp and the number of workers likely to reside in such camps. They shall arrange to hold
awareness training of the workers. The contractor shall provide all assistance to the States AIDS control organization
to carry out effective surveillance.

3.3 Construction Stage
3.3.1 Construction camps shall be maintained free from litter and in hygienic condition. It should be kept free from
spillage of oil, grease or bitumen. Any spillage should be cleaned immediately to avoid pollution of soil, water
stored or adjacent water bodies. Following precautions need to be taken in construction camps.
•

Measures to ensure that no leaching of oil and grease into water bodies or underground water takes place

•

Wastewater should not be disposed into water bodies

•

Regular collection of solid wastes should be undertaken and should be disposed off safely

•

All consumables as first aid equipment, cleaning equipment for maintaining hygiene and sanitation should be
recouped immediately

3.3.2 PIU will monitor the cleanliness of construction campsites and ensure that sites are properly maintained
throughout the period of the contract.
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3.4 Post Construction Stage
3.4.1 At the completion of construction, all construction camp facilities shall be dismantled and removed from the
site. The site shall be restored to a condition in no way inferior to the condition prior to commencement of the
works. Various activities to be carried out for site restoration are:
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•

Oil and fuel contaminated soil shall be removed and transported and buried in waste disposal areas.

•

On the construction camp site, saplings of species similar to that of cut trees shall be planted.

•

Saplings planted shall be handed over to the community or the land owner for further maintenance and watering

•

Soak pits and septic tanks shall be covered and effectively sealed off.

•

The contractor shall execute all works to restore the site and land cleared of all debris and shall hand over to
the community or lessor in tidy and clean condition without any encumbrance.
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4.1 General
4.1.1 The use of alternate materials for construction focuses on the management and reuse of waste materials
locally available in the project area with the added advantage of economizing project cost, incase leads for
usual road materials are high. Potential waste materials that can be used in PMGSY include: fly ash, blast
furnace slag, marble slurry, quarry overburden, and other industrial wastes. Fly ash, Lime or mechanical
stabilization techniques should be utilised in case the local soil or materials available around the project area is
not suitable for construction in its original condition. The guidelines for the use of waste materials in rural roads
construction are laid down in IRC:SP-20:2002. This code of practice focuses on the feasibility of adoption of
these materials for construction in the seven project States.
4.1.2 Details of material available in Rajasthan for all districts along with their suitability are available with Rajasthan
PWD. This information can be utilized in determining the alternate materials for particular areas. Similar
information should be collected in all the districts in other States and kept for ready reference. This should
include data about the location of the quarry, its distance from the main road and engineering properties of the
road construction material. Data can be collected from the mining department as well the experience of the
local staff responsible for road construction in the district or block. The availability of alternate material and its
suitability shall be also be determined and recorded in the data
4.1.3 Locally available bamboos in form of wattle mats can be used for stabilizing slopes and for erosion control
measure. Jute and Coir geotextiles can be used to increase the shear strength of soils and result in increasing
the CBR value thus economizing cost of construction.

4.2 Project Preparation Stage
4.2.1 During the DPR stage, the sources and suitability of alternate materials should be identified. In case of
availability of alternate materials, the DPR shall specify the following: (i) Characteristics and availability of the
material (ii) Possibility of use in the project (iii) Methods of testing, specifications, recommended usage and
(iv) Mechanism for procuring and transporting to the site. The feasibility of its use shall be based on the lead
from the project corridor, suitability of the material and the extent of use.
4.2.2 The PIU must ensure that provision shall be made in bid document under special conditions of contract
specifying the use of fly ash, if available in the vicinity of the project area as per the central government
directive on the issue.
4.2.3 A separate BoQ to be included for alternate materials in case they are available in the proximity of the project area
4.3

Pre-construction Stage

4.3.1 Testing shall be done as per IS specifications, in order to evaluate suitability of alternate materials. In case test
results do not match the specifications; option of blending the material with standard materials to meet the
required specifications should be explored.
4.3.2 The Contractor shall approach the supplier identified based on lead and material suitability and shall sign an
agreement specifying the quantity of the material to be procured.
4.3.3 In case quarry overburden is to be used as fill material, a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between the
quarry owner and the contractor would be signed. The format for MoU would be as per Annexure 4-1.

4.4 Construction Stage
4.4.1 The procured alternate material shall be transported by the contractor at his own cost
4.4.2 The use of fly ash is mandatory as per MoEF Notification, S.O. 1164(E), dated 5th November 2002, within the
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100 km radius of thermal power plants. It is the responsibility of the Contractor to transport the fly ash to the
construction site.
4.4.3 Care should be taken that all the loose material (fly ash, quarry overburden, etc) shall be covered to avoid
fugitive emissions during transportation to avoid spillages.
4.4.4 In case of transporting slag as well as marble slurry, free board should be maintained and tailboard should be
properly closed and sealed.
4.4.5 While storing the alternate material, Contractor shall undertake all precautionary measures to prevent leaching
of materials.
4.4.6 PIU must ensure that the use of alternate material is as per specifications.

4.5 Description of Alternate Materials
4.5.1 Blast Furnace Slag: Iron and steel plants produce large quantities of waste known as blast furnace slag. While
producing 1 ton of steel, nearly an equivalent amount of slag is generated. Hence, the disposal of this slag is of
great concern. The engineering properties of this material show high bearing capacity as well as good interlocking
between slag and aggregate.
4.5.2 Blast furnace slag after testing can be used as pavement material as a base or sub-base, either bound or
unbound. IRC:SP-20:2002, Chapter 9, gives a brief description of different types of slag available and test
method to check their suitability.
4.5.3 Fly Ash: MoEF Notification, S.O. 1164(E), dated 5th November 2002, GoI has made mandatory the use of fly
ash within a radius of 100 km from coal or lignite based thermal power plants. Detailed design specifications
for the use of fly ash are given in IRC:SP-20:2002, Chapter 9. General requirements of the material for
embankment construction with fly ash is given in IRC:SP-58:2001.
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4.5.4 With reference to the IRC:SP-20:2002, Chapter 9, Figure 9.3 “Typical cross-section of the embankment with
core of fly ash”, considering the formation width 7.5 m and base / sub base height 0.33 m, only at those places
where embankment height in greater than 0.83 m, fly ash as an alternate material can be used. Table 4-1
highlights the percentage reduction in the quantity of earth.
Table 4-1 Reduction in earth requirement for embankment heights 0.5 & 1.0m by using fly ash
Embankment ht - 0.5m

Embankment ht - 1.0 m

Formation Width (m)

7.50

7.50

Carriage Way (m)

3.75

3.75

Embankment Height (m)

0.50

1.00

Surface Course + Base + Sub Base (m)

0.33

0.33

Earthen Shoulder (m)

1.88

1.88

Amount of Soil in Sub Grade (cu m)

1.56

6.81

Amount of Soil in Earthen Shoulder (cu m)

1.46

1.46

Total Soil Requirement (cu m)

3.01

8.26

In case of Fly Ash
Amount of Flyash (cu m)

Fly ash cannot be used

1.22

Amount of Earth Required (cu m)

3.01

7.05

% Reduction in Amount of Earth

0.00

14.73

4.5.5 Quarry Over-Burden: While procuring aggregates, sand and sub-base material from quarries, large amount of

overburden is generated that can be utilized as fill material for construction of embankment, bridge approaches
as well as during the construction of pipe culverts as a cushion.
4.5.6 In case quarry operator is other than the Contractor, it is the sole responsibility of the Contractor to procure the
overburden. The Contractor must sign an agreement with the quarry owner specifying the details of type of
overburden, quantity and the responsibility to transport the overburden. A copy of the agreement has to be
submitted to the PIU
4.5.7 Marble Slurry: It is a waste product of the marble industry and can be successfully used in: •

Construction of road pavement layers

•

Construction of embankments

•

Back fill material for retaining walls and

•

In mass concrete work as a replacement of fine aggregate i.e. sand upto 40%

4.5.8 Use of Construction Scrap / Waste:
•

In case an upgradation of either National or State Highway is in progress in the proximity of the
PMGSY project road, the construction wastes generated shall be utilized as an alternate material for
the PMGSY road construction.

•

Table 10-2 of ECoP-10.0, “Waste Management” identifies commonly generated construction waste
that can be utilized during the construction of PMGSY road. Care shall be taken to segregate waste
from the mix before reuse.

•

Soil Stabilisation: In soils as black cotton or clayey soils, stabilization techniques as per IRC:SP-20:2002
shall be adopted.

ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF BLAST FURNACE SLAG
• Gradation: Steel slag aggregate used in hot mix asphalt and for surface treatment should meet the gradation requirement
as conventional aggregate.
• Specific Gravity: Due to the relatively high specific gravity (3.2 to 3.6) of steel slag, steel slag aggregate can be expected
to yield a higher density product compared with that of conventional mixes (2.5-2.7). Bulk relative densities are 15 to 25
percent greater than most conventional mixes.
• Durability: Steel slag aggregate is very hard and abrasion resistant. Steel slag aggregates display good durability with
resistance to weathering and erosion.
• Moisture Content: The relatively rough surface texture (deep pores) of steel slag increases the susceptibility of the
aggregate to differential drying and potential retention of moisture in the hot mix. Moisture retention coupled with the
presence of oxides prone to hydration could result in volumetric instability. To minimize drying requirements and the
potential for hydration reactions, steel slag aggregate moisture content should be limited to 5 percent prior to use in hot
mix asphalt. The moisture content of the steel slag aggregate after drying should be no greater than 0.1 percent.
• Frictional Properties: The results of polished stone values (PSV, high values desirable) and aggregate abrasion values
(AAV, low values desirable) supports the general finding that steel slag aggregate exhibits superior frictional resistance
for pavements.The high frictional resistance, as well as the abrasion resistance of steel slag aggregate, is advantageous
in applications where high wear resistance is required, such as intersections and parking areas.
• Thermal Properties: Steel slag aggregates have been reported to retain heat considerably longer than conventional
natural aggregates. The heat retention characteristics of steel slag aggregates can be advantageous for hot mix asphalt
repair work during cold weather.
• Stability: Steel slag aggregate mixes combine very high stabilities (1.5 to 3 times higher than conventional mixes) with
good flow properties.
• Stripping Resistance: Steel slag mixes typically exhibit excellent resistance to stripping of asphalt cement from the steel
slag aggregate particles. Resistance to stripping is probably enhanced because of the presence of free lime in the slag.
• Rutting Resistance: The high stability (1.5 to 3 times higher than conventional mixes) with good flow properties results
in a mix that resists rutting after cooling, but can still be compacted. Rutting resistance is advantageous for highways,
industrial roads, and parking areas subjected to heavy axle loads.
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Bamboo mat for erosion control
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Vegetation in few months
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General

5.1.1 Embankment fill material is to be procured from borrow areas designated for the purpose. The properties of
the borrow material shall be tested and recorded on Format 4.1 of IRC:SP-20:2002. Scope of this ECoP
extends to measures that need to be incorporated during borrow area location, material extraction and
rehabilitation. Table 5-1 presents key activities involved in borrowing material and the significance of impacts
across the project regions.
Table 5-1: Significance of Impacts across Project Regions
Stages

Key
Activities

Significance of Impacts
Uttaranchal
Hilly
areas

Other
areas

Punjab,
Rajasthan
Flood
plains

Other
areas

Jharkhand
Uttar Pradesh
Flood
plains

Other
areas

Meghalaya
Hills

Plateau

PreLocating
construction Borrow Areas
Stripping &
Stockpiling
Construction Material
Extraction
PostReclamation of
Construction Borrow Areas
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Impacts not likely to be significant
Impacts likely to be significant

5.2 Project Planning and Design Stage
Earth requirement can be reduced through…
Measure

Extent of reduction
of earth requirement

Reduction of formation width from 7.5 m to 6.0 m in stretches where traffic volume is
low as per NRRDA guidelines

23 %.

Restriction of embankment height to 0.3-0.5 m in areas receiving annual rainfall less than 400mm or
at locations where natural drainage is not obstructed and the finished level of the pavement is
0.6-0.8m above the adjoining ground

24%

Use of flyash as an alternate fill material, within a radius of 100 km of Coal or Lignite based thermal
power plant as per MoEF Notification, Part II, Section 3, Sub-section (ii), 2002, S.O. 1164(E)

15 %

Industrial and quarry wastes is utilized as fill material in embankments where
suitable material is available.

Varies depending upon
the nature of material

5.2.1 Design measures for reduction in quantity of earth work will have to be undertaken to reduce the quantity of
material extracted and consequently decrease the borrow area requirement.
5.2.2 Borrow area siting should be in compliance with IRC:10-1961. The DPR shall contain (i) Guidelines for
locating site of borrow areas (ii) The arrangements to be worked out with the land owner/community for the

site and (iii) Sample designs for redevelopment of borrow areas.

5.3 Pre-construction stage
5.3.1 The contractor shall identify borrow area locations in consultation with the individual owners in case of private
lands and the Gram Panchayat in case of Gram Sabha lands, after assessing the suitability of the material. The
suitable sites shall be selected and finalised in consultation with the PIU.
Borrowing to be avoided on…
• Lands close to toe line, but in no case less than 1.5m

Practices to avoid…
•

Borrowing adjoining road embankment

• Irrigated agricultural lands
• Grazing land
• Lands within 0.8km of settlements
• Environmentally sensitive areas
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o

Designated protected areas / forests

o

Unstable side-hills

o

Water-bodies

o

Wetlands

o

Streams and seepage areas

o

Areas supporting rare plant/ animal species

5.3.2 The Contractor will work out arrangements for borrowing with the land owner/Gram Panchayat. The
arrangements will include the redevelopment after completion of borrowing. The arrangements will be verified
by the PIU /GS to enable redressal of grievances at a later stage of the project. The Engineer of PIU shall
approve the borrow area after inspection of the site to verify the reclamation plan and its suitability with the
contractor and landowner. The contractor shall commence borrowing soil only after the approval by the PIU.
Arrangements with landowners…

Redevelopment plan to address…

Contractor shall submit to PIU
• Land use objectives and agreed post-borrowing
• Written No-objection certificate of the owner/cultivator
activities
• Extent of land required and duration of the agreement
• Physical aspects (landform stability, erosion, re• Photograph of the site in original condition
establishment of drainage)
• Details of site redevelopment after completion
• Biological aspects (species richness, plant density,) for
areas of native revegetation
• Water quality and soil standards
• Public safety issues

5.4 Construction stage
5.4.1 No borrow area shall be operated without permission of the Engineer. The procurement of borrow material
should be in conformity to the guidelines laid down in IRC:10-1961. In addition, the contractor should adopt the
following precautionary measures to minimise any adverse impact on the environment:
i).

Unpaved surfaces used for haulage of borrow materials will be maintained dust free by the contractor
through sprinkling of water twice a day during the period of use.

ii).

To avoid any embankment slippage, borrow areas will not be dug continuously, and the size and shape
of borrow pits will be decided by the Engineer.

iii).

Borrow pits situated less than 0.8 km (if unavoidable) from villages and settlements should not be dug
for more than 30 cm after removing 15cm of topsoil and should be drained.

iv).

The Contractor shall maintain erosion and drainage control in the vicinity of all borrow pits and make
sure that surface drains do not affect the adjacent land or future reclamation. This needs to be rechecked

by the engineer of the PIU.
v).

In case the borrow pit is on agricultural land, the depth of borrow pits shall not exceed 45 cm and may
be dug to a depth of not more than 30 cm after stripping the 15 cm top soil aside. Incase of stripping and
stockpiling of topsoil, provisions of ECoP-6.0, “Topsoil Salvage, Storage and Replacement” need to be
followed.

vi).

To prevent damages to adjacent properties, the Contractor shall ensure that an undisturbed buffer zone
exists between the distributed borrow areas and adjacent land. Buffer zone shall be 3 m wide or equal
to the depth of excavation whichever is greater.

vii).

Incase of riverside, borrow pit should be located not less than 15m from the toe of the bank, distance
depending on the magnitude and duration of flood to be withstood.

viii). In no case shall be borrow pit be within 1.5m from the Toe line of the proposed embankment.
ix).

The reclamation of borrow area shall begin within one month after earthworks are complete in any
stretches that are served by a
particular source.

5.5 Post Construction Stage
5.5.1 It needs to be ensured that all
reclamation has been carried out in
accordance with the redevelopment
plan. The site shall be inspected by the
PIU after implementation of the
reclamation plan.

Checklist of items for inspection by PIU …
• Compliance of post-borrowing activities and land use with the
reclamation plan
• Vegetation density targeted, density achieved in case of re-vegetation,
species planted as per reclamation plan
• Drainage measures taken for inflow and outflows in case borrow pit is
developed as a detention pond
• Decrease of risk to public due to reclamation

5.5.2 Certificate of Completion of
• Condition of the reclaimed area in comparison with the pre-borrowing
Reclamation is to be obtained by the
conditions
Contractor from the landowner that
“the land is restored to his satisfaction” (format attached as Annexure 5-1). Final payment shall be made
after verification by PIU.
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Redevelopment of borrow areas- Possible options…
Depending on the choice of the individual land owner/community, the contractor shall prepare redevelopment plans for the
borrow areas. The options can be: (i) Restoring the productive use of the land (ii) Development of detention ponds in barren
areas.
Option I: Suitable in locations with high rainfall and productive areas
i). Topsoil must be placed, seeded, and mulched within 30 days of final grading if it is within a current growing season or
within 30 days of the start of the next growing season.
ii). Vegetative material used in reclamation must consist of grasses, legumes, herbaceous, or woody plants or a combination
thereof.
iii). Plants must be planted during the first growing season following the reclamation phase.
iv). Selection and use of vegetative cover must take into account soil and site characteristics such as drainage, pH, nutrient
availability, and climate to ensure permanent growth.
v). The vegetative cover is acceptable if within one growing season of seeding, the planting of trees and shrubs results in a
permanent stand, or regeneration and succession rate, sufficient to assure a 75% survival rate.
Option II: In barren land, the borrow areas can be redeveloped into detention ponds. These will be doubled up as water
bodies and also for removal of sediment from runoff flowing through the ponds. Design of the detention basin depends
upon the particle size, settling characteristics, residence time and land area. A minimum of 0.02 mm size particle with a
settling velocity of 0.02 cm/sec (assuming specific gravity of solids 2.65) can be settled in the detention basin. The design
area of detention basin is based on the following equation:
A

1 .2 u Q

Q

Where A = Area in Sq.m, Q = Discharge in Cum and v= Settling velocity, cm/s
Following parameters are to be observed while setting up a detention pond
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i). Pond should be located at the lowest point in the catchment area. Care should be taken that the horizontal velocity should
be less then settling velocity to prevent suspension or erosion of deposited materials.
ii). Minimum Effective Flow Path:

5 times the effective width

iii). Minimum Free Board:

0.15 m

iv). Minimum Free Settling Depth:

0.5 m

v). Minimum Sediments Storage Depth:

0.5 m

vi). Maximum interior slope:

2H : 1V

vii). Maximum exterior slope:

3H : 1V

viii). The inlet structure should be such that incoming flow should distribute across the width of the pond.
ix). A pre-treatment sump with a screen should provide to remove coarse sediments.
x). Settled sediment should be removed after each storm event or when the sediment capacity has exceeded 33% of design
sediment storage volume.
xi). Accumulated sediment must be disposed of in a manner, which will prevent its re-entry into the site drainage system,
or into any watercourse.
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6.1 General
6.1.1 Loss of topsoil is a long term impact along PMGSY roads due to (i) site clearance and widening for road
formation (ii) development of borrow areas (iii) temporary construction activities as construction camps,
material storage locations, diversion routes etc. The scope of this ECoP includes removal, conservation and
replacement of topsoil likely to be impacted. Table 6-1 lists the key activities that need to be addressed during
project stages and the significance of impacts in the project regions.
Table 6-1: Significance of Impacts across Project Region
Stages

Key
Activities

Significance of Impacts
Uttarakhand
Hilly
areas

Other
areas

Punjab
Rajasthan
Flood
Other
plains
areas

Jharkhand
Uttar Pradesh
Flood
Other
plains
areas

Meghalaya
Hills

Plateau

PreSetting up
construction construction
activities
Construction Stripping &
Stockpiling
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Erosion Control
Measures
Post
Reuse of
Construction Topsoil
Impacts not likely to be significant
Impacts likely to be significant

6.2 Project Planning & Design Stage
6.2.1 The alignment finalisation shall be done to minimise uptake of productive land, as laid down in ECoP–1.0,
“Project Planning and Design”. At the project preparation stage, the following shall be estimated: (i) Extent of
loss of top soil due to widening and siting of construction activities (ii) Estimates of borrow area requirements
and (iii) Area requirement for topsoil conservation. The bid
Locate stockpiles in …
document shall include provisions that necessitate the removal and
• A secure area away from
conservation of topsoil at all locations opened up for construction
by the Contractor. An item needs to be provided in the BoQ to
o Grade, Subsoil & Overburden
cover this activity. Stripping and hence replacement of top soil
materials;
may however be difficult in case of rocky strata and hill slopes.
o Pit activities; and

6.3 Pre-construction Stage
6.3.1 The arrangements for temporary usage of land, borrowing of earth
and materials by the Contractor with the land owner/Gram Sabha
shall include the conservation / preservation of topsoil.

o Day-to-day operations.
• Areas that do not interfere with future
pit expansion and
• Areas away from drainage paths and
uphill of sediment barriers.

6.4 Construction Stage
6.4.1 It shall be the responsibility of the Contractor to strip the topsoil at all locations opened up for construction. The
stripped topsoil should be carefully stockpiled at suitable accessible locations approved by the PIU. At least
10% of the temporarily acquired area shall be earmarked for storing topsoil. In case of hilly and desert areas,
topsoil with humus wherever encountered while
opening up the site for construction shall be
Vegetative material for stockpile stabilisation…
stripped and stockpiled. (ref: MoRD technical
• Must consist of grasses, legumes, herbaceous, or woody
specification no. 301.5.3 & for measurement
plants or a mixture thereof
for payment 301.12)
6.4.2 The stockpiles for storing the topsoil shall be
designed such that the slope does not exceed
1:2 (vertical to horizontal), and the height of the
pile is restricted to 2m. A minimum distance of
1m is required between stockpiles of different
materials.
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6.4.3 In cases where the topsoil has to be preserved
for more than a month, the stockpile is to be
stabilised within 7 days of forming. The
stabilisation shall be carried out through
temporary seeding. It consists of planting rapidgrowing annual grasses or small grains, to
provide initial, temporary cover for erosion
control.

• Selection & use of vegetative cover to take into account
soil and site characteristics such as drainage, pH, nutrient
availability, and climate to ensure permanent growth

Preserving stockpiles – Precautions
• Stockpiles will not be surcharged or otherwise loaded and
multiple handling will be kept to a minimum to ensure that
no compaction will occur.
• Divert runoff around stockpiles unavoidably located in
drainage paths using a perimeter bank uphill.
• The stockpiles shall be covered with gunny bags or
tarpaulin immediately in case they are not stored for periods
longer than 1 month

6.4.4 After spreading the topsoil on disturbed areas, it must be ensured that topsoil is seeded, and mulched within 30
days of final grading.
6.4.5 During construction, if erosion occurs from stockpiles due to their location in small drainage paths, the sedimentladen runoff should be prevented from entering nearby watercourses.
6.4.6 Preservation of Stockpiles: The Contractor shall preserve the stockpile material for later use on slopes or
shoulders as instructed by the Engineer.

6.5 Post Construction Stage
6.5.1 Topsoil shall be re-laid on the area after taking the borrow earth to maintain fertility of the agricultural field,
finishing it to the required levels and satisfaction of the farmer.
6.5.2 The area to be covered with vegetation shall be prepared to the required levels and slope as detailed in the
DPR. The stockpile material shall be spread evenly to a depth of 5-15cm to the designed slopes and watering
the same as required. The growth of the vegetation shall be monitored at frequent intervals.
6.5.3 All temporary arrangements made for stockpile preservation and erosion control are to be removed after
reusing the stockpile material.
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7.1 General
7.1.1 This code of practice pertains to measures for addressing environmental concerns in operation of quarries.
The general practice adopted is to procure materials from existing quarries operating with requisite permits.
The scope of this ECoP extends to management measures in the event of the contractor starting up new
quarries5 for extraction of material for this project only. Table 7-1 presents the activities to be addressed
during quarry operations and the significance of impacts in the project regions.
Table 7-1 Significance of Impacts across Project Region
Stages

Key
Activities

Significance of Impacts
Uttarakhand
Hilly
areas

Plateau

Punjab
Rajasthan
Flood
plains

Other
areas

Jharkhand
Uttar Pradesh
Flood
plains

Other
areas

Meghalaya
Hills

Plateau

PreEstablish
construction new quarry
Construction Precautions
during quarry
operations
PostImplementation
Construction of
Redevelopment
Plan
Impacts not likely to be significant
Impacts likely to be significant

7.2 Project Planning and Design Stage
7.2.1 The PIU shall provide in the DPR, a list of licensed quarries operating within the district and adjoining districts.
In addition, the DPR shall contain the following: (i) Lead from the various existing quarries and (ii) Adequacy
of materials for the project in these quarries.
7.2.2 Only in the event of non-availability of existing quarries, shall the Contractor open a new quarry in accordance
with Mines and Minerals (Development & Regulation) Act, 1957. The bid document shall include the expansive
quarry redevelopment as per needs of the land owner / community.
7.2.3 In hilly areas hard stone available from cutting can be utilized and debris put to productive use as stated in
ECoP-10 “Waste Management”

7.3 Pre-construction Stage
7.3.1 The Contractor shall select licensed quarry for procuring materials. The Contractor shall establish a new
quarry only with the prior consent of the PIU only in cases when: (i) Lead from existing quarries is uneconomical
5

The management of environmental concerns in the existing quarries or the redevelopment of exhausted quarries is outside the purview of the
Contractor's scope. This is due to: (i) SPCBs are the nodal agencies for ensuring the quality of air and water, and (ii) The mandate for the
monitoring of redevelopment of exhausted quarries is vested with the Government agency issuing permits. Therefore, the quarry operator is not
bound to adhere to any additional environmental requirements laid down by the project for the entire quarry operations, as the project is one of
the many users of the quarry.
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and (ii) Alternative material sources are not available. In such cases the Contractor shall prepare a
Redevelopment Plan for the quarry site and get it approved by the PIU. No redevelopment shall be required
if the material available from cutting is utilized in the road construction.
7.3.2 The construction schedule and operations plans to be submitted to the PIU prior to commencement of work
shall contain a detailed work plan for procuring materials that includes procurement, transportation and storage
of quarry materials.

Operations & redevelopment plan (if a new quarry is opened)….
• Photograph of the quarry site prior to commencement.
• The quarry boundaries as well as location of the materials deposits, working equipments, stockpiling, access roads and
final shape of the pit.
• Drainage and erosion control measures at site.
• Safety Measures during quarry operation.
• Design for redevelopment of exhaust site.
Option A: Revegetating the quarry to merge with surrounding landscape: This is done by conserving and reapplying the
topsoil for the vegetative growth
Option B: Developing exhausted quarries as water bodies: The pit shall be reshaped and developed into pond, for harvesting
rainwater. This option shall only be considered where the location of quarry is at the lowest point, i.e. surrounding areas /
natural drainage slopes towards it.

7.4 Construction Stage
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7.4.1 Development of site: To minimize any adverse impact during excavation of material the following measures
need to be undertaken:
i)

Adequate drainage system shall be provided to prevent the flooding of the excavated area

ii)

At the stockpiling locations, the Contractor shall construct sediment barriers to prevent the erosion of
excavated material due to runoff.

iii)

Construction of offices, laboratory, workshop and rest places shall be done in the up-wind of the plant
to minimize the adverse impact due to dust and noise.

iv)

The access road to the plant shall be constructed taking into consideration location of units and also
slope of the ground to regulate the vehicle movement within the plant.

v)

Incase of storage of blasting material, all precautions shall be taken as per The Explosive Rules, 1983.

7.4.2 Quarry operations including safety:
i)

Overburden shall be removed and disposed as per ECoP-10.0, “Waste Management”.

ii)

During excavation, slopes shall be flatter than 20 degrees to prevent their sliding. In cases where
quarry strata are firm and where chances of sliding are less this restriction can be ignored.

iii)

Incase of blasting, the procedure and safety measures shall be taken as per The Explosive Rules, 1983

iv)

The Contractor shall ensure that all workers related safety measures shall be done as per ECoP-14.0,
“Public & Workers Health & Safety”.

v)

The Contractor shall ensure maintenance of crushers regularly as per manufacturer’s recommendation.

7.4.3 During transportation of the material, measures shall be taken as per ECoP-13.0, “Construction Plants and
Equipment Management” to minimize the generation of dust and to prevent accidents

7.4.4 The PIU and the Technical Examiner shall review the quarry site for management measures during quarry
operation, including compliance to pollution norms.
7.5

Post Construction Stage:

7.5.1 The Contractor shall restore all haul roads constructed for transporting the material from the quarries to
construction site to their original state.
7.5.2 The PIU and the Technical Examiner shall be entrusted the responsibility of reviewing the quarry site for the
progress of implementation of Redevelopment Plan. These shall include the following two cases:
•

Redevelopment of quarries opened by the Contractor for the project

•

Redevelopment of existing quarries operated by other agencies

7.5.3 In the first case, the Contractor shall be responsible for the Redevelopment Plan immediately after obtaining
required quantity of construction materials say within six months. The PIU shall be responsible for reviewing
this case of redevelopment prior to the issuing the defect liability certificate. Such redevelopment shall not be
required if the cut material is utilized for construction but the safety of hill slopes shall be ensured as in
ECoP 9 “Slope Stability and Erosion Control”
7.5.4 In the second case, the redevelopment of exhaust quarry shall be the responsibility of the agency providing the
permit to ensure the implementation of Redevelopment Plan.
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8.1 General
8.1.1 The terms and conditions of this Code of Practice pertain to the procurement of water required for construction.
Except bituminous works, water is required during all stages of road construction such as Embankment SubGrade; Granular sub-base (GSB) and Water Bound Macadam (WBM). The activities requiring addressal
during the project stages and the significance of impacts in the project regions are presented in Table 8.1.
Table 8-1: Significance of impacts across project regions
Stages

Key
Activities

Significance of Impacts
Uttarakhand
Hilly
areas

Other
areas

Punjab
Rajasthan
Flood
plains

Other
areas

Jharkhand
Uttar Pradesh
Flood
plains

Other
areas

Meghalaya
Hills

Plateau

Project
Scheduling
Planning & construction to
Design Stage suit water
availability
Identification of
alternate water
sources
PreArrangements
construction for procuring
Stage
water
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Construction Extraction of
water
Impacts not likely to be significant
Impacts likely to be significant

8.2 Project Planning & Design Stage
8.2.1 The Detailed Project Report shall contain the following information:
•

Estimate of water requirement during different seasons based on construction schedule of various stages of
the project,

•

Identification of potential sources of water for construction,

•

Arrangements to be worked out by the contractor with individual owners, when water is obtained from private
sources,

In water-scarce regions, provide the following additional information in DPR…
• Exploring possibilities for use of existing perennial sources, through interactions with water user groups such as villagers,
relevant Panchayat Raj Institutions (PRIs) and the Government Department, keeping in view that the water extraction
does not infringe upon the usufruct rights of the existing water users.
• Identification of potable water source for domestic use of workers and for use in cement - based construction such as
cement concrete roads, culverts and other cross drainage works.
• Identification of alternate water sources, water-harvesting techniques will be explored for use in hilly areas of Jammmu &
Kashmir, Uttarakhand, Arunachal Pradesh and Mizoram to avoid water extraction from existing community sources.

•

Permits required for opening up new sources, as per the requirements of the existing statutory provisions, and

•

Whether scarcity of water would have any impact on schedule of construction.

8.2.2 In water scarce regions, if water-harvesting structures are to be constructed, suitable locations and mechanism
for siting these structures will be identified. These are envisaged to be permanent water tanks for collection of
stream water. Detailed drawings of water harvesting structures based on site conditions will need to be
worked out and presented in the DPR. No extra payment shall be generally made for these works and the
Contractor has to include the cost of these items in his offer while quoting his tendered rate.
8.2.3 Scheduling Construction in Water Scarce Areas: As part of the project preparation, PIU shall conduct an
assessment of water requirement and availability in water scarce regions. As far as possible, the schedule for
construction in these water scarce areas shall be prepared such that earthwork for embankment is carried out
just before monsoon, so that water requirement for subsequent construction works such as granular sub-base
and water bound macadam are met in monsoon and post monsoon season. Carrying out these activities even
during the monsoon is possible if rainfall is not high enough to disrupt construction.

8.3 Pre-construction stage
8.3.1 Prior to commencement of extraction of water for construction, the contractor shall work out arrangements
as specified in the DPR.

Arrangements for procuring water by contractor…
• In case of community water sources, the Contractor will carry out consultations and obtain written consent of Gram
Panchayat for extraction of water through written arrangements with the PRI towards the same. Format of the Letter of
Consent is presented in Annexure 6-1.
• In case of private water sources, the Contractor shall not commence procurement of water from a source unless and until
the written consent of all current registered owners of the parcel or parcels on which the source is located has been
obtained.
• In case of new tube-wells, the Contractor shall obtain clearances required from the Ground Water Board as required. The
siting of such tube-wells shall be at a distance of not less than 20m from any septic tank/soak pit or other source of
pollution.
• In case of water harvesting structures (if required), the Contractor shall in consultation with the residents, identify
suitable locations for siting the structure and construct the same.
• In case of perennial sources, the Contractor shall adhere to all administrative procedures pertaining to procurement of
water from such sources.

8.4 Construction Stage
8.4.1 During construction, the Contractor shall be responsible for monitoring the following:
•

The arrangements worked out with the PRI/individual land owners for water extraction is adhered to,

•

Extraction of water is restricted to construction requirement and domestic use of construction workers

•

Water requirement for curing of concrete shall be minimized by pooling of water over the concrete or
by covering with wet gunny bags

•

Water used for mixing of mortar/concrete and subsequent curing is free from injurious amount of oil,
acids, alkalis, salts, sugar, organic materials or other substances that may be deleterious to concrete or
steel and this water should conform to Clause 1010 of MoRT&H “Specifications for Road and Bridge
works – Fourth Revision” and IS:456:2000

•

The potable water used for drinking purposes of construction workers shall be as per the Indian Standard
for Drinking Water IS: 10500-1991.

8.4.2 Prior to issuing project completion certificate to the contractor, the PIU shall verify that:
The premises of water extraction points are restored to their original status after construction.
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9.1 General
9.1.1 Stability of slopes is a major concern in hill areas and locations of high embankment. In cases of high embankment,
water retention at the embankment base initially causes toe failure and subsequently failure of the whole
embankment. Soil erosion is consequent to high runoff on hill slopes High wind velocities cause erosion of
embankments made up of cohesion-less sandy soils. Embankments made up of silty and sandy soils are
eroded, in the absence of vegetative cover, when slopes are steep. (say more than 20 Degree). Landslides are
common when the road cut on hill roads remove the natural existing ground slope that was buttressing potentially
unsuitable slopes. Such cuts need proper retaining structures.
9.1.2 Erosion control is provided to prevent soil damage done by moving water, either by displacement of soil by
water in motion or deposit of soil by sedimentation at points of low velocity. Erosion in hilly areas occurs when
natural slopes are affected due to cutting or due to ingress of water in the rock mass and leaching/ weakening
of jointing compounds.
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9.1.3 The scope of this ECoP includes measures for minimizing the adverse environmental impacts on slope stability
and soil erosion due to construction of roads. The adverse environmental impact can be: (i) damage to adjacent
land, (ii) silting of ponds and lakes disturbing aquatic habitat (iii) erosion of rich and fertile top layer of soil (iv)
contamination of surface water bodies and (v) reduction in road formation width due to erosion of shoulders/
berms. Table 9-1 highlights the key activities that need to be addressed during the project stage and also the
significance of impacts in different regions.
Table 9-1 Significance of Impacts across Project Region
Stages

Key
Activities

Significance of Impacts
Uttarakhand
Hilly
areas

Project
Planning &
Design
Stage

Other
areas

Punjab
Rajasthan
Flood
plains

Other
areas

Jharkhand
Uttar Pradesh
Flood
plains

Other
areas

Meghalaya
Hills

Plateau

Slope
considerations
Erosion
considerations

During
Erosion Control
Construction Measures
PostSlope
Construction Stabilisation
Impacts not likely to be significant
Impacts likely to be significant

9.2 Project Planning and Design Stage
9.2.1 During the detailed project preparation phase, the following investigations must be carried out prior to finalisation
of alignment.

(a)

Topographical

(b)

Hydrological : Interruption and disruption due to the existing drainage system

(c)

Geo-technical and

(d)

Geological Investigation (in case of hill roads)

(e)

Aesthetic consideration

9.2.2 The rock profile, other information and geologically critical sections are identified based on surveys carried out
by the Geological survey of India. A Map of critical areas must be notified, district wise, to provide a broad
profile
9.2.3 A Slope stability analysis for retaining / breast walls of height greater than 5m must be carried out in hilly
areas. The stability analysis shall be as per IRC: SP-48: 1998. Based on these investigations, slope stabilisation
measures are to be incorporated in the alignment design and in DPR.
9.2.4 In addition to the slope stability analysis the alignment should be such that (i) Steep as well as heavy cuts are
avoided, (ii) The flora and fauna of the area are disturbed to the minimum possible extent and (iii) The natural
drainage pattern is not obstructed.

For high embankments, geo-technical investigations to determine of C, φ, density etc.
of the available material need to be conducted to check its suitability as fill material.
Pre-construction stage
9.3

9.3.1 Interceptor ditches are constructed in hill areas to protect the road bench and hillside slope from erosion due
to heavy rainfall and runoff. Interceptor ditches are very effective in the areas of high intensity rainfall and
where slopes are exposed. These are the structures designed to intercept and carry surface run-off away
from erodible areas and slopes, thus reducing the potential
of surface erosion. Figure 9.1 shows typical installation
of interceptor ditch structures as well as ditch lining
types. The PIU must ensure that the layout and siting of
ditches is as per guideline on Road Drainage IRC:SP42:1994.

9.4 Construction Stage
9.4.1 When alternative material such as fly ash is used for
embankment formation, it needs to be ensured that
sufficient filter bed is provided along with the top cover.
All tests as per IS: 2720 (Parts: 4, 5, 8 & 40) and IRC:
SP: 20-2002 are to be conducted on the embankment to
keep a check on the compaction achieved.
9.4.2 Slope stabilisation techniques and erosion control
measures as mentioned below are to be undertaken in
hill areas.
Increasing vegetation: On side slopes in hills, immediately
after cutting is completed and debris is removed, vegetative
growth has to be initiated by planting fast growing species
of grass. This would prevent high velocities of runoff and
resultant gully formation as well as pounding of water on
the road bench.
•

Fig 9-1: Installation of interceptor ditch structures
& ditching

KANA (SACCHARUM MUNJA) Hedges is another tough grass which grows naturally in different parts of
the country and under various climate conditions. It is fast growing and is palatable at very young stage but
after two months of growth it becomes tough and is not palatable, It grows in waterlogged areas also and its
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growth is impressive on such sites. The species has potential for using as hedges on critical slopes. The hedge can
be established by planting its tufts in the trenches excavated horizontally along the slope. The trenches are excavated
along the contour on the slope to be stabilized. The tufts are to be planted in the trench and covered with soil. With
the sprouting of tufts he hedge gets established and stabilizes the slopes. The tufts are placed side by side to create
mechanical barrier at the time of plantation before sprouting and establishment of hedge at later stage.
•

•
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Vetiver grass Hedges (Reten Fig 9.2): Vetiver grass, locally
known as Khus, is unique grass with its penetrating root system
that extends vertically down underground up to 3-4 m in depth
thus offers an alternative for trees. Vetiver roots are very strong
and the root system enhances slope stability on shallow–slip
zones. The vetiver grass is well suited to control soil erosion.
The grass is planted in rows to form a hedge. This hedge allows
the silt in the water to deposit on one side while water seeps
into the ground through the other, instead of running off. Thus,
vetiver conserves moisture as well as soil. As the silt builds up
behind the hedge, the grass grows with it. Eventually, natural
terraces are formed, held up by the tough roots of khus.

Figure 9.2 Vetiver Grass Hedge

Sausage Walls / Gabions: Sausage wall (commonly termed as
Gabions) are being used extensively in hilly areas. The sausage wall are made by forming sausages of galvanized
iron or steel wire netting of 4 mm dia having 10 cm square or hexagonal opening and filling the sausages with
hard local boulders / stones and wrapping the wire net at the top. The sausage walls can withstand large
deformation without cracking and are flexible. Further, due to the open structure, they allow free drainage of
water. Typical arrangements with detailed specifications are shown in Figure 9.3. Sausage Walls shall be
shall be constructed in-situ as per IRC: SP: 48-1998.

Box 9-1: Detailed specifications for Vegetative cover
Description:
The vegetative cover should be planted in the region where the soil has the capacity to support the plantation and at
locations where meteorological conditions favours vegetative growth.
Site Preparation:
• To prevent seeds from being washed away subsequent to sowing, the area should be protected with surface roughening
and diversions.
• Soil samples should be taken from the site and analysed for fertiliser and lime requirements.
Seed Application:
• The seed should be sown uniformly as soon as preparation of the seedbed has been completed.
• No seed should be sown during windy weather, or when the ground surface is wet, or when not tillable.
Maintenance:
During the first six weeks, the planting should be inspected by the PIU, to check if the growth is uniform and dense.
Appropriate moisture levels must be maintained. There may be a requirement for watering the plantings regularly during dry
seasons. Fertiliser and pest control applications may also be needed from time to time.

(a) Retaining / Breast Wall
(b) Toe / Check Wall
Figure 9.3 Detailed specification Sausage Wall / Gabion

•

Bally Benching: To control the erosion on slopes
as well as for arresting the shallow movement
of top mantle slide mass at the construction
location; the Contractor should provide Bally
Benching. This method is also very effective in
preventing gully erosion. Typical arrangements
with detailed specifications are shown in Figure
9.4. Bally benching shall be installed as per IRC:
SP: 48-1998.
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Figure 9.4: Layout and Design Specification for Bally Benching

•

Check dams: Sheet and channel erosion on hill slopes gentler than 1(V):12(H) can be prevented effectively
through construction of check dams. Details are provided in Box 9-2.

Box 9-2: Check Dam
General:
A check dam is a small dam constructed in a drainage way to mitigate sheet and channel erosion by restricting the flow
velocity. On steeper slopes greater than 1: 12 (H:V), check dams are not effective.
Basic Design Criteria:
• Check dams are usually constructed of riprap, logs, sandbags, and/or straw bales.
• The maximum check dam height should be 0.6 m.
• The centre of the check dam should be a minimum of 25 cm lower than the ends to act as a spillway for runoff, as illustrated
in Figure 9.3
• Overflow areas should be stabilised to resist erosion.
• Stone check dams should use 7.5 cm or larger stone with side slopes of 2:1 (H:V) or flatter and should be keyed into the
sides and bottom of the channel for a minimum depth of 0.6 m. The drainage area for a stone check dam should not exceed
0.2 Sq Km

PLAN

SECTIONS
Figure 9.5: Check Dam Specification

• Multiple check dams should be spaced so that the bottom elevation of the upper dam is the same as the top elevation of
the next dam downstream, as illustrated in Figure 9.5 above.

Box 9-3: Detailed Specifications For Silt Fencing
Description:
Silt fencing is a temporary sediment barrier made of woven, synthetic filter fabric supported by steel or wood post. The
purpose of the silt fence is to prevent sediment carried by sheet flow from leaving the site and entering to natural drainage or
any other water body located near the construction site. Silt fencing encourages the sheet flow and reduces the potential for
development of rills and gullies. Care should be taken that silt fences are not installed across streams, ditches, waterways or
other concentrated flow areas. All silt fencing should be installed along the contour, never up or down a slope. Where all the
sheet flow run off is to be stored behind the silt fence, maximum slope length should not exceed as shown in the Table 9-2
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Table 9-2 Criteria For Silt Fence Placement
Land Slope

(%)Maximum Slope Length (Above the fence in m)

<2
30.0
2 to 5
22.5
5 to 10
15.0
10 to 20
7.5
> 20*
4.5
* In areas where slope is greater than 20 %, a flat area length of 3.0 m between the toe of the slope and the
fence should be provided
Construction Specification:
Silt fencing (Refer Figure 9.6 for Cross-section) consists of 1.0 m wide filter fabric and should be placed on the contour.
Incase runoff flow or velocities are very high or where slope exceed vertical height of 3.0 m, silt fencing should be wire
reinforced as shown in the Figure 9.6. The contractor should purchase silt fencing in a continuous roll to the length of the
barrier to avoid the use of joint. Incase of joints, filter cloth should be spliced together only at supporting post, with minimum
15 cm overlap and securely sealed. The pile is to be driven to a depth of 300 mm into the ground by pressing from the top. The
frame will be installed at the edge of stockpiles and at the water bodies along which construction is in progress.
Inspection:The PIU will inspect location as well as efficiency of silt fencing. The inspection should be done after every 15
days and incase of storm water, within 24 hours after the end of rain.
Maintenance:The contractor should remove sediments, once they have accumulated to one-half the original height of the
fence. Filter fabric should be replaced whenever it has deteriorated to such an extent that the efficacy of the fabric is reduced.
Silt fence should remain in place until disturbed areas have been permanently stabilized. All the sediments accumulated
should be properly disposed of before the fence is removed. The operation of removing and disposing have to be monitored
by the PIU.

Figure 9.6 Cross-section of Silt Fencing

BOX 9-4: Erosion Control Matting
Description:
The design specifications as well as locations should be finalised during the Project Preparation Phase. During the
execution period in post-construction stage, PIU must ensure that all the guidelines are to be followed as per
specifications during the site preparation and installation of erosion control matting. Following are the steps need to be
followed for the placing erosion control matting:
Site Preparation:
• The areas should be fertilised and seeded.
• A smooth surface free of depressions that allows water to collect or flow under matting is required.
• The soil should be left with loose surface after seeding.
• The material should be steel wire formed into “U” shape and should be 15 cm to 25 cm long.
Installation:
• Filter fabric made of biodegradable material (eg. Jute) should be placed horizontally on the slope less than 2:1
• Prior to netting, a 10 cm anchor trench should be dug at the top and toe of the slope with the top trench placed 30 cm
back from the crown, or a berm over which the fabric can be carried.
• For horizontal application, work must proceed from the bottom towards the top of the slope with a 10 cm overlap.
Cutting material should be folded less than 7.5 cm to 10 cm at the end, stapled and covered.
• Staples should be placed at a spacing of 22.5 cm to 30 cm apart in the trenches along the horizontal lap joints.

9.4.3 Soil erosion shall be controlled by any of the following techniques:
•

Silt Fencing (detailed specifications and drawings are provided in Box 9-3)

•

In regions of intensive rainfall, locations of steep slopes, regions of high soil erosion potential and regions of
short growing seasons, erosion control matting should be provided. Detailed specifications and drawings are
provided in Box 9-4.

•

Brush Barrier (detailed specifications and drawings are provided in Box 9-5)

•

By constructing Vegetated Soft-gabion retaining walls with used Jute or synthetic bags filled with soil or debris
and layering with live cutting of wood brush.
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BOX 9-5: Detailed Specification for Brush Barrier
Description:
A brush barrier is a temporary barrier used to control sediment transport by using the residue materials available from clearing
and grubbing.
Design and Construction Criteria:
• Brush should be cut and windrowed approximately 3 m from the toe of the slope. The brush barrier should be packed
densely and should be a minimum of 1.2 m high before compressing. This may be accomplished during clearing and
grubbing by having equipment push the brush, tree trimmings, shrubs, stones, root mats, and other materials into a
mounded row on the contour. Logs placed within the barrier, parallel to the toe, can help reduce failures.
• A brush barrier may be compressed by running a bulldozer along the top of the windrow. The compressed barrier should
be 0.9 m to 1.5 m high and 1.5 m to 3.0 m wide. The top of the barrier should be at least 1.5 m below the finished roadway
• A brush barrier may be left in place after construction unless it is in an aesthetically sensitive area or it is indicated
otherwise on plans.
Maintenance:Inspect a brush barrier after each rainfall and make necessary repairs. Sediment deposits should be removed
when they reach approximately half the barrier’s height.

Vegetated soft-gabion retaining wall
Vegetated Soft-Gabion debris filled retaining walls are economical in situations where stones are not available and transportation
of stones is not only expensive but practically difficult in steep slopes. By the time the bags get rotten the vegetation gets
established fully and the soil is reinforced with strong root system of the vegetation established through brush and hedge
layers and the slope is stabilized permanently. Figure 9.7
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Schemetic diagram of soft vegetated gabion retaining wall
Figure 9.7

Section and elevation

Three tiered gabion check dam

9.5 Post Construction Stage
9.5.1 All the exposed slopes shall preferably be covered with vegetation using grasses, brushes etc. Locally available
species possessing the properties of (i) good growth (ii) dense ground cover and (iii) deep root shall be used
for stabilization.
9.5.2 In case of steep and bare slopes require stabilization, in order to retain the seedling to the ground, asphalt
mulch treatment shall be given. Seedling are covered with asphalt emulsion and spread into a thin layer. The
asphalt film gradually disintegrates and a carpet of green vegetation and deep-rooted species of grass and
clovers, takes its place. (For details refer IRC: SP 48-1998, Chapter 11)
9.5.3 Anchoring shall be carried out as per IRC: SP: 48-1998, Chapter 11 in case of rocks.
9.5.4 Regular inspection of check dams and repositioning/replacement of dislodged or stolen stones need to be
carried out
9.5.5 Repair and maintenance of eroded side drain inverts is to be done in order to arrest retrogation of levels in side
drains. Slopes of high embankment can give a fertile base for growth of vegetative cover / sodding.
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ECoP-9A Bio-Engineering
9A.1 General: Bio-Engineering is the use of living plants for engineering purposes. Vegetation is carefully selected
for the functions it can serve in stabilising roadside slopes and for its suitability at site. Soil bioengineering
provides attractive cost-effective and environmentally compatible ways to protect slopes against surface
erosion and shallow mass movement.
9A.1.1 This code of practice envisages the use of Bio-Engineering techniques to be undertaken for protection of
slopes against erosion either alone or in conjunction with civil engineering structures. It can also help in
reducing planer movement, can be used to improve drainage and reduce slumping. A holistic approach to
bioengineering incorporates the use of individual dormant un-rooted bundles of branches (live fascines),
dormant unbundled branches (brush layering), and combinations with live transplanting and seeding.
9A.1.2 Normally Bio-engineering alone is mostly used for relatively smallscale works, such as armouring bare cuts and fill slopes against
erosion, catching debris to reduce drain blockages and so on.
They are effective at depths of up to 500mm below the ground.
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9A.1.3 Bio-Engineering techniques in conjunction with civil engineering
structures can be designed for armouring of slopes against slope
failures. Where better quality engineering solutions are being
sought, designs that incorporate bio-engineering are usually most
effective and the most economic solutions for the shallow-seated
problems listed above. Obviously, the use of bio-engineering
solutions costs more in the short term than a ‘do-nothing’ approach.
But in the long term, there are additional benefits from reduced
maintenance costs. A list of techniques for stabilising slopes with
civil and bio-engineering is enclosed at Annexure 7-1.

How does bio-engineering work?
Bio-engineering systems work by fulfilling
the engineering functions required for the
protection and stabilizing of slopes. The
difference between revegetation and bioengineering is that that the plant must
provide one or more of the roles of catching
debris, armouring the surface, reinforcing
the soil, anchoring the surface layer,
supporting the slope or draining the
material. This means serving an
engineering function.

Some examples of use of Bio-engineering are given below:

Scope/ Examples of use of Bio-Engineering:
•

Prevention of scour around drains and culvert
discharge points

•

Prevention of scour around civil engineering
structures, particularly at the soil/structure interface

•

Protection against debris blocking the side drains

•

Protection against debris coming on to the carriageway

•

Protection of un-compacted spoil

•

Protection of embankments and fill areas

•

Protection of bare cut slopes

•

Protection of bare surfaces on rehabilitated land slides

•

Protection of slope toes from erosion, where
undercutting and over-steepening may arise
Stabilising of gullies
Rehabilitation of quarries and borrow pits
Prevention of shallow planer failures (less than 0.5 m
deep)
Prevention of shallow slumps (less than 0.5 m deep)
Reduction of minor falls in weak, shattered rock
Reduction of debris creep on steep, unconsolidated
colluvial slopes.

•
•
•
•
•
•

In Nepal and Bhutan, bio-engineering is used more widely, on account of the extreme terrain conditions and the need
for low cost techniques for the protecting the slopes and shallow-seated failures

Merits of Soil Bioengineering

Demerits of Soil Bioengineering

• Economica
• Treatment on small slope failures avoids heavy
engineering measures in future
• Being labour intensive employing local persons
• Provide extremely strong soil reinforcement treatment
and drains soil profile
• Improves landscape

• Being living plants are vulnerable to draught
• Need maintenance till vegetation is established
• On less sensitive areas grass cover treatments are easier
and cheaper than soil Bioengineering

Bamboo Crib wall built by villagers

9A.2 Project Planning and Design: Bio-engineering works are planned in the same manner as other works.
Unstable hills, cut slopes and likely location of unstable/vulnerable sites shall be identified on the basis of
geological inputs and local information about the occurrence of slips.
9A.2.1 The technique of civil engineering or bio-engineering to be adopted shall be based on the hill slope angle as
well as the local geology and optimum technique designed to stabilize such unstable slopes. The slope sites
can then be divided into various segments and most appropriate technique chosen.
9A.2.2 Planning shall involve selection of the technique of Bio-engineering appropriate to the bio-physical conditions
of the region, integration with standard civil engineering measures, the role of vegetation, plant species
selection, propagation and construction techniques

live sprouted palisades

Newly constructed palisades
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9A.2.3 Select the right species of plant or shrub for use for the site keeping in view technique, propagation and
suitability.
9A.3 Pre-construction Stage: The implementation of bio-engineering works shall be scheduled precisely in line
with the season. It should also take into account the time taken for vegetation to become established and reach
full strength.
9A.3.1 Sites must be prepared for plantation and slopes trimmed to receive the saplings or grasses.
9A.3.2 Calculate the quantities of seeds or numbers of saplings required for the work and identify the source of
procurement.
9A.3.3 Work out the requirement of water that may be required for sprinkling on the newly planted saplings.
9A.3.4 Identify the location of waste disposal.
9A.4 Construction Stage:
9A.4.1 All planting stock must be of high quality and be vigorous enough to grow on the site. The plants and cutting
used shall be disease resistant
9A.4.2 Debris generated from the clearance operations must be deposited only at pre-identified waste disposal
locations.
9A.4.3 Plantation must be scheduled immediately after the first rain when there is sufficient moisture and grasses/
saplings get established. These may have to be protected for some time from grazing cattle or other such
factors. It must be ensured that the plants do not get dislodged due to other construction activities. The area
may need to be fenced till the plants become established.
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9A.4.4 It needs to be checked that the work has been completed to a high standard and the progress of growth
monitored. Weeding may be carried out as required.
9A.5 Post Construction Stage: It also takes time for the vegetation to become established and reach full strength.
It is therefore important to ensure that the works have been completed to a high standard at the site and the
sites are completely covered without any gap. This must be verified at site before finalization of the contract.
9A.5.1 The maintenance of bio-engineering works is a part of the road side maintenance. Like other elements of
maintenance the contractor would be responsible for routine and preventive maintenance activities of all such
structures.
9A.5.2 The progress of growth of the plants needs to be monitored by the supervisory staff and re-plantation carried
out to replace any dead stock.

Vegetated slopes
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10.1 General
10.1.1 This code of practice describes procedures for handling, reuse and disposal of waste material during construction.
The waste material generated can be classified into (i) Construction Waste and (ii) Domestic waste. The key
activities during the project stages where management of waste is required and the significance of the impacts
in the project regions are presented in Table 10-1.
Table 10-1: Significance of Impacts across Project Regions
Stages

Key
Activities

Significance of Impacts
Uttarakhand
Hilly
areas

Project
Planning &
Design
Preconstruction
Construction
PostConstruction

Other
areas

Punjab
Rajasthan
Flood
plains

Other
areas

Jharkhand
Uttar Pradesh
Flood
plains

Other
areas

Meghalaya
Hills

Plateau

Identification of
type/ source
of waste
Identification of
disposal sites
Reuse of wastes
Decommissioning
Impacts not likely to be significant
Impacts likely to be significant

10.2 Project Planning and Design Stage
10.2.1 As part of DPR preparation, PIU must do the following:
•

Finalize road design and alignment to minimize waste generation through balancing of cut and fill operations
rather than aligning the entire road width in cutting, thus minimizing excess cuts requiring disposal.

•

Identify the type of waste as well as sources of waste during construction and suggest options for
possible reuse. Assess the quantity of cut material that can be used in construction of parking spaces,
passing places and other facilities.

•

In case debris generated from cutting in hill areas can not be reused, it may be disposed off properly.
One suggestion is indicated in Figure 10-1. The figure indicates construction of gabion walls on valley
side at ridge locations to form a trough for waste disposal. As ridge locations usually have streams
flowing through, length of pipe provided at the culvert should be extended to let runoff flow out of the
disposal location. After filling up of the disposal site, it must be grassed and suitably vegetated to prevent
erosion of the disposed soil.

•

Examine the possibility of utilizing hard stones and other cut materials for pavement construction, retaining
or protection walls, lining of side and chute drains, stabilizing sub-base, head walls, wing walls parapets
etc.

•

Provide guidelines to the contractor for locating waste disposal sites for non-toxic wastes.

•

Identify locations, in consultation with the community, for using the waste material for leveling of
playgrounds of village schools.

•

Utilizing the cut material for laying and compacting a capping layer on full width of formation
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•

Identify existing landfill sites if available for disposal of toxic materials.

•

Incase no existing landfill sites are available, identify new landfill sites as well as prepare decommissioning
plan of these sites. Towards this, identify the clearance requirements.

•

Include in the bid document under the Special Conditions of Contract, a clause stating that all provisions
of Environmental Codes of Practice shall be applicable to the locations of disposal of wastes. These
shall include: ECoP-6.0, “Topsoil Salvage, Storage and Replacement”, ECoP-9.0, “Slope Stability and
Erosion Control” and ECoP-12.0, “Drainage”.

10.2.2. Disposal sites must be identified at the project planning stage and their locations shall be marked on the plans.
This shall not restrict the contractor from disposal of the waste material at alternate site after obtaining approval
of the competent authority and without any extra investment. He is expected to carry out site protection
measures (including toe wall protection, slope stabilizing as may be necessary) and to ensure that no leeching
of toxic materials take place. No Objection certificate from the land owner must be in place if the land belongs
to any individual. The contractor shall also ensure that the debris do not spill over to valleys. It shall be ensured
that the leaching from the fill, if any, is properly drained and do not cause damage to adjoining properties or
agricultural fields.

10.3 Pre-construction Stage
10.3.1 The contractor must identify the activities during construction that have the potential to generate waste and
work out measures for the same in the construction schedule to be submitted to the PIU. A sequential listing of
the activities during road construction and the nature of wastes together with the possible options for reuse are
specified in Table 10-2. For the disposal of excess cut and
unsuitable (non-toxic) materials, the contractor shall identify the
Practices to avoid – waste
location for disposal in consultation with the community / Gram
disposal …
Sabha. Any toxic material must be disposed off in existing landfill
• Tipping of waste into stream channels,
sites that comply with legislative requirements. Prior to disposal of
water bodies, forests and vegetated
wastes onto private/community land, it shall be the responsibility of
slopes
the Contractor to obtain a No-objection Certificate (NOC) from
the land owner/community. The format for NOC shall be as per
• Non-cleaning of wastes after the day’s
Annexure 8-1. The NOC must be submitted to the PIU prior to
work
commencement of disposal.
• Leaching of wastes

10.3.2 The Contractor shall educate his workforce on issues related to
disposal of waste, the location of disposal site as well as the specific
requirement for the management of these sites.

• Littering in construction camps / sites
• Storing waste on private land.

10.4 Construction Stage
10.4.1 The contractor shall either reuse or dispose off the waste generated due to construction depending upon the
nature of waste, as specified in Table 10-2. The reuse of waste shall be carried out by the contractor only
after carrying out specific tests and ascertaining the quality of the waste material used, and getting the
same approved by the PIU.
10.4.2 Waste that is not reused must be disposed off safely by the contractor. The contractor must adopt the
following precautions while reusing waste for construction:
•

In case of bituminous waste, dumping will be carried out over a 60 mm thick layer of rammed clay so as
to eliminate any chances of leaching.

•

In case of filling of low-lying areas with waste, it needs to be ensured that the level matches with the
surrounding areas. In this case care should be taken that these low lying areas are not used for rainwater
storage

•

In case oil and grease are trapped for reuse in a lined pit, care shall be taken to ensure that the pit is
located at the lowest end of the site.

•

The heaps of waste material, if any, shall be properly benched and sloped to ensure that the material
does not spread over the adjoining areas causing damages to property or agricultural crops. Proper toe
walls may be constructed to contain the waste to remain within the identified site.

10.4.3 The waste management practices adopted by the Contractor, including the management of waste at construction
camps etc mut be reviewed by the PIU during the progress of construction.
10.4.4 Disposal off organic waste by incineration or open burning must be strictly prohibited, as this can release
harmful chemicals into the atmosphere.
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10.5 Post Construction stage
10.5.1 After decommissioning of construction sites, the Contractor shall hand over the site after clearing the site of all
debris/wastes to the PIU. The site must be inspected by the PIU. In case of disposal of wastes on private land,
a certificate of Completion of Reclamation is to be obtained by the Contractor from the landowner that “the
land is restored to his satisfaction” (Annexure 5-1). The same is to be submitted to the PIU before final
payment is claimed.
Table 10-2: Type of wastes and scope for reuse
S. Activity
No

Type of waste

I CONSTRUCTION WASTES
1 Site Clearance and
Vegetative cover and top soil
grubbing
Unsuitable material in embankment
foundation
2 Earthworks
i Overburden of
Vegetative cover and soil
borrow areas
ii Overburden of
Vegetative cover and soil
quarries
Granular material
iii Accidental spillages
Dust
during handling
iv Embankment
construction
v Construction of
Soil
earthen drains

Scope for possible
reuse
Vegetating embankment slopes
Embankment Fill

Disposal of
waste

Low lying areas
Land fill sites

Vegetating embankment
slopes
Vegetating embankment slopes
Embankment Fill, Pitching

Soil and Granular Material
Embankment Fill

Embankment Fill

S. Activity
No
3 Concrete structures
i Storage of materials

ii
iii

4
i

ii

5
i
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6

7
i
II
1

2
i
ii

Handling of materials
Residual wastes

Type of waste

Scope for possible
reuse

Dust, Cement, Sand,

Constructing temporary
structure, embankment fill

Metal Scrap
Dust
Organic matter
Cement, sand

Metal scrap
Reconstruction works
Dismantling of
Bitumen Mix (broken to less than
existing pavement
75mm size), granular material
Concrete

Dismantling of cross

Guard rail sign post, guard stone
Granular material & bricks

Metal scrap
Pipes
Decommissioning of sites
Dismantling of
Granular material and bricks
temporary structures
Hill Roads
i) Hill cutting
Vegetative cover
Soil & granular material
ii) Clearance of slides Vegetative cover
Soil, granular material &
rocky material

Maintenance operations
Desilting of side drains Organic matter and soil
OILAND FLUIDS
Construction machinery Oil and Grease
– maintenance and
refueling
Bituminous works
Storage
Bitumen
Mixing and handling Bitumen
Bitumen Mix

iii

Rejected
Bitumen Mix
bituminous mix
III DOMESTIC WASTES
1 Construction camps
Organic waste,
Plastic and metal scrap
Domestic effluent

Disposal of

Scrap Yard
Manure, Revegetation
Constructing temporary
structure, embankment fill
Diversion sign, Guard Rail
Sub-base
Road sub-base, reuse in
concrete, fill material and as rip
rap on roads
Reuse for same
Constructing temporary
structure, embankment fill
Diversion sign, Guard Rail
Culvert
Constructing temporary
structure, embankment fill
Vegetating embankment slopes
Embankment Fill
Vegetating embankment slopes
Embankment Fill, sub-base,
gabions. Hard stones can be
used as road material for WBM
layers after proper screening.
Revegetation
Incineration, Cooking,
Illumination

Low Grade Bitumen Mix
Low Grade Bitumen Mix
Sub-base, Paving access &
cross roads
Sub-base, Paving access &
cross roads
Manure
Scrap Yard
Irrigation

EC
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ECoP-11.0
Wa
11.1 General
11.1.1 Water bodies may be impacted when road construction is adjacent
to it or the runoff to the water body is affected by change of
drainage pattern due to construction of embankment. The following
activities are likely to have an adverse impact on the ecology of
the area:
•

Earth moving

•

Removal of vegetation

•

Vehicle/Machine operation and maintenance

•

Handling and laying of asphalt and

•

Waste disposal from construction camps

Construction near water bodies
impairs …
•
•
•
•
•
•

11.1.2 Table 11-1 highlights the key activities that need to be addressed
during different stages of construction and also the significance of
the impacts in project regions

•
•

Catchment area of the water body
Drainage system
Flood level and water logging
Flora and fauna dependant on the water
body
Ground water recharging
Animal husbandry as water bodies are
used by animals
Water quality &
Runoff (increase/decrease)

Table 11-1: Significance of Impacts across Project Region
Stages

Key
Activities

Significance of Impacts
Uttarakhand
Hilly
areas

Project
Planning &
Design
Preconstruction

Other
areas

Punjab
Rajasthan
Flood
plains

Other
areas

Jharkhand
Uttar Pradesh
Flood
plains

Other
areas

Meghalaya
Hills

Plateau

Alignment of
Road

Mitigation
designs in
consultation
with Community
Construction Erosion control
Stage
and Embankment
Protection
Measures
Impacts not likely to be significant
Impacts likely to be significant

11.2 Project Planning and Design Stage
11.2.1 All efforts are to be taken to avoid alignments passing adjacent to or close to water bodies. Where possible, it
should be realigned away from the water body without cutting its embankment, decreasing the storage area or
impairing the catchment area. Adequate drainage arrangements as per IRC:SP-20:2002 have to be provided.
Stream bank characteristics and the hydrology of the area are to be studied before finalizing the alignment, the
profile and cross-drainage structures.
11.2.2 If it is not possible to shift the alignment and the road is located on the banks of a drinking water pond, the
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camber shall be away from the water body. The embankment slopes must be protected from erosion by
providing slope protection measures. A sample drawing of the measures suggested is presented as
Annexure 9-1.
11.2.3 The decision on shifting of the alignment or provision of erosion control measures on embankments cutting
water bodies must be taken by the PIU. However, it shall be ensured by the PIU that no adverse affect on the
water body shall take place during the construction stage.
11.2.4 The PIU, after an assessment of the likely impact on the water body, and review of the provisions of this ECoP
shall prepare a Rehabilitation Plan for rectifying the likely impact due to the construction of PMGSY Road.
11.2.5 The complete filling of water body with soil is prohibited in the project. The rehabilitation of the water body
should be with the objective of restoring it to its original state or to a better state with necessary enhancement
of its environs.
11.2.6 Besides the following, the rehabilitation plan must include activities which are required as per statutory provisions
applicable in the state:
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•

Reconstruction and stabilization of embankment in case it is impacted

•

If storage area is lost, then the water body is to be deepened / widened to regain an equivalent volume.
Deepening of the pond is to be done when the pond is dry.

•

Locations of erosion protection works and silt fencing (as per ECoP-9.0, “Slope Stability & Erosion
Control”, Box 9-3) to prevent sediment laden runoff (caused by construction activities) entering the
water body

•

Location of side drains (temporary or otherwise) to collect runoff from the embankment before entering
the water body in accordance with IRC:SP-20:2002

•

Work program in relation to the anticipated season of flooding/overflowing of the water body

•

Obstructions likely to cause temporary flooding and information to seek clearance to remove the obstruction

•

Drawings indicating the landscape details along with species of trees / bushes to be planted in the
surrounding environs of the water body

•

Costs of rehabilitation.

11.2.7 Concurrence of the community has to be sought on the Rehabilitation Plan and community concerns, if any,
have to be incorporated into the plan by the PIU.
11.2.8 Cost estimates to mitigate impacts on water bodies through the rehabilitation plan or otherwise shall be
incorporated into the DPR.

Steps for addressal of impacts on water bodies in DPR
Step 1: Capture following details during Transect Walk:
(i) Location of pond in relation to existing alignment.
(ii) Approximate size and depth of the water body in meters ‘m’.
(iii) Designated use of the water body – Household Use/Drinking/Irrigation.
(iv) Visual inspection of the quality of water.
Step 2: Consult people regarding alternate routes that were devised to avoid the pond. If alternate routes are not available,
consent of the villagers is to be sought for affecting the pond and also the measures that would be taken to mitigate the impact.
Step 3: If impacting the pond, the extent of impact is to be clearly indicated on a separate drawing showing blown up portion
of the pond.
Step 4: Prepare rehabilitation plan if water body is getting adversely impacted.
Step 5: Precautionary measures while working close to the water body are to be incorporated into the DPR

11.3 Pre-construction stage
11.3.1 The Rehabilitation Plan should be implemented by the Contractor
immediately after completion of construction at the stretch near
the water body
11.3.2 When there is an interruption to the regular activities of villagers
near a water body due to construction or rehabilitation work, the
following are the Contractor’s responsibilities:

Working near Water Bodies –
Precautions
• Avoid locating roads on pond
embankment
• Collect road runoff before it enters the
water body
• Runoff to be filtered of sediments before
letting into water bodies

•

Restriction on use of water during construction, if any, should
be intimated to the community in advance

•

Alternate access to the water body is to be provided in case
there is interruption to the use of the exiting access. The
access provided should be convenient for use of all the
existing users whether community or cattle

•

If the water body affected is a drinking water source for a habitation, alternate sources of water are to
be provided to the users during the period for which its use is affected

• Avoid debris disposal into water bodies
• Avoid disposal of oil/grease/other
contaminants into water bodies

11.4 Construction Stage
11.4.1 It must be ensured by the contractor that the runoff from construction site entering the water body is generally
free from sediments
11.4.2 Silt fencing and/or brush barrier (as per details presented in ECoP-9.0, “Slope Stability & Erosion Control) as
planned shall be installed in the drainage channels for collecting sediments before the runoff gets into the water
body.
11.4.3 Silt/sediment should be collected and stockpiled for possible reuse as surfacing of slopes where they have to
be revegetated
11.4.4 Cutting of embankment reduces the water retention capacity and also weakens it, hence:
•

The contractor must ensure that the decrease in water retention should not lead to flooding of the
construction site and surroundings causing submergence and interruption to construction activities.

•

Any perceived risks of embankment failure and consequent loss/damage to the property must be assessed
and the contractor should undertake necessary precautions such as provision of toe protection, erosion
protection, sealing of cracks in embankments. A failure to do so and consequences arising out of
embankment failure shall be the responsibility of the contractor. The PIU must monitor, regularly, whether
safe construction practices near water bodies are being followed.

11.4.5 Alternate drain inlets and outlets must be provided in the event of closure of existing drainage channels of
the water body
11.4.6 Movement of machinery and workforce shall be restricted around the water body, and no waste from
construction camps or sites shall be disposed off into it.

11.5 Post construction stage
11.5.1 With the completion of construction, the PIU has to ensure implementation of rehabilitation plan for the
water body, as planned.
11.5.2 The precincts of the water body have to be left clean and tidy with the completion of construction.
11.5.3 Drainage channels of adequate capacity shall be provided for the water body impacted.
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ECoP-12.0
Draina
12.1 General
12.1.1 Drainage is designed for and installed on roads to direct surface or subsurface flow away from structural
elements of a roadway and then to convey it to a safe outfall without damage to the road structure, adjoining
property or agricultural fields.
12.1.2 A road with good drainage is a good road. Inadequate and faulty drainage arrangements result in obstruction
to natural drainage pattern. The problem is further aggravated in low-lying areas and flood plains receiving high
intensity rainfall, which can lead to the instability of embankments, damage to pavements, sinking of foundations,
soil erosion, safety hazards and disruption to traffic. Provision of cross-drainage and longitudinal drainage
increases the life of the road and consequently reduces water logging and related environmental impact. The
functioning of the drainage system is therefore a vital condition for a satisfactory road.
12.1.3 However, construction or up-gradation of CD structures and longitudinal side drains is likely to increase sediments,
scour banks, change water levels and flows, and affect the ecology of the surrounding area.
12.1.4 The present code shall address the environmental concerns related to drainage aspects during different stages
of project execution. The engineering aspects brought out in this chapter are for the sake of clarity. The design
shall however be covered by relevant IRC codes / guidelines. Sub activities requiring incorporation during
various stages of project implementation and their significance levels for drainage aspects are presented below
in Table 12-1.
Table 12-1 Significance of Impacts across Project Regions
Stages
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Key
Activities

Significance of Impacts
Uttarakhand
Hilly
areas

Other
areas

Punjab
Rajasthan
Flood
plains

Other
areas

Jharkhand
Uttar Pradesh
Flood
plains

Other
areas

Meghalaya
Hills

Plateau

Project
Planning &
Design

Hydrological
Investigation
Geometric
Design
PreConsultations
construction with downstream
and upstream
users
Construction Sediment control
measures
PostInspection and
construction maintenance
Impacts not likely to be significant
Impacts likely to be significant

12.2 Project Planning and Design: It is mandatory to prepare a drainage plan especially when finalizing
DPR for roads in hilly regions. The drainage plan must clearly identify longitudinal drains, outfalls, existing and
proposed drainage arrangements

12.2.1 Drainage is to be broadly taken up as (i) Cross-Drainage and (ii) Longitudinal Drainage both surface & subsurface drainage. Alignments must be routed such that a minimum number of drainage crossings are encountered.
Also the geometric design criteria as per IRC:SP-20:2002, for effective surface drainage must be ensured.
12.2.2 All drains crossing the alignment must be identified on site and marked on the map while undertaking transect
walk. Basic information on the width of channel, frequency of traffic holdup and flow would provide inputs into
screening of alternate alignments as well as fixing the alignment. Consultations with the community shall
provide information on the HFL in the area.
12.2.3 In areas of high and medium intensity rainfall (>400 mm/year), flood prone areas and hilly areas, the design of
CD structures must be prepared to avoid any scouring on the downstream side and afflux on the upstream side.
In areas where the Technical Audit identifies likely incidences of flooding/scouring, additional hydrological
studies must be conducted and designs updated accordingly. For bridges and other drainage structures the
studies must be conducted as per IRC: SP-13: 1973 “Guidelines for the Design of Small Bridges &
Culverts” and IRC: SP-33:1989 “Guidelines on Supplemental Measures for Design, Detailing &
Durability of Important Bridge Structures”.
12.2.4 Design of cross-drainage structures must be based on the inputs from the hydrological studies as per clause
12.2.3 and in other areas, the C-D structure design must be as per IRC:SP-20:2002.
12.2.5 Design of C-D structure shall be such that:
•

Normal alignment of the road is followed even if it results in a skewed construction of culverts. Suitable
measures to protect stream bank are incorporated in the design.

•

Afflux generated is limited to 45 cm in plains with flat land slopes as it may cause flooding of upstream
areas.

•

The fish friendly – fish passage is not interrupted either in upstream or downstream direction.

•

Adequate openings are provided along with adequate scour protection measures for stream bank, roadway
fill as head walls, wing walls and aprons as per provisions of IRC guidelines.

•

Reinforced road bed (of concrete or rock) for protection against overflow in case of low water crossing
(fords/causeways) is included.

•

The design of C-D structure should have steps leading to the bed of the drainage channel, for regular
inspection of the sub-structure.

12.2.6 Schedule of construction of C-D structures should preferably be carried out during dry months to avoid
contamination of streams
12.2.7 Longitudinal drains are to be designed to drain runoff from highest anticipated rainfall as per hydrological
analysis in high rainfall areas (annual rainfall > 1000 mm) and hill areas (refer Appendix “Heaviest Rainfall in
One Hour (mm) IRC:SP-13: 1998, “Guidelines for the Design of Small Bridges and Culverts” for rainfall data).
For design of longitudinal drains in other areas, the design must be as per IRC: SP-20: 2002.
12.2.8 Outfall of the roadside drains must be drained into the nearby stream or culvert or existing depressions in the
ground. The outfall should be at such a level that there would be no backflow into the roadside drain. Wherein
pond/low lying areas exist in the vicinity, the flow may be diverted into them for possible ground water recharge.
PIU must ensure that hazardous effluents are not be allowed to spill into the road side drains without proper
prior treatment and without prior approval of the concerned road authority.
•

In case of Hilly areas, if no natural drainage system is found appropriate for roadside drain outfall,
water-harvesting structures must be considered to collect the runoff. The location shall be determined
based on the size of the structure (which in turn depends on the discharge anticipated) imperviousness of
the strata and willingness of the landowner who would be utilizing the collected water. These must be
determined by the PIU in consultation with the landowner during project preparation stage.
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12.2.9 The roadside drains in high rainfall areas (annual rainfall > 1000mm) and in hill area, must be lined to protect
from runoff of high velocities. Suitable cross-drainage culverts or scuppers, at least three per kilometer, must
be provided to direct the discharge to the valley side. The outfall of these culverts must be suitably canalized so
that the discharge does not cause erosion or damage to the agricultural fields or orchards on the valley side
12.2.10 In case of high embankment or bridge approaches, lined channels shall be provided to drain the surface
runoff, prevent erosion from the slopes and avoid damage to shoulders and berms. Detailed specifications shall
be in accordance with IRC SP 42:1992, Guidelines on Road Drainage and IRC: SP-20: 2002, “Rural Road
Manual”.

Road with side drains
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Section of same road without proper side drains

12.3 Pre-Construction Stage
12.3.1 The following measures are to be undertaken by the contractor prior to the commencement of CD/Bridge
construction in case it affects the surface or sub surface flow through the stream / nallah:
•

The downstream as well as upstream user must be informed one month in advance.

•

The contractor shall schedule the activities based on the nature of flow in the stream.

•

The contractor should inform the concerned departments about the scheduling of work. This must form part of
the overall scheduling of the civil works to be approved by PIU.

•

Erosion and sediment control devises (if site conditions so warrant) are to be installed prior to the start of the
civil works.

•

Interceptor drains to be dug prior to slope cutting to avoid high runoff from slopes entering construction sites in
case of hill roads.

•

Runoff from temporary drains and interceptor drains to be directed into natural drainage systems in hill roads.

•

In case of up-gradation of the existing CD Structures, temporary route / traffic control must be made for the
safe passage of the traffic, depending upon the nature of the stream and volume of traffic.

•

Relevant safety/warning signs must be installed by the contractor before start of construction.

12.3.2 In case of utilization of water from the stream for the construction of the CD structures the contractor has to
take the consent from the concerned department (refer ECoP-8.0, “Water for Construction”)

12.4 Construction Phase
12.4.1 Drainage structures at construction site must be provided at the earliest to ensure proper compaction at the
bridge approach and at the junction of bridge span and bridge approach.

12.4.2 In hill areas sub-surface drains (if required) must be provided immediately after cutting slopes and forming
the roadbed (sub grade).
12.4.3 The velocity of runoff must be controlled to avoid formation of rills/gullies as per ECoP-9.0, “Slope stability
& erosion control”
12.4.4 While working on drainage channels, sediment control measures if required must be provided. In such cases
Silt fencing / brush barrier (as per the detailed specifications given in Box 9-3 and 9-5 respectively of ECoP9.0, “Slope Stability & Erosion Control”) must be provided across the stream that carries sediment.
12.4.5 The sediments collected behind the bunds must be removed and after drying, can either be reused or disposed
off as per ECoP-10.0, “Waste Management”
12.4.6 Safety devices and flood warning signs must be erected while working over streams and canals

12.5 Post Construction
12.5.1 Inspection and cleaning of the drain must be done regularly to remove any debris or vegetative growth that
may interrupt the flow.
12.5.2 HFL should be marked on all drainage structures. (as per hydrological data’s)
12.5.3 Temporary structures made during construction must be removed before handing over to ensure free flow
through the channels.
12.5.4 The piers and abutments should be examined for excessive scour and make good the same if required.
12.5.5 In case of Causeway, following aspects must be taken into consideration:
•

Dislocation of stones in stone set pavements, scouring of filler material due to eddy currents.

•

Floating debris block the vents. Incase of large amount of floating material, debris arrestor must be
provided on the upstream side.

•

Damage to guide stones, information boards must be inspected and replaced accordingly.

12.5.6 Schedule of Inspection must be drawn up for checking cracks, settlements and unusual backpressures. It must
be ensured that all the rectification be undertaken as and when required. The following are broadly items to be
checked:
•

Settlement of piers/
abutments and of approach
slabs

•

Cracks in C-D structures or
RCC slabs

•

Proper Drainage from
shoulders

•

Ditches & drains are clean
of debris or vegetation
growth

•

Parapet of culverts and
bridges
Adverse environmental impact from road surface erosion caused by steep
road grades and insufficient cross-drains. This road is also difficult to
maintain
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13.1 General
13.1.1 During the execution of a project, construction equipment, machinery and plants always have an impact on the
environment. The impact can be due to gaseous emissions, dust, noise and oil spills that concern the safety and
health of the workers, surrounding settlements and environment as a whole. This code of practice describes
the activities during the project stages where pollution control measures are required. Table 13-1 highlights the
key activities that need to be addressed during the project and the significance of impacts in the project region.
Table 13-1: Significance of Impacts Across Project Regions
Stages

Key
Activities

Significance of Impacts
Uttarakhand
Hilly
areas

Other
areas

Punjab
Rajasthan
Flood
plains

Other
areas

Jharkhand
Uttar Pradesh
Flood
plains

Other
areas

Meghalaya
Hills

Plateau

Project
Equipment
Planning & Selection
Design Stage
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PreAwareness of
construction Safety Among
Stage
Workers
Construction Safety devices
Stage
& Cautionary
Signs
Waste Disposal
PostRestoration of
construction Plant Site /
Stage
Haul Roads
Impacts not likely to be significant
Impacts likely to be significant

13.2 Project Planning and Design Stage
13.2.1 The selection criteria for setting up a plant area and parking lot for equipment and vehicles must be done as per
siting criteria for construction camp specified in ECoP-3.0, “Construction Camps”
13.2.2 Section 4, Part –I General Condition of Contract specified in Standard Bidding Document for Pradhan Mantri
Gram Sadak Yojana (PMGSY) shall be adhered to during the preparation of bidding document.

13.3 Pre-construction Stage
13.3.1 The Contractor must educate his workers to take safety precautions while working at the plant / site as well as
around heavy equipments as per Clause 14.3.2, Section 14.3, ECoP-14.0, “Public and Workers Health &
Safety”.
13.3.2 Before setting up the crusher and hot-mix plant the contractor shall acquire “Consents” from the State Pollution

Control Board as per Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1981, Chapter IV, Section 21.
13.3.3 The Contractor must ensure that all machinery, equipment, and vehicles shall comply with the existing Central
Pollution Control Board (CPCB) noise and emission norms as applicable.
13.3.4 The PIU must ensure that the Contractor submits a copy of the approvals and PUC Certificates as applicable
before the start of relevant work.

13.4 Construction Stage
13.4.1 The Contractor shall undertake measures as per Table 13-2 to minimize -the dust generation, emissions, noise,
oil spills, residual waste and accidents at the plant site as well as during transportation of material to construction
site.
Table 13-2: Measures at Plant Site
Concern

Causes

Dust Generation

Vehicle Movement

Measures

Oil Spills

Storage and Handling

Residual waste
Concrete waste
Bitumen and
bitumen mix
Stone chips
Safety

Dust Collector and Pits
Concrete-Mix plant
Hot-mix Plant

• Water sprinkling
• Fine Materials shall be Transported in Bags or Covered by
Tarpaulin during Transportation
• Tail board must be properly closed and sealed
• Water Sprinkling
• Educate workers on following good practices while handling
material
• Site Selection as per Clause 6.5.2, Section 6.5, IRC’s
Manual for Construction & Supervision of Bitumen Work
• Regular maintenance of Dust Collector as per manufacture’s
recommendations
• Regular maintenance as per the manufacturer’s
recommendation
• Exhaust vent of long length
• Exhaust silencer, Regular maintenance as per the
manufacturer’s schedule
• Siting as per ECoP-3.0, “Construction Camps”
• Miust be kept in a room that is acoustically enclosed.1 There
must be regular maintenance as per the manufacturer’s
recommendations.
• Good practice,
• ECoP-10.0, “Waste Management”
• ECoP-10.0, “Waste Management”
• ECoP-10.0, “Waste Management”
• ECoP-10.0, “Waste Management”

Crushers
Trajectory of Equipments
Movable Parts of Equipments
Plant Area / Site
Accidents / Health

•
•
•
•
•

Break down of vehicles

• Arrangement for towing and bringing it to the workshop

Crushers
Concrete-Mix Plant
Emissions

Hot-Mix Plant

Vehicles

Noise

Generators
Heavy Load Vehicles
Crushers
Generators

ECoP-10.0, “Waste Management”
Caution Sign, awareness among workers
Caution Signs, awareness among workers
Caution Signs, Safety Equipment
First Aid Box and attendance by a medical practitioner as
required
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13.4.2 During site clearance, all cut and grubbed materials shall be kept at a secured location so that it does not
raise any safety concerns.
13.4.3 During excavation, water sprinkling must be done to minimize dust generation.
13.4.4 Frequent water sprinkling must be done on haul roads to minimize dust generation. Incase of loose soils,
compaction shall be done prior to water sprinkling.
13.4.5 Cautionary and informatory sign must be provided at all locations specifying the type of operation in progress.
13.4.6 The contractor must ensure minimum
generation of dust and waste while unloading
material from trucks.
13.4.7 The construction waste generated shall be
disposed as per ECoP-10.0, “Waste
Management”.
13.4.8 The equipment which are required to move
forward and backward must be equipped
with alarm for backward movement. It must
be ensured that the workers remain away
from working areas at such times.
13.4.9 The PIU must carry out periodic inspections
to ensure that all pollution control systems
are appropriately installed and comply with
existing emission and noise norms.
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13.5 Post-construction stage:
13.5.1 The PIU must ensure that all haul roads are
restored to their original state.
13.5.2 Incase any inner village road is damaged
while transporting the procured material, the
contractor shall restore the road to its original
condition.

Safety Measures During Bitumen Construction
Work…
• The Contractor must ensure that bitumen storing, handling as
well as mixing is done at the hot-mix plant or designated areas7
to prevent contamination of soil and ground water.
• Skilled labour must be used while hand placing the pre-mixed
bitumen material. The hand placing of pre-mixed bituminous
material must be done only under the following circumstances:
o For laying profile corrective courses of irregular shape and
varying thickness
o In confined spaces where it is impracticable for a paver to
operate and
o For filling potholes
• The Contractor must provide safety equipments i.e. gumboots
and gloves to the workers while handling bitumen.
• While applying Tack Coat, spraying of bitumen must be done in
the wind direction. The labour must wear jackets while spraying
bitumen.
• All bituminous work must be done as per IRC’s Manual for
Construction and Supervision of Bituminous Works.

13.5.3 The PIU must ensure that the decommissioning of plant is done in an environmentally sound fashion and the
area is brought to its original state.

7

Designated area refer to paved surfaces and barren parcels of land, with adequate drainage and disposal system. It must be ensured that these are
away from agriculture land, water bodies and other sensitive areas.

EC
oP-14.0 Public and W
orker’s Heal
th
ECoP-14.0
Worker’s
Health
and Safety
14.1 General
14.1.1 The safety and health of
workers and the public are
impacted due to the
hazards created during
construction of roads.

Safety Concerns on…

14.1.2 This code of practice
describes the measures
that need to be taken to
mitigate such impacts.
Table 14-1 highlights the
key activities that need to
be addressed during the
different project stages and
the significance of impacts
in the project regions.

• Improper parking of equipments and vehicles at the end of the day is likely to cause
accidents to the public especially during night hours.

General Public due to:
• Improper scheduling of construction activities especially near settlements and
sensitive areas

• Transportation of uncovered loose material or spillage of material increases the
chances of accidents to road users and surrounding settlements.
Workers due to:
• Improper handling of materials like bitumen, oil and other flammable material at
construction sites, likely to cause safety concerns to workers.
• Lack of safety measures such as alarm, awareness and safety equipment result in
accidents, especially working with or around heavy machinery / equipment.

Table 14-1 Significance of Impacts Across Project Regions
Stages

Key
Activities
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Significance of Impacts
Uttarakhand
Hilly
areas

Other
areas

Project
Safety
Planning & considerations
Design Stage during design
PreSafety & traffic
construction control measure:
Stage
in the
construction
schedule
Construction Safety at site
Stage
Public safety
PostProvision of
Construction signages
Stage
Impacts likely to be significant
Impacts not likely to be significant

Punjab
Rajasthan
Flood
plains

Other
areas

Jharkhand
Uttar Pradesh
Flood
plains

Other
areas

Meghalaya
Hills

Plateau

14.2 Project Planning and Design Stage
14.2.1 To address the health and safety of the public
during the setting up of the following, relevant
ECoPs as mentioned shall be complied with:
•

Construction Camps (as per ECoP-3.0,
“Construction Camps”)

•

Borrow Areas (as per ECoP-5.0, “Borrow
Area”) and

•

New quarry areas (as per ECoP-7.0, “Quarry
Areas”)

14.2.2 To address the safety of road users during the
operational phase, the DPR shall contain the
following:

Health is adversely impacted……….
For the Public due to:
• Unhygienic conditions due to water logging, either by
improper decommissioning of Construction Camps and
parking lots, or improper disposal of construction wastes,
leading to the breeding of vectors that are likely to impact
the health of the general public
• Interaction between workers and host community is likely
to increase the risk of spread of communicable diseases.
For the Workers due to:
• Low quality drinking water as well as inappropriate storage
of drinking water is likely to cause water borne diseases
among workers.
• Absence of proper sanitary facility is likely to act as a
breeding ground for vectors raising health concerns among
workers.

•

Selection and location of regulatory as well as
informatory signs as per IRC: 67-2001, depending
upon the geometry of the road.

•

Incase of hill roads, provision of passing places and parapet wall must be included in road design

14.3 Pre-construction stage
14.3.1 In order to incorporate public health and safety concerns, the PIU and the Contractor must disseminate the
following information to the community:
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•

Location of construction camps, borrow areas and new quarry areas.

•

Extent of work

•

Time of construction

•

Diversions, if any

•

Precautionary measures in sensitive areas

•

Involvement of local labour in road construction

•

Health issues - water stagnation, exposure to dust, communicable disease

•

Mechanism for grievances

•

Location and use of first aid kits

•

Location, names, phone numbers of the nearest clinic/ hospital / doctor

14.3.2 The Contractor must educate the workers to undertake the health and safety precautions. The contractor
shall educate the workers regarding:
•

Personal safety measures and location of safety devices.

•

Interaction with the host community

•

Protection of environment with respect to:

o

Trampling of vegetation and cutting of trees for cooking

o

Restriction of activities in forest areas and also on hunting

o

Water bodies protection

o

Storage and handling of materials

o

Disposal of construction waste

14.4 Construction Stage
14.4.1 During the progress of work, following are the
safety requirements that need to be undertaken by
the contractor at the construction site:
•

Personal safety equipment (such as footwear and
gloves) for the workers

•

All measures as per the bidding document shall be
strictly followed

•

Additional provisions need to be undertaken for
safety at site:
o

Adequate lighting arrangement

o

Adequate drainage system to avoid any
stagnation of water

o

Lined surface with slope 1:40 (V:H) and
provision of lined pit at the bottom, at the
storage and handling area of bitumen and
oil, as well as at the location of generator
(grease trap).

o

Facilities for administering first aid

14.4.2 The following measures need to be adopted by
the contractor to address public safety concerns:
•

The Contractor shall schedule the construction
activities taking into consideration factors such as:
o

Sowing of crops

o

Harvesting

o

Local hindrances such as festivals etc.

o

Availability of labour during particular periods

FIRST AID FACILITIES
• First Aid Kit, distinctly marked with Red Cross on white
back ground and shall contain minimum of following:
o 6 small-sterilized dressings
o 3 medium and large sterilized dressings
o 1 (30 ml.) bottles containing 2 % alcoholic solution of
iodine
o 1(30 ml) bottle containing salvolatile
o 1 snakebite lancet
o 1 pair sterilized scissors
o 1 copy of first-aid leaflet issued by the Director
General, Factory Service & Labour Institute,
Government of India
o 100 tablets of aspirin
o Ointment for burns
o A suitable surgical antiseptic solution
• Adequate arrangement shall be made for immediate
recoupment of equipment, whenever necessary.
• A trained person incharge of first aid treatment to be
readily available during working hours at construction
site
• Suitable transport to the nearest approachable hospital
should be made available.

•

All cautionary signs as per IRC: 67-2001 and traffic control devices (such as barricades, etc) must be placed
as soon as construction activity starts and must remain in place till the activities complete.

•

Following case specific measures need to be followed during the progress of the activity:
o

Incase of blasting, the Contractor must follow The Explosives Rules, 1983.

o

Incase of construction activity adjoining water bodies, measures must be taken as per ECoP-11.0,
“Water Body”

o

If the construction of the road is within the settlement, the contractor must ensure there is no unauthorized
parking or storage of material adjacent to the road.

o

Approved chemicals should be sprayed to prevent breeding of mosquitoes and other disease-causing
organisms, at all the water logging areas

14.4.3 The PIU shall carry out periodic inspections in order to ensure that all the measures are being undertaken as
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per the ECoP.
14.4.4 Detailed guidelines to be followed while working on hill slopes are presented as Annexure 10-1. Annexure
2.2 indicates guidelines for observing Safety during Blasting Operations.

14.5 Post-construction Stage
14.5.1 During this stage, a major concern is on road user safety. Following are the measures that need to be undertaken
by the PIU to ensure safer roads:
•

Inspection and maintenance of installed regulatory and informatory signs.

•

Ensure that the location of signage does not obstruct visibility

•

Incase of hill roads, maintenance of parapet and of overtaking zones.

14.5.2 The PIU must ensure that during the maintenance of roads, road materials are stored at a location such that
they do not create any risk to road users.
14.5.3 The construction site must be cleaned of all debris, scrap materials and machinery on completion of construction
for the safety of public and road users, as per the ECoP-3.0, “Construction Camp” and ECoP-10.0, “Waste
Management.”
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15.1 General
15.1.1 Project Planning and Design stage
Cultural properties located close to the road are likely to be impacted by the road construction. Most of the
properties are avoided in general during finalization of alignment. As such the impacts are not likely to be
significant across all project regions.
15.1.2 Measures for mitigation of impact on cultural properties during project preparation shall be as per the following
steps:
•

Identification of locally significant cultural properties

•

Assessment of likely impacts on each cultural property due to project implementation

•

The extent of impact on the identified culture property should be assessed and possible measures for avoidance
should be devised based on the site investigation.

15.1.3 Incase impact is not avoidable, identification of alternative
routes or possibility of relocation of the cultural property
must be assessed in consultation with the local public,
based on the economic feasibility.
15.1.4 Incase of relocation, relocated site should be suggested
by the local people and the size of relocated structure
should at least be equal to the original structure.
15.1.5 A detailed design of the relocated structure and its site
plan along with the necessary BoQ are to be presented
DPR. A sample of the drawing for relocation of cultural
property and sample BoQ is presented in Annexure
11-1.

Information to be collected…
• Location
• Direction (North/ South/East/West) With Respect
to Road
• Distance of the structure from existing centerline
of the road
• Type of Property eg: temple/mosque/shrine/dargah
etc
• Plan of the structure
• Importance of the structure – historical/social/
archeological

15.1.6 The relocation and other avoidance measures should be
carried out before the start of the road work

• Ownership of the property

15.1.7 It must be ensured by the PIU that the BoQ and rates
are incorporated into the contract document.

• Specific periods/durations in which large
congregations as festivals/mela take place causing
hindrance to vehicular movement

15.2 Construction Stage

• Probable loss to the property

• Choice of community, issue of relocation
15.2.1 Major impacts on properties during this stage are mainly
due to movement of construction machinery as well as
due to construction activity near the cultural property. Following are precautionary measures that need to be
undertaken by the contractor while working near these structures:

•

Provision of temporary barricades to isolate the precincts of the cultural property from the construction site
shall be devised by the Engineer to avoid impact.

•

Restrict movement of heavy machinery near the structure

•

Avoid disposal or tipping of earth near the structure

•

Access to these properties must be kept clear from dirt and grit

15.2.2 During earth excavation, if any property is unearthed and seems to be culturally significant or likely to have
archeological significance, the same must be intimated to the Engineer. Work shall be suspended until further
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orders from PIU. The State Archeological Department must be intimated and the Engineer shall carry out a
joint inspection with the department. Actions as appropriate must be intimated to the Contractor along with the
probable date for resuming the work.
15.2.3 The PIU must ensure that the contractor implements the precautionary measures as suggested.

15.3 Post Construction Stage
15.3.1 Immediately after completion of construction, the Contractor will affect clearance of the precincts of
cultural properties.
15.3.2 Incase access to any of the cultural properties is severed during construction; it needs to be restored at the
Contractor’s cost.
15.3.3 The PIU shall certify restoration of all road links as well as relocated properties before final payment is
made.
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ECoP-16.0 Tree Plant
ation
Planta
16.1 General
16.1.1 Section 21.4 of PMGSY guidelines specifies that the state governments would take up the planting of fruit
bearing and other suitable trees, on both sides of the roads from their own funds. Besides improving aesthetics
and ecology of the area, the trees provide fuel wood, act as noise barriers, provide a visual screen for sensitive
areas and also generate revenue by sale of its produce. These also help in mitigation of soil erosion. However,
certain precautions must be taken in design of avenue or cluster plantation so that the trees do not have an
adverse impact on road maintenance and/or on safety of the road users. This code of practice elaborates on
the approach towards planting trees on PMGSY roads. Emphasis has been laid on a greater involvement of
communities and Gram Panchayats in planting and maintenance of roadside trees. The activities requiring
addressal during the project stages and the significance of impacts in the project region are presented in Table
16-1.
Table 16-1: Significance of Impacts across Project Region
Stages

Key
Activities

Significance of Impacts
Uttarakhand
Hilly
areas

Other
areas

Punjab
Rajasthan
Flood
plains

Jharkhand
Uttar Pradesh

Other
areas

Flood
plains

Other
areas

Meghalaya
Hills

Plateau

Project
Minimising
Planning & tree felling
Design Stage Plantation
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Strategies
Consultation
with PRIs
PostMaintenance
construction of trees
Stage
Impacts not likely to be significant
Impacts likely to be significant

16.2 Project Planning and Design Stage
16.2.1 During alignment finalisation, due consideration must be given
to minimise the loss of existing tree cover, encroachment of
forest areas / protected areas etc as specified in ECoP-1.0,
“Project Preparation”. Tree felling, if unavoidable, must be
done only after compensatory plantation of at least three
saplings for every tree cut is done. This must be carried out
by the PIU immaterial of the legal requirements of the state.

Plant trees along roads where there
is…
•

Availability of land for planting

•

Availability of water

•

Willingness of PRI to nurture the saplings

16.2.2 A roadside plantation plan may be prepared by the PIU as part of the DPR, and finalised in consultation with
the State Forest Department and PRI. The plantations shall be in accordance with the IRC:SP:21-1979 Manual
on Landscaping and IRC:66-1976. The plan may be in the form of avenue trees or cluster plantation. It should
be ensured that plantation is carried out only in areas where water can be made available during dry seasons
and the plant can be protected during the initial stages of its growth. The species must be identified in consultation
with officials of the forest department, giving due importance to local flora. It is recommended to plant mixed

species in case of both avenue or cluster plantation. The saplings for plantation shall be supplied by the Forest
Department at a nominal cost or the community can develop its own nursery.
16.2.3 Consultations shall include the role of the PRIs in maintaining and managing the trees to be planted in the
project. A MoU shall be signed between the Gram Panchayat, PIU and Forest Department towards maintenance
of the trees, and empowering the PRIs to be entitled to any revenue generated out of these trees. The format
for the MoU is attached as Annexure 12-1. Alternately the need for close cooperation could be covered by
a government order. It shall be the responsibility of the Gram Panchayats through their Development Committees
to work out institutional mechanisms for managing the
plantation and upkeep of trees.
16.2.4 The plantation strategy shall suggest the planting of fruit
bearing trees and other suitable trees. Development of cluster
plantations will be encouraged in the Gram Sabha lands, at
locations desired by the community. The choice of species
will be based on the preferences of the community.

Do not plant trees …
•

Within the line of sight around junctions

•

On the inside of curves

•

Within 5 m of the proposed centre line

16.2.5 In arid areas, shelter belt plantation shall be propose as wind breaks, through plantation of local hardy shrubs
and grass species in preference to plantation of trees. The location of these belts plantation shall be decided by
the PIU in consultation with the PRI and State Forest Departments after considering the wind direction,
velocity and likely movement of sand dunes.
16.2.6 The nurseries shall be developed as per landscape plan and subsequent upkeep. The maintenance of trees
shall be the responsibility of PRI or the authority designated by them. The expenditure can be met either from
their own resources or wage component from any employment generating programme such as National
Rural Employment Guarantee Act (NREGA) and Sampoorana Grameen Rozgar Yogna.
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16.3 Post-construction stage
16.3.1 Planting of saplings from the nurseries as per the plantation plan and the subsequent maintenance of the trees
planted may be carried out by the PRI, with its own funds. Planting shall be undertaken immediately after rainy
season or initial weeks of spring. The activities to be taken up by the PRI as part of maintenance must include
(i) cutting/lopping branches up to a height of 2.5m above ground level to ensure visibility (ii) Removal of dead
wood from the roadway and storing away from roads, and (iii) Weed cutting from shoulders and keeping
shoulders free from any growth of vegetation. In addition, the PRI is to ensure a healthy survival rate by
planting replacement saplings in cases where the survival rate is less than 80%.
16.3.2 Watering of trees during the initial period of two to three years shall be the responsibility of the PRI or the
agency designated by it. Final payment, if any, shall be on the basis of the number of trees surviving at the end
of three years of initial plantation. The shoulders of the road must be kept clear of weeds or any undesirable
undergrowth, which may hinder free flow of traffic.
16.3.3 It needs to be ensured that the branches of the trees do not obstruct clear view of the informatory and caution
signs
16.3.4 Deciduous trees shed leaves every season. It is necessary to keep the roadway clear of such debris.
16.3.5 Some gaps should be left even in avenue plantation to ensure that the carriageway dries up early after an
occasional shower.
Note: The species of trees to be planted has not been suggested, as this should be decided in consultation with the
State Forest Department for the particular region.

EC
oP-17.0 Man
aging Induced
ECoP-17.0
Mana
Devel
opment
Development
17.1 General
17.1.1 Rural lands have a distinct character consisting of productive farmlands with natural areas and limited residential
settlement. Developments allowed to grow along the village roads, unless planned and regulated, have the
potential to generate traffic and pedestrian movements that can lead to unsafe traffic conditions. Lack of
planning controls in the rural areas has allowed roadside development, ranging from individual commercial
establishments to continuous stretches of ribbon developments. This code of practice provides measures for
regulating the land uses along the roads and tackling induced developments likely along the PMGSY roads. The
measures suggest a greater involvement of the Village
Panchayats and the Road Authorities for the PMGSY roads.
Locations vulnerable to induced
The measures suggested are in accordance with the roles
rd
development…
and responsibilities of the PRIs as suggested in the 73
Amendment Act, 1992 and the respective State Panchayat
• Lands within 50m of junctions
Acts.

17.2 Project Planning and Design Stage
17.2.1 As part of the design stage, the PIU may identify areas that
are susceptible to induced development impacts. These
locations will be finalised in consultation with the Gram Sabha.
It is suggested that the PIU take the initiative in educating
the community on the safety issues due to ribbon development.

• Agricultural lands within 100m of settlements
• Stretches within 100m of temples, weekly fairs
and locations of community mass gatherings

Possible development activities along
PMGSY roads…

17.2.2 The design of access points to the road shall as far as possible
conform to certain minimum geometric standards.

• Residential sites

17.3 Operation stage

• Commercial establishments within settlements

17.3.1 The Gram Panchayat / Road authority/ village council (which
ever is applicable) must lay down restrictions on building
activities along rural roads. Towards this, the recommended
standards for building lines and control lines may be followed
as stipulated in Table 2.4 of IRC: SP: 20-2002.

• Basic amenities – health, education, water
pumps etc

• Repair shops & Petty shops

• Village level public buildings
• Selling of produce, informal markets

• Developments around specific areas such as
17.3.2 Development of Residential Sites Outside Existing
water bodies and cultural properties
Settlement: Apart from the adoption of the recommended
standards for building lines, the Gram Sabha/ village council
• Formal markets & agro-processing units
shall encourage local development through education to the
communities to construct property with setback from the road rather than on the road.

17.3.3 Development of Repair Shops, Petty Shops at Junctions: A road junction, especially at locations where the
village road meets a district road is a typical site where such repair shops and petty shops tend to come up. The
Gram Panchayat/ village council or other regulatory authority must ensure that no such shops or structures
come up within the line of sight. Areas for their development should be demarcated and parking facilities
provided to encourage them developing away from the road.
17.3.4 While deciding upon the location of community assets, the following preventive measures to address possible
induced impacts must be taken up:
•

The area around the bus stops has the potential to induce growth of kiosks and petty shops. While this is
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unavoidable and desirable (to minimize the impact on the road), such growth needs to be encouraged away
from the road.
•

Community sources of water such as hand pumps are generally sited on the shoulders. It should be the
responsibility of the Gram Sabha to identify lands outside the RoW and identify any suitable gram Sabha land
accessible from the road. This approach would achieve (i) Safety and (ii) Avoid damage to the road due to
water logging, usual around such water sources.

17.3.5 The Gram Sabha must follow the principles given hereunder while planning and developing small markets /
fairs, which include the selling of agricultural produce:
•

Restricting or planning the activity to one side of the road to minimise pedestrians crossing the road.

•

Provide parking areas if necessary, and clearly delineating the parking areas from the road.

•

Providing a good visibility on the approaches to the market area.

•

These sites should not be within 150m of the access or egress points of a major junction.

•

The commercial areas should be preferably planned lateral to the road than in parallel direction.

17.3.5.1 In each state road boundary width and control width will be fixed by the road authority after its declaration
as a scheduled road. The information about these parameters should be made available to the community and
they be motivated towards avoidance of encroachments on the roads. Encroachments along the road length
may become cause of accident by reducing sight distance and affect free flow of traffic.
17.3.6 The Gram Sabha/ Village Council must take up appropriate measures towards the removal of encroachments
onto the public land.
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17.3.7 The concerns of the communities, about traffic speed and/or volume through the villages are usually addressed
through traffic calming schemes such as road humps or speed breakers/rumble strips along the road. The
PIU, where applicable, shall incorporate traffic calming schemes in the design aimed at changing the driver’s
visual perception of the road environment, as they enter the village, so that they adjust their driving style to
better navigate any obstacles encountered. However, such calming devices must be provided only in the
event of provision of adequate signages and pavement marking.

EC
oP-18.0 Envir
onment
al
ECoP-18.0
Environment
onmental
Monit
oring and A
udit
Monitoring
Audit
18.1 General
18.1.1 Environmental Monitoring provides a systematic review of
planning, designing, construction practice and operation
activities that may have an adverse impact on the surrounding
environment. Environmental monitoring enables identification
of:

Aspects for Audit…

•

Degradation/improvement of surrounding ecology

• Drainage

•

Damage to surrounding habitation and

• Slope protection and erosion control

•

Extent of compliance with ECoPs and other regulatory
provisions

• Water management and economy of use

18.1.2 The PIU should assess whether construction activities
comply with environmental standards and other regulatory
requirements, by monitoring and conducting an Environmental
Audit. These need to be carried out on a periodic basis.

18.2 Monitoring Procedure
18.2.1 Safeguards Specialist8 of Technical Examiner is responsible
for the conduct of periodical environmental monitoring. It
will be conducted in phases corresponding to the phases of
the project such as (i) DPR Preparation, (ii) Pre-Construction
(iii) Construction and (iv) Post Construction. Concurrent audit
can be undertaken along with quality assurance checks that
need to be conducted by the Technical Examiner.

• Alignment finalization
• Site preparation
• Material management

• Waste generation, management and disposal
• Tree cutting and compensatory plantation
• Siting construction camps, plants and
equipments
• Induced Development

Benefits of Audit
• Determines the efficiency of practices followed
during execution of the work
• Determines the performance of environmental
measures suggested
• Asseses the need to undertake additional
measures to minimize any adverse environmental
impacts identified during the project period

18.2.2 Environmental audit shall be as per the Checklists-1&2
provided in the ECoP. Audit for project preparation, pre• Develops the potential of waste minimization
construction and post-construction stages shall be one time,
and adoption of recycling and reuse of waste.
while for construction stage, quarterly monitoring must be
undertaken. Audit for DPR preparation as per Checklist –
• Assist in complying with local, state and national
1 will be conducted by the PIU and for the other project
laws and regulation
stages, audit shall be conducted by the TA consultant. The
audit findings must be reported to the State implementing authorities and MoRD on a half yearly basis during
the construction stage. An annual report of the monitoring must include findings and suggestions of the Audit.

8

Implementation arrangements for the project specify inclusion of safeguards specialist. ESMF presents the implementation aspects along with
the specific responsibilities.
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Check list-1: Audit Checklist for DPR Preparation
Sl.
No.

Items for inclusion in DPR

I.
1
II.
2

Transect Walk
Is transect walk conducted for finalizing the alignment?
Initial Consultations
Have consultations been conducted with community
village council before alignment finalisation
Suggestions received on the proposed alignment

2.1
2.2
3
3.1
3.2
3.3
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III.
4
5
6
6.1
6.2

Consent of land owners towards voluntary land uptake.
Have the suggestions received from the community
been incorporated into the design
Only few suggestions are incorporated
Have the reasons for not incorporating some
suggestions been communicated to the community
Has action been taken for making necessary corrections
in land records?
Identification of PAPs
Have the type and extent of losses due to project identified
Have PAPs due to the project identified

6.3
6.4
6.5
7
7.1

Have the vulnerable PAPs identified with respect to following:
BPL
Marginal land owner (less than 3-1/8 acres and losing
10% of residual land)
WHH
SC/ST
Handicapped
Have grievances been reported
Type of concerns or grievances

7.2
IV.
8

Residual grievances if any
R&R actions
Have provisions for losses been made

8.1

Have provisions of alternate land site been made for the
identified entitled/vulnerable PAPs losing land and structure
Have provisions been made for alternate land for ST in
scheduled areas under PESA
Have provisions been made for inclusion of PAPs losing
land/shelter/livelihood under any ongoing Rural
Development scheme
Have provisions been made for illegal occupants

8.2
8.3

8.4

Response
Yes No NA Indicate
number

Attachments

Map of Transect Walk
Suggestions received from
community
Write up on suggestions
received and response of PIU
Attach gift deeds/MoU

Reasons for not incorporating
suggestions from community

Indicate reference

List of PAPs and loss suffered
due to the project

List of grievances and PAPs
Mechanism for grievance
redressal
Reasons for non addressal
Details of Entitled PAPs and
provisions
Details of PAPs and land
provided
Details of PAPs and type of
provisions as per PESA
Details of PAPs and schemes
under which they are included
List of encroachers/squatters
and provisions

Sl.
No.

Items for inclusion in DPR

9

Have consultation been done during implementation
work
9.1 Migrant labourers and construction camps
9.2 Health issues including HIV/AIDS
V.
Environmental Clearances
10
Environmental clearances to be obtained, if required
10.1 SPCB

10.2
10.3
VI.
11
11.1
11.2
11.3
11.4

Forest Department
MoEF if required
Surveys Conducted
Have detailed surveys been conducted for the project
Geological Studies
Hydrological Studies
Topographical Studies
Was peg marking carried out to delineate the proposed
alignment
VII. Loss of common property resources
12
Have provisions been made to compensate the
community losing common property or assets, if any
13
Have provisions for relocation of cultural properties been made
VIII. Material source identification, extraction and rehabilitation
14
Have provisions been made in specifications for identification
of borrow areas to reduce cost and use waste materials
15
Have provisions been made for rehabilitation of borrow
areas in the DPR/Specifications
16
Were sources of alternate materials explored or provisions
made for utilizing them, incase lead for stone ballast
is excessive, to reduce cost and use waste materials.
17
Is material from existing quarries in sufficient quantities
for the project
17.1 If answer to No. 17 is no, then have arrangements made
for identification, extraction, rehabilitation of new quarries
as per ECoP
18
Is the project area water scarce?
18.1 If answer to No. 18 is yes, have possibilities of use of
existing water sources been identified in consultation with
the villagers, PRI or Govt. Departments? (Community
water sources to be used only with their consent)
18.2 Have provisions in the specifications been made for
identification, procurement and rehabilitation arrangements
to be carried out by the contractor as per ECoP
IX. Water Bodies
19
Does the alignment cut across or passes adjacent to a
water body?
19.1 Are consultation conducted with community for seeking
consent and measures to be taken to mitigated impacts

Response
Yes No NA Indicate
number

Attachments

Type of consultation & issues
addressed

Copy of Clearance obtained
Copy of application form
submitted if clearance is
pending

Information presented in DPR

Type of loss and arrangements
made
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Properties of alternative
materials and extent of
utilization

List of existing perennial
sources prepared

Sl.
No.

Items for inclusion in DPR

19.2 Have detailed designs been prepared indicating pond
to be affected
19.3 Have provisions been made for control of pollution of
pond water during construction
19.4 Have provisions been made for rehabilitation of the water
body, if affected
X.
Slope Stability, Soil Erosion & Top soil conservation
20 Have stability analysis been carried out for the breast
walls/retaining walls
21 Have slope stabilization/Bio-engineering measures
included in the DPR
22

Have erosion control measures been included in the DPR

23

Have species of vegetation to be grown over the steep
slopes been determined

24

Have provisions been made for conservation of topsoil
in stockpiles
Have tockpile preservation techniques been included in
the specifications for the activities of the contractor
Have reuse of topsoil been included in the special
conditions of contract
Have special provisions such as chutes been made to
protect high banks
Drainage
Do hydrological studies indicate afflux greater than
450mm due to construction of cross drainage structures
Have culverts at such locations been designed to handle
the afflux and to ensure that upstream areas do not get
flooded and excessive scour caused on downstream nor
fields affected
Have outfalls been identified for discharge from the
openings capable of disposing it
In case existing outfalls are not adequate, have alternate
locations for discharge been identified

24.1
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24.2
24.3
XI.
25
25.1

25.2
25.3

26
27
28

29

Have provisions for stone lined side drains in high
rainfall areas and hill areas been made in the DPR
Have provisions for channel drains in case of high
embankments ( > 1.5m) been made in the DPR
Have contractor’s responsibilities as per ECoP-13 in
Pre-construction and construction stages been included
as part of specifications
Have provisions been made in the DPR for erection of
safety devices, flood warning signs and warning posts
at construction locations over drainage channels

Response
Yes No NA Indicate
number

Attachments

Detailed blown up drawing
indicating the pond

Information to be included in
DPR
Locations of measures where
required along with the
measures suggested
Locations of measures required
and measures suggested
List of species along with the
growth & root characteristics,
water requirements

Locations, height of afflux and
discharge expected
Reasons for not providing
culverts

Information on alternate
discharge outfalls to be
presented

Locations where specified

Sl.
No.

Items for inclusion in DPR

30

Has provision been made for construction of siphons
for irrigation channels and PAPs informed about it
Forests & Tree Plantation
Are trees being cut by the project, if yes indicate number
of trees felled
Has clearance from the forest department been obtained
Has land been identified for compensatory plantation
Is roadside plantation being taken up? If yes indicate
number of trees being planted
Have arrangements for supply of saplings from forest
department and maintenance by PRI been made?
Is any forest land being diverted for the project
If yes to No. 32, has clearance from forest
department been obtained?
Has land been identified for handing over to forest
department
Have provisions been made in the specifications to
avoid setting up of construction camps/borrow areas
and new quarry areas in the forest areas?
Natural Habitat
Does any natural habitat as per ECoP 19 exists along
the project corridor
Was inventorization of ecological features done
during transect walk
Have provision for road design been made as per ECoP
Has Natural habitat Management Plan been prepared

XII.
31
31.1
31.2
31.3
31.4
32
32.1
32.2
32.3

XIII.
33
33.1
33.2
33.3

33.3 If yes, are all aspect as per ECoP 19, Clause 19.2.7
XIV. Pollution Prevention measures
34
Have provisions been made for administering pollution
control measures at construction sites as per ECoP
35
Have provisions been made for safe disposal of
wastes from construction sites
XV. Safety
36
Have provisions been made for workers’ health &
hygiene at construction camps
37

Have provisions been made for traffic diversions
during construction
37.1 Have traffic diversions / closure of traffic been intimated
to the public
38
Have provisions been made for signage, demarcating
cones and tapes during construction on tracks
being utilized by traffic at present

Response
Yes No NA Indicate
number

Attachments

Clearance from Forest
Department
Details of land use/area of land
identified
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Natural Habitat Management
Plan

Location of disposal sites and
arrangements made for safe
disposal
Layout of construction camp
with arrangements for health &
hygiene of workers
Provide in bid document

Sl.
No.
39
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Items for inclusion in DPR

Have provisions been made for supply of Personal
Protective Equipment to the workers
40
Have provisions been made for construction of
parapet walls on hill roads for safety of road user
XVI. Finalisation of Alignment
41 Do designs conform to IRC standards, if not then have
the following criteria adopted. Indicate RoW
41.1 Design speed considered is not less than 40 km/hr in
plain areas and 35 km/hr in rolling terrain
41.2 Roadway width of 6m for link routes & 9m in cutting
sections in desert areas
41.3 Carriageway width of 3.75m to be adopted universally
except for link roads.
41.4 Embankment Height of 0.3 to 0.4 m in arid & sandy areas.
Follows natural topography in desert areas
41.5 Minimum absolute curve radius of 50m @ 40 km/hr
and 38 m @ 35 km/hr
41.6 Junction design in conformance to IRC: SP-20: 2002
42
Have enhancements been mentioned in ECoP provided
in the design - mention details against each given below
42.1 Cattle crossings at their normal crossing routes for
safety of cattle and road user
42.2 Cross roads for access to & from agriculture lands to
avoid damage to embankment and roadside drain
42.3 Paved shoulders at destination and villages en-route
and provide bus bays
42.4 Widening of embankment where possible to provide
a platform for storing maintenance materials
XVII. Induced Development
43 Have provisions been made for demarcating lands for
use of service shops
44 Have provisions been made for avoiding
encroachments onto the available road width
45 Have provisions been made for control of development
along the road near locations vulnerable to induced
development
XVIII. Debris Disposal
46.1 Has site for disposal of construction debris (if any)
been identified
46.2 Has provision been made to ensure that the debris do
not spill over in the valleys and there is no leeching
from toxic waste
XVIII. Monitoring
47 Have provisions been made for supervision of
implementation of the environmental measures as per ECoP
48 Have steps been provided for inspection of the bridges
and culverts

Response
Yes No NA Indicate
number

Attachments

Reference to the bill of
quantities

Locations where provided

Design & locations
Design & locations

Locations where provided

Location & area

Show location on the plans in
DPR
Show protection measures
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Check list -2B: Environmental Audit Checklist during Construction Stage
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EC
oP-19.0 N
atural Habit
ats
ECoP-19.0
Na
Habita
1.1 General
19.1.1 This code of practice envisages measures to be undertaken during
blacktopping / widening of PMGSY Roads passing through natural
habitats. These measures must be undertaken in addition to the measures
laid down in the other ECoPs.
19.1.2 As per the World Bank OP 4.04, the conservation of natural habitats1,
like other measures that protect and enhance the environment, is essential
for long-term sustainable development. A precautionary approach to
natural resource management to ensure opportunities for environmentally
sustainable development has been adopted for the project.

Natural Habitats means…
• National Park
• Reserve Forest
• Sanctuaries
• Notified Wetlands
• Fisheries and Aquatic Habitats

Main features of the Bank’s Natural Habitats Policy (OP 4.04)
The policy on natural habitats contains two major provisions with respect to biodiversity conservation and EA. Firstly, it
prohibits Bank involvement in projects which involve significant conversion or degradation of critical natural habitats.
These include: existing protected areas and adjoining or linked areas or resources (such as water sources) on which the
protected areas depend; and sites identified as meriting protection. Secondly, where natural habitats out-side protected areas
are within a project’s area of influence, the project must not convert them significantly unless:
• There are no feasible alternatives
• The EA demonstrates that benefits substantially outweigh the costs
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• Mitigation measures acceptable to the Bank are implemented, which would normally include support for one or more
compensatory protected areas that are ecologically similar to, and no smaller than, the natural habitats adversely affected
by the project

19.2 Project Planning and Design
19.2.1 To minimize the adverse impact on the ecology of natural habitats, selection of alignment should be as per
ECoP-1.0, “Project Planning & Design”.
19.2.2 An officer of at least the rank of a forest ranger must be deputed for detailed inventory of ecological features
along the PMGSY Road. The inventory must be carried out after the ranger travels along the proposed
alignment during the transect walk.
19.2.3 The nature and type of impact on natural habitats due to road construction must be identified. The magnitude
of the impact (to the extent feasible) on the ecological features must also be assessed.
Ecological Features…

Adverse Impacts…

• Area of natural habitat

• Diversion of forest land

• Type and number of endangered species of
flora and fauna

• Cutting of trees

• Stream and water bodies

• Trampling of vegetation

• Breeding ground and seasons

• Contamination of water due to the usage of water
from the source within the natural habitat

• Migration season of bird species

• Loss of breeding grounds

• Animal crossing

• Interruption to animal crossings during the construction

19.2.4 Impacts identified on natural habitats must be minimized to the extent required. Minimization shall be through
precautionary measures or through appropriate mitigation measures. Following are the measures undertaken
along the road passing through natural habitats:
•

Constricting the road width to 6.0 m to minimize the extent of diversion of forest land and cutting of trees

•

Traffic calming devices must be introduced where necessary.

•

Signage (viz. speed limit, animal crossing, switch of headlight etc) must be provided as per IRC: 67-2001 Code
of Practice for road sign (first revision)

19.2.5 In addition to the above measures, specific impacts identified on site must be mitigated as per the recommendation
of the forest department / officer in charge of the identified natural habitat.
19.2.6 Incase proposed alignment falls within the catchment of a water body or a stream, a flush causeway shall be
constructed without impacting the drainage system. The length of the causeway shall be as per the existing
water spread. The causeway must be strictly in compliance with IRC:SP-20:2002. Under no circumstance a
water body within the natural habitat be cut across or filled for the purpose of laying a road.
19.2.7 A Natural Habitat Management Plan must be prepared for the stretch passing through the natural habitat
covering the following aspects:
•

Project Description: describing the project background along with project objective and benefits.

•

Policy, legal & Administrative framework: highlighting the institutional setting and legal framework
along with the clearance required for the project.

•

Baseline environmental / ecological profile: highlighting the existing scenario along the PMGSY
Road as well as in its influence area.

•

Analysis of Alternatives: describing design alternatives and analyzing them to evaluate best-fit option.

•

Identification and Assessment of Impact: adverse impact must be identified and evaluated in
compliance with ECoP’s for the best-fit option.

•

Management Plan: describing the avoidance as well as mitigation measures shall be suggested along
with the monitoring and implementation mechanism.

•

Budgetary Provision: describing the costs associated with the management measures.

19.3 Pre-construction Stage:
19.3.1 No Construction Camps, Stockyards, Concrete Batching or Hot Mix Plants must be located within the natural
habitat or within 500m from its boundary.
19.3.2 The Contractor in consultation with a forest ranger or any other concerned authority must prepare a schedule
of construction within the natural habitat. Due consideration shall be given to the time of migration, time of
crossing, breeding habits and any other special phenomena taking place in the area for the concerned flora or
fauna.

19.4 Construction Stage:
19.4.1 Procurement of any kind of construction material (as quarry or borrow material) from within the natural
habitat is to be strictly prohibited
19.4.2 No water resources within the natural habitat shall be tapped for road construction.
19.4.3 Use of mechanized equipment should be kept to the minimum within the natural habitat. The Contractor must
ensure that there will be no parking of vehicles, machine and equipment within the natural habitat.
19.4.4 Disposal of construction waste within the natural habitat shall be strictly prohibited and as far as possible reuse
must be undertaken as per Table 10-2 type of waste of ECoP-10.0, “Waste Management”.
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19.4.5 The PIU must nominate one expert to carry out audits at all stages of project in accordance with Checklist A,
B and C of ECoP-18.0, “Environmental Audit” to ensure all provision are followed as per ECoPs.
19.5 Post Construction Stage:
19.5.1 The road passing through the natural habitat must be declared as a silence zone and provisions as per clause
19.2.4 of this ECoP must be made.
19.5.2 Compensatory tree plantation within the available Right of Way shall be done in accordance with ECoP-16.0,
“Tree Plantation”.
19.5.3 The PIU must ensure maintenance of drainage structure is undertaken as per ECoP-12.0, “Drainage”
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ECoP
19A
ECoP-19A

Biodiversity

19A.1 General
19A.1.1 Biodiversity refers to the wealth of species and ecosystem in a certain area and of the genetic information
within the population. It is of great importance at local and global levels. Areas of high biodiversity are
prized as storehouse of genetic material which forms the basis of untold numbers and quantities of foods,
drugs and other useful products. The more species there are, the greater the resources available for adoption
and use by mankind. Species that are pushed to extinction are gone forever; they are not available for use.
19A.1.2 In rural setting, the key impacts usually revolve around removal of productive agricultural lands and opening
up of previously inaccessible, or marginally accessible, territory to migration and large scale resource
harvesting. Introduction of new sources of noise is often an issue in rural setting, where ambient noise
levels are typically low. Furthermore, because rural life is so closely integrated with the biophysical aspects
of the environment, issues such as water quality and biodiversity conservation deserve special concerns.
19A.1.3 This code of practice envisages measures to be undertaken during development and/or upgrading of rural
roads under PMGSY for roads passing through sensitive ecosystems. These measures shall be undertaken
in addition to the measures laid down in the other ECoPs.
19A.1.4 The conservation of biodiversity and taking measures to protect and enhance the environment is essential
for long-term sustainable development. A precautionary approach to natural resource management to ensure
opportunities for environmentally sustainable development has been adopted for the project.

19A.2 Project Planning and Design
19A.2.1 To minimize the adverse impact on the ecosystem of sensitive areas, selection of alignment should be as per
ECoP-1.0, “Project Planning & Design”.
19A.2.2 An officer of at least the rank of a forest ranger shall be deputed for detailed inventory of ecological
features along the proposed road.. The inventory shall be carried out after the forest officer travels along
the proposed alignment during the transect walk along with the members of the local community.
Ecological Features…

Adverse Impacts…
Direct Impacts

Indirect Impacts

• Area of affected habitat

• Diversion of land

• Type and number of
endangered species of
flora and fauna

• Fragmentation of ecosystem

• Increased accessibility causing
modification of ecosystem

• Stream and water bodies

• Trampling of vegetation

• Breeding ground and
seasons

• Contamination of water due to the usage of
water from the source within the natural
habitat

• Cutting of trees

• Migration season of bird
• Loss of breeding grounds
species
• Animal crossing

• Interruption to animal crossings leading to
collision with animals
• Interruption of biochemical cycle

• Contamination of biota: Increased
humans activity
• Motor vehicles introduce the
potential for contamination of
water, air, and soil.
• Fires due to increased human
activity.
• Transmission of disease which may
have impact on the plant and
animal life.
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19A.2.3 The nature and type of impact on natural habitats due to road construction shall be identified. The magnitude
of the impact to the extent feasible on the ecological features shall also be assessed.
19A.2.4 Impacts identified along the alignment shall be minimized to the extent possible. Minimization shall be
through precautionary measures or through appropriate mitigation measures. Following are the some of the
measures undertaken along the road passing through sensitive areas.
•

Constricting the road width to 6.0 m to minimize the extent of diversion of forest land and cutting of
trees.

•

Traffic calming devices shall be introduced where necessary.

•

Signage (viz. speed limit, animal crossing, switch of headlight etc) shall be provided as per IRC: 672001 Code of Practice for road sign (first revision).

o

The road and drainage designs may be modified to suit safeguard the sensitive areas, using narrower
road width and ensuring that the roads do not form a barrier to free flow movement of animals.

o

Plantation of shrubs and trees in the right of way and corridor with native species may provide additional
habitat for migrating animals and guard against erosion.

•

Provide animal crossings across or under the roadway to avoid collision. The drainage culverts can also
be designed to serve this purpose.

•

Fencing of the road boundary can also reduce collision.

19A.2.5 In addition to the above measures, specific impacts identified on site shall be mitigated as per the
recommendation of the forest department / officer in charge of the identified natural habitat.
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19A.2.6 Incase proposed alignment falls within the catchment of a water body or a stream, a flush causeway shall
be constructed without impacting the drainage system. The length of the causeway shall be as per the
existing water spread. The causeway shall be strictly in compliance with IRC:SP-20:2002. In no circumstances
a water body within the natural habitat shall be cut across or filled for the purpose of laying the road.
19A.2.7 Management Plan shall be prepared for the stretch passing through the sensitive areas covering the following
aspects:
•

Project Description, describing the project background along with project objective and benefits.

•

Policy, legal & Administrative framework: highlighting the institutional setting and legal framework
alongwith the clearance required for the project.

•

Baseline environmental / ecological profile highlighting the existing scenario along the PMGSY
Road as well as in its influence.

•

Analysis of Alternatives describing design alternatives and analyze them to evaluate best-fit option.

•

Identification and Assessment of Impact: adverse impact shall be identified and evaluated in
compliance with ECoP for the best-fit option.

•

Management Plan describing the avoidance as well as mitigation measures shall be suggested alongwith
the monitoring and implementation mechanism.

•

Budgetary Provision describing the costs associated with the management measures.

19A. 3 Pre-construction Stage:
19A.3.1 No Construction Camps, Stockyards, Concrete Batching or Hot Mix Plants shall be located within the
sensitive areas or within 500m from its boundary.
19A.3.2 Contractor in consultation with forest officers or any other authorized authority shall prepare a schedule of

construction within the sensitive area. Due consideration shall be given to the time of migration, time of
crossing, breeding habits and any other special phenomena taking place in the area for the concerned flora
or fauna.

19A.4 Construction Stage:
19A.4.1 Procurement of any kind of construction material (as quarry or borrow material) from within the natural
habitat shall be strictly prohibited
19A.4.2 No water resources within the natural habitat shall be tapped for road construction.
19A.4.3 Use of mechanized equipment shall be kept to a minimum within the affected area. Contractor must ensure
that there will be no parking of vehicles machine and equipment within such area.
19A.4.4 PIU shall nominate one expert to carry out audit at all stages of project in accordance with Checklist A, B
and C of ECoP-18.0, “Environmental Audit” to ensure all provision are followed as per ECoPs.

19A.5 Post Construction Stage:
19A.5.1 The road passing through the natural habitat shall be declared as a silence zone and provisions as per clause
19.2.4 of this ECoP shall be made.
19A.5.2 Compensatory tree plantation within the available Right of Way shall be done in accordance with ECoP16.0, “Tree Plantation”.
19A.5.3 The PIU must ensure maintenance of drainage structure shall be undertaken as per ECoP-12.0, “Drainage”
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EC
oP-20.0
ECoP-20.0

C
onsul
tation for
Consul
onsult
Envir
onment
al Aspects
Environment
onmental

20.1 General
20.1.1 All stages of project planning, preparation and implementation
will involve interaction with the community. Consultations
with community or other stakeholders are an integral part
of the project activities. These would in general be conducted
by the PIU in prioritization and project preparation and postconstruction stages. During pre-construction PIU /
Contractor and in construction stages the contractor will be
conducting the consultations. This ECoP is intended to
provide guidelines for the PIU/Contractor for conducting
consultations.

Consultations to be conducted …

20.2 Project Preparation Stage

• During Implementation for…

20.2.1 The proposed PMGSY roads under core network shall be
displayed at Zilla Parishad headquarters. Thereafter each
road shall be taken up for preparation of DPR as per priority
formula adopted by the State Government.
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20.2.2 During the DPR stage, information on the connectivity and
other provisions of ESMF shall be disseminated at the village
Panchayat of the concerned habitation in the form of
Brochure as presented in Annexure 13-1. It must indicate
the need for adequate land width and voluntary land donation.
(where applicable)

• Information dissemination about proposed
PMGSY roads under core network
•

During Project Preparation

•

Dissemination of project information

•

For finalizing alignment

•

For disseminating information on
incorporation/non-incorporation of
environmental concerns into project design
• Seeking consent on temporary use of land
for setting up construction facilities,
borrowing, traffic diversions and disposal
of wastes
• Seeking consent on extraction of water for
construction, relocation of common
property resources and cultural properties
• Encouraging tree plantation and
• Avoiding /
development

minimizing

induced

20.2.3 To enable incorporation of environmental and social concerns
into the project preparation, an inventory of environmental and social features of the road is prepared. This is
done through a Transect Walk. The transect walk must be a participatory process organized by the PIU in coordination with the Gram Panchayat and the revenue officials at the village level. In cases, the proposed
alignment is likely to pass through a natural habitat (as per ECoP-19.0, “Natural Habitats”) then an official
from Forest Department would also accompany the team. Details of the conduct of transect walk are as per
Annexure 14-1.
20.2.4 Within one week of conduct of transect walk, the output of transect shall be disseminated by the PIU indicting
how the concerns of the community have been incorporated. If due to technical or other reasons, the choices
of the community are not incorporated, the reasons for not accepting any suggestion must be communicated
and subsequently alignment shall be finalized. Format for recording the consultation outputs is presented as
Annexure 15-1.

20.3 Pre-Construction Stage
20.3.1 Consultations during this stage will be towards seeking consent of landowners for clearance of the Road land
width, temporary use of land and material provision for construction.
20.3.2 The consultations to be conducted during this stage and aspects to be covered are presented in the individual
ECoP prepared for each aspect. The PIU will conduct consultations towards clearance of the proposed road
land width. The Contractor will conduct consultations for temporary use of land and for material provision for
construction. Table 20-1 summarizes consultations to be conducted and provisions made in the individual
ECoPs along with responsibilities.

Table 20-1: Consultations during Pre-Construction Stage
Sl.No. Aspects of Consultation
Desired Outputs
1
Consultations for Clearance of Road land width
1.1
Consultation for Relocation of Common
• Consent for relocation of CPR
Property Resources (CPR)
• Identify area for relocation
1.2
Relocation of Cultural Properties
• Consent for relocation of cultural property
• Discussion on design for relocated structures
• Identify area for relocation
2
Consultations for Temporary use of Land
2.1
Setting up Construction Camp
• Consent for setting up the camp
• Terms of use as: free of cost, payment of rent
for use or any other
• Rehabilitation options for the land subsequent
to its use
2.2
Land for Borrowing
• Consent for use of land for borrowing
• Location for storage of Topsoil
• Rehabilitation options for the land subsequent
to borrowing
2.3
Disposal of Wastes
• Consent for use of land for waste disposal
• Type of wastes to be disposed
• Rehabilitation of land subsequent to waste
disposal
2.4
Diversion of Traffic
• Consent for use of land for temporary traffic
diversion
• Site preparation as removal of topsoil along the
route for temporary diversion
• Rehabilitation of land subsequent to completion
of construction in the stretch
3
Consultations for material extraction
3.1
Extraction of water
• Seeking consent on extraction of water
• Terms of use as: free of cost or payment for
water used
3.2
Borrowing of earth
• Seeking consent for borrowing

Reference
ECoP-2.0
ECoP-15.0

ECoP-3.0

ECoP-5.0

ECoP-10.0
ECoP-14.0

ECoP-8.0

ECoP-5.0

• Terms of use as: free of cost or payment for
earth, depth of borrowing

20.4 Construction Stage
20.4.1 The Site Engineer in charge of the road shall settle any grievance raised by the community during this stage.
If grievances remain unaddressed, they shall be referred to the concerned senior officers of the PIU (Assistant
Engineer and Executive Engineer) and must be addressed as per the Grievance Redressal Mechanism devised
in the Resettlement Framework.
20.4.2 The PIU must consult the community and PRI in identifying people volunteering for Tree plantation. All
aspects of tree plantation and maintenance must be briefed to them towards the end of construction period as
per the ECoP-16.0, “Tree Plantation”.
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20.5 Post-Construction Stage
20.5.1 The PIU must conduct consultations with the PRI and community on induced development aspects along the
roads constructed. The impact due to induced development must be explained during the consultations. Measures
to be undertaken for its control and avoid encroachments must be discussed and necessary arrangements
shall be notified as per the ECoP-17.0, “Induced Development”.

20.6 Consultation Schedule
Consultations to be conducted at various stages of the project and agencies responsible shall be as per the schedule
given in Table 20-2 below.
Table 20-2: Schedule of Consultations
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EC
oP-21.0 Mainten
ance Opera
tions
ECoP-21.0
Maintenance
Operations
21.1. General
21.1.1. The present code of practice is to be read in combination with existing guidelines specified in the Rural Roads
Manual IRC:SP:20-2000 and the chapter on maintenance aspects as specified in the PMGSY Operational
Manual. Maintenance of rural roads involves a variety of operations such as planning, programming, scheduling
and actual implementation at site. This shall involve inspections, identification of severity of defects, and
carrying out remedial activities. The activities that need to be addressed during the maintenance stage and the
significance of each in different regions is presented below.
21.1.2. Maintenance can be broadly divided into Routine Maintenance, specific maintenance, resurfacing and
rehabilitation.
21.1.3. Routine maintenance works involves restoration of rain cuts embankment stabilisation, resurfacing
maintenance of CD structures including maintenance of parapet walls, and road furniture to ensure free flow
of vehicles.
21.1.4. Specific Maintenance / Special Repairs involves restoration / repairs to damages caused by natural calamities
such as floods, excessive settlement due to inadequate original design, road cuts by other service departments,
replacement of missing signs etc
21.1.5. Periodic Maintenance involves resurfacing of the wearing coat based on condition surveys, traffic density
and life of existing wearing surface.
21.1.6. Rehabilitation involves reconstruction, strengthening or replacement of pavement to meet the expected increase
in traffic.

21.2. Project Planning & Design Stage
21.2.1. Planning stage involves developing long term strategy, laying down intervention/ rectification and acceptance
standards, preparing manual of maintenance, scheduling inspections, listing essential maintenance tools and
equipment, inventory of roads and cross drainage structures, location of quarries of materials required for
maintenance, ROW details.
21.2.2. Massive Repair works should be planned in such a way that there is no blockage of traffic during the peak
season of sowing or harvesting of crops to avoid resentment of local farmers. Information must be disseminated
about the likely time and dates of renewals and expected blockage or slowing of traffic. Information signs
about alternate route (if any) must be made known by display boards.

21.3. Pre-Construction Stage
21.3.1. Routine Maintenance must be performed in a manner as to preserve or enhance the compatibility of the road
system with the environment. The implementing agency should monitor the performance of various mitigation
measures and overall performance of road and road furniture. The indications for monitoring maintenance
should also include survival rates of plantation undertaken, water bodies, incidental spaces and development in
forest areas, borrow area rehabilitation etc. All the sub-activities should form part of the bill of quantity
ensuring their effective implementation. The contractor must install proper signs during maintenance operation
for the safety of workers and information of road users. Alternate route, if possible, should be considered.
21.3.2. The material procured for maintenance should be properly stacked and not dumped on the shoulders etc as
this may lead to reduction in the effective width of carriageway and even cause fly-off of chips and damage
windscreens.
21.3.3. Temporary sign posting should be undertaken by the contractor to ensure the safety of road user, personnel
working on the site and vehicles and equipment employed
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21.4. During Maintenance stages: The guidelines to be followed in carrying out various maintenance activities
are as under:
21.4.1. Restoration of Rain cuts:
21.4.1.1. The maintenance operation issue are to be read together with the Engineering Codes of Practice (ECoP)
on Erosion Control and Drainage and Flood Prevention. All the drains along the roadside should be kept
clean at all times especially during rainy season. The contractor should carry regular inspection and repair
retaining structures before and after the monsoon.
21.4.1.2. Erosion on banks of streams and damages to protection works must be monitored and mitigation steps like
turfing, slope stabilization should be undertaken.
21.4.1.3. The contractor should promptly treat eroded areas and protective measures shall be
consultation with the implementation agency.

undertaken in

21.4.2. Pot-hole Filling, Edge break
The contractor should ensure there is no reduction in the width of carriageway and make use of premixed
materials / emulsion for patch work. The pot-hole patch should be properly compacted and finally covered
with seal coat to avoid ingress of water, leaving patch flush with road surface and not proud of adjoining
surface. Local firewood should not be allowed to be used for heating bitumen on site.
21.4.3. Waste Disposal Concerns:
21.4.3.1. The maintenance operation issues are to be read together with the ECoP on Construction, Waste Disposal/
Debris Disposal. It should follow the following guidelines
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21.4.3.2. Disposal sites must not be located within environmentally sensitive areas or close to the vicinity of any river
/ stream to prevent silt laden discharge into streams.
21.4.3.3. Incorporating careful plans to ensure reduction of the volume of surplus and waste material
21.4.3.4. Placing priority on opportunities for reuse or recycling of products. Waste and surplus material should be
disposed off at approved sites and in accordance with applicable regulations
21.4.3.5. Encouraging use of debris for local development
21.4.3.6. Checking waste due to collection of excess materials
21.4.4. Embankment Stabilization
The maintenance operation shall be implemented as per guidelines under ECoP on Slope Stability and
Erosion Control. The additional earthwork requirement during maintenance stage should be undertaken as
per ECoP on Borrow material location, extraction and rehabilitation.
21.4.5. The clearance of encroachment
The on-site engineer shall conduct periodic visits (at least once a quarter) to check for any illegal encroachment
or other such activity which could damage the corridor, like discharge of water from abutting houses/ shops
on the ROW. Individuals found guilty of damaging the carriageway shall be prosecuted as per the existing
legal powers. The implementing agency must coordinate with other department like local panchyat, revenue
department, police department etc for removal of encroachments.
21.4.6. Resurfacing
The renewal cycle of bituminous surfacing is dependent on the traffic density, rainfall and based on road
condition surveys. Maintenance measures for cracking not accompanied by rutting, stripping, bleeding rutting
should be carried out on a routine basis. The periodicity of these activities by the contractor should be
approved by the implementing agency.

21.4.7. Maintenance of Cross Drainage Structure
21.4.7.1. The CD structures should be regularly maintained and all obstructions ie debris and materials that limit
hydraulic efficiency must be cleared away. The vegetation growth in the vents and approach waterway
must be cleared before the onset of the monsoons.
21.4.7.2. Materials cleared from CD structures shall be disposed at designated waste disposal areas. On no account
should the material be dumped on site or in the stream.
21.4.7.3. The maintenance work on CD structures should be scheduled for completion during the months prior to
the rainy season.
21.4.8. Maintenance of parapet walls, road furniture
The guidelines and periodicity of maintenance activities as detailed in SP: 20 have to be observed by the
contractor. Timely and proper cleaning of drains, catch pits, culvert plantation replacement must be carried
out by the contractor during the maintenance period. The implementing agency should approve the scheduling
for cleaning. The on-site officer should monitor the progress of the concerns mentioned above.
21.4.9. Clearing of Gaps in stabilizing Structures
Before the onset of the rainy season, the contractor should inspect and examine the voids occurring in
stabilization structure and undertake necessary cleaning to avoid any damage due to any blockage in the flow
of water.

21.5. During Maintenance- in case of environmentally sensitive areas
21.5.1. The on-site engineers from the implementing agency must carry out periodic visits for monitoring of early
warning signs of any hazard occurrence. The monitoring schedule should be planned in a manner as to have
one visit before the onset of monsoon. PMGSY corridors in environmentally sensitive areas such as desert
areas, hill and high rainfall and high altitude areas pose serious maintenance concerns. The specific
considerations with regards to these areas are as under:
21.5.2. Roads in desert Areas.
21.5.2.1. The problem of shifting sand dunes can dealt by road-side plantation over the entire dune using plant
species such as Acacia Tortis, Prosipius Juliflora. Shelterbelt plantation should be planted during early July
immediately after the first rains. Along with it, locally available grass should be grown behind the shelterbelt
over the dune as a ground cover to stabilize the same. The item shall be included in the bill of quantities for
the contractor to ensure effective implementation.
21.5.2.2. These works shall be executed as when the need arises.
21.5.3. Hilly region / Heavy Rainfall Regions: The major problems facing maintenance of roads in hilly regions are
landslides hazard, drainage problems coupled with erosion hazards
21.5.3.1. Landslide Problems: The remedial measures for reducing impact of landslides areas are as under:
21.5.3.2. Potential landslide disturbed slopes should be identified for treatments such as bioengineering, turfing /
plantation of shrubs /bushes etc..
21.5.3.3. All potential landslide prone sections of the corridor should be marked with road signs for the information
of road users.
21.5.3.4. Apart from treatment of disturbed hill slopes, protective structures in the form of check walls/breast walls
/toe walls must be maintained through periodic cleaning.
21.5.3.5. Deforestation should not be undertaken during maintenance operation on the hill face above the road as this
causes disturbance to hill slopes.
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21.5.4. Drainage Problems
21.5.4.1. The following should be considered for effective management of drainage during the maintenance stage of
the corridor in conjunction with the remedial measures mentioned in ECoP 12.0 on Drainage
21.5.4.2. The intercepting/catch water drains should be kept free from any debris by carrying out inspection before
the onset of monsoon. Side drains should be maintained to their capacity. Repair works of drains should be
executed as per requirement. It shall be ensured that the drains discharge storm water in natural streams.
21.5.4.3. Wherever side drains are likely to be choked due to soil slips, they must be temporarily
wooden ballies to ensure uninterrupted discharge.

covered with

21.5.5. High Altitude Areas
21.5.5.1. The work is be mainly equipment oriented. The maintenance of the equipment and machinery requires
detailed planning and repairs, and carried out on emergency basis when needed.
21.5.5.2. Potential snow avalanche zones should be identified by the implementing agency and movement of traffic,
camping must not be permitted in such avalanche prone area during snowfall season.

21.6. Post Construction Stage
21.6.1. A detailed record of work carried out must be maintained to assess any premature failure resulting in a need
for rehabilitation or reconstruction.
21.6.2. All temporary arrangements made for stockpile preservation and erosion control are to be removed after
reusing the stockpile material.
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Note:
The Environmental Codes of Practice are intended for use by the implementation agencies of PMGSY roads
under World Bank Funding in the states of, Uttarakhand, Punjab, ,Rajasthan, Jharkhand, Uttar Pradesh
Himachal Pradesh and Meghalaya. These ECoP address most of the environmental issues in rural road
planning and implementation. The provisions of these codes have been drafted in accordance with the
applicable statutory provisions of Government of India and for compliance with the World Bank Policies.
Certain provisions to address the environmental issues are present within the existing codes/specifications.
These have been included and referenced instead of drafting new codes. This would ease implementing
agency towards reference of multiple documents against this ECoP for compliance with WB policies. Incase
of conflict of the provisions mentioned in this ECoP with the existing codes/specifications, the existing codes/
specifications shall prevail.
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Annexure 1-1

REVIEW OF GEOMETIC DESIGN NORMS
Recommendations of the Expert Committee to review the Standards, Specifications and Design of Rural Roads for achieving
economy in cost of construction of Rural Roads:

1.

Context

It is observed that the executing agencies have a tendency to increase the height of the road embankment on the premise that
a road at high level will not get affected during floods. However, this may lead to undesirable inundation of the areas due to
retention of water by a bund like embankment, and result in high afflux and severe damage to the road and cross-drainage
structures. On the other hand, if the embankment height is kept low, the submergence and damages could be more frequent and
this may adversely affect all-weather access and entail high maintenance cost. Therefore, a good judgment on the basis of
proper field investigations and local enquiries is to be exercised while deciding the height of the embankment, and cross
drainage structures. The vulnerability of roads to damage in flood prone areas can be reduced considerably by giving due
consideration to the following design and construction aspects:
•

Permissible traffic interruptions

•

Design flood frequency and embankment height

•

Investigations required

•

Engineering solutions

2.

Permissible traffic interruptions

2.1

PMGSY Operations Manual specifies that in plain areas, interruption to traffic should not be more than 3 days at a time,
and in hill areas, it should not exceed 24 hrs for Village Roads (VRs)and 12 hrs for Other District Roads (ODRs). The
shorter duration in hill areas is stipulated because alternate routes are usually not available. The total interruption during
the season should not exceed 10 days for ODRs and 15 days for VRs. The committee recommends that this prescription
for all weather road category may be adopted. The total interruption of 10 days may be applied to Through Routes, while
Link Roads could be allowed to have a total interruption to traffic of 15 days.

2.2

However, for the design of submersible bridges, permissible interruptions to traffic due to submergence of bridge shall
not exceed 6 times a year, the period not exceeding 24 hours, if no alternative access road is available in accordance with
para 7.8.1 of IRC:SP:20.

3.

Design flood frequency:

3.1

Design flood frequency will have significant bearing on fixing the height of embankment. The Rural Roads Manual IRC
SP :20 specifies the general criteria for embankment height from road drainage consideration, which requires that the
difference between formation level and high flood level is not less than 0.6 m and between formation level and ground
level not less than 1.0m. Generally the criteria specified in the Manual will be followed. A desirable flood frequency of 5
years is recommended for deciding the embankment height subject to recommendations given in Para 4. Flood levels
corresponding to five years frequency should be fixed on the basis of flood records, relevant data and information for the
last twenty years obtained from flood control / irrigation departments or other concerned agencies. The design flood
levels should also be ascertained through a good sample of local enquiry during the transect walk. Care shall be
exercised that only normal flood levels are considered and not the floods due floods due to abnormal cloud bursts or
breaching of any irrigation structures etc.

4.

Maximum height of embankment:

4.1

As a general rule, top of the road crust (at crown) shall not be more than 1.5m above the ground level except at locations
of the cross drainage structures and their approaches, subject to meeting the all-weather road criteria as per Para 2.

5.

Investigations required:
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5.1

While preparing the Detailed Project Reports (DPR), complete and comprehensive hydrological investigations are a must
in each case. The investigations include assessment of catchment area, intensity of rainfall, flood level, expected discharge,
linear waterway required and the type of suitable cross drainage structures including balancing culverts to be provided
for the given discharge and their locations. The areas subjected to flooding and submergence along with depth of
submergence shall be ascertained in consultation with the concerned agencies like Irrigation and Flood Control
Departments/ Disaster Management Agencies. The Committee wishes to emphasize that any compromise on this may
lead to several avoidable problems at a later date.

6.

Engineering solutions:

6.1

Cost-effective engineering solutions are to be thought of for keeping the roads safe and traffic worthy during and after
the floods. Depth and duration of submergence will be critical in deciding the type of pavement, shoulders and side
slopes treatment. Techno-economic viability of alternatives available should be examined before taking a final decision.
The following measures are recommended towards minimizing the potential damages to roads in flood prone areas.

(i)

Examine the possibility of locating the alignment on higher contour.

(ii)

Heavy compaction for earthwork in embankment and sub-grade construction. The embankment shall be compacted to
95% of the maximum dry density (mdd) obtained by heavy compaction as per IS:2720-Part 8, and the sub-grade to 97%
of the mdd.

(iii)

Consider reducing the roadway width from 7.5 m to 6 m keeping the standard single lane carriageway width as 3.75m and
providing hard shoulders particularly in stretches subjected to over-topping.

(iv)

In addition to Interlocked Cement Concrete Block Pavement (ICCBP) or CC Block Pavement, regular concrete pavement
may be provided in the road stretches likely to be overtopped. This type of pavement is likely to suffer relatively less
damage due to overtopping and can be easily repaired and restored. This strategy would be cost effective. In other
sections, which are not prone to overtopping, the choice of pavement type shall be governed by the construction cost.

(v)

Shoulders shall be treated effectively by providing brick paving, quarry rubbish or stone - set pavement, depending
upon locally available materials.

(vi)

Adequate number of openings to act as balancing culverts shall be provided in flat areas.

(vii)

The causeway bed and its approaches covering the portion likely to be submerged and the approaches to submersible
bridges covering the portion likely to be submerged shall be provided with CC Pavement. The design of causeway and
submersible bridges shall conform to the relevant IRC publications. Some useful guidelines are available in Article 20 of
IRC SP 13 Guidelines for the design of small bridges and culverts.
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Where the height of the embankment (approaches to cross drainage works) is 2.5 m or more, side slopes should be protected by
stone/cement concrete block pitching particularly if there is water ponding. In addition to pitching with stone/ CC blocks the use
of erosion control blankets like biodegradable concrete fibers which are cheaper than stone/ concrete block pitching may be
recommended. Other measures like kerb drains, chutes, toe protection on downstream side should be provided where required
depending on the height of embankment, rainfall and longitudinal gradient. In other cases.

(a) Other District Roads
(b) Village Roads
3.75m but can be reduced to
3.00m where traffic less than 100
motorised vehicles per day.

Classification

Carriageway width

Roadway width
minimum

Widening at
Curves

Width of Bridges

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Widening of Pavement and
RoadwayUpto 20m radius – 0.9
m21 – 60m radius – 0.6 mMore
than 60 m radius - Nil
5.5 m 4.25 m where traffic less
than 100 motorised vehicles
per day

ODR and VR :
7.5 m for traffic more than 100
motorised vehicles per day
6.0 m for traffic less than 100
imotorised vehicles per day

As per IRC:SP:20 (Rural
Roads Manual)

S. No. Item

Review of Geometric Design Standards for Rural Roads in Plains

Clear width between kerbs
Through roads : 5.5 m
Link roads : 4.25 m
Notes:
(i) If the link road carries traffic more
than 100 motorised vehicles per day,
the width of bridge may be 5.5 m.
(ii) The design of bridge where width is
kept as 4.25 m should be such as can be

Widening of Pavement and Roadway
Upto 20m radius – 0.9 m21 – 60m radius
– 0.6 mMore than 60 m radius - Nil

(a) Through Roads : 7.5 m
(b) Link Roads : 6.0 m
Notes
(i) The widths indicated are for roads
in straight. These are to be increased
on horizontal curves.

Annexure 1-1B

For existing bridges, widening may be
undertaken at the time of replacing the old
and distressed bridges unless there is
evidence of safety hazard.Need to provide
cautionary sign posts.

Same system as defined in NRRDA
guidelines
Through Roads
Existing roads with
carriageway 3.0 m or more can wait unless
evidence of safety hazard.
Link Roads
As for new construction. (no tolerance for
existing road)
(a) Through Roads
Existing roads with formation upto 6.0 m
may wait. However, if the traffic is more
than 50 motorised vehicles per day, widening
of formation to 7.5 m may be provided.
(b) Link Roads
Existing roads with formation upto 5.0 m
may wait.
Notes:
(i) For curves see item 4 below.
(iii) Provide passing places at suitable
locations on link roads if formation 5.0 m or
less.
For existing roads, widening of pavement
and roadway can wait unless there is
evidence of safety hazard.

Amendments Recommended
Existing Roads (Tolerances
that can be accepted)

Same system as defined in NRRDA
guidelines
Through Roads : 3.75 m
Link Roads
* : 3 m* If a link road carries traffic
more than 100 motorised vehicles per
day, the carriageway width will
be 3.75 m.

New Construction
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Item

Roadway width for
culverts and
causeways

Minimum radius of
horizontal curves

Longitudinal
gradients

S. No.

6.

7.

8.
Ruling
Gradient
Limiting
Gradient
Exceptional
Gradient

(i) ODR
Ruling
Absolute
Minimum
(ii) VR
Ruling
Absolute
Minimum
60 m
45 m

90 m
60 m

Rolling
Terrain
3.3 %
5%
6%

Plain
Terrain
3.3 %
5%
6%

.

60 m
45 m

Rolling
Terrain

90 m
60 m

Plain
Terrain

As per IRC:SP:20

7.5 m

As per IRC:SP:20 (Rural
Roads Manual)

Rolling
Terrain
3.3 %

Ruling
Gradient
Limiting
5%
5%
Gradient
Exceptional
8%
10 %
Gradient*
*Length of exceptional gradient not to
exceed 200m at a stretch. Successive
stretches to be separated by a minimum
length of 100 m with gradient ruling or
flatter

Plain
Terrain
3.3 %

Need to provide cautionary sign posts
where these requirements are not met
due to constraints of land acquisition.

For existing culverts, widening may be
undertaken at the time of replacing the old
and dilapidated/distressed culverts and
causeways unless there is evidence of safety
hazard.Need to provide cautionary sign
posts
(i) Through roads
For existing roads, the horizontal geometry
upto absolute minimum may be considered
acceptable unless there is evidence of
site-specific safety problem related to
horizontal curvature such as skid marks,
complaints from users, history of crashes,
etc. Need to provide cautionary sign posts.
(ii) Link roads
For existing roads, the existing horizontal
geometry may be considered acceptable
unless there is evidence of site-specific
safety problem related to horizontal
curvature such as skid marks, complaints
from users, history of crashes, etc.
Need to provide cautionary sign posts.
For existing roads, the existing vertical
curves upto limiting gradient may be
considered acceptable. Gradients steeper
than limiting gradient but upto exceptional
gradient in short stretches could also be
considered acceptable unless there is
evidence of site-specific problem.
Need to provide cautionary sign posts.

Amendments Recommended
Existing Roads (Tolerances
that can be accepted)

widened easily later.
(iii) Cautionary sign posts of narrow
bridge should be provided on all bridges
having width as 4.25 m.
(a) Through Roads : 7.5 m
(b) Link Roads : 6.0 m
Notes
(i) The widths indicated are for roads in
straight. These are to be increased on
horizontal curves.
Applicable for both Through roads and
Link roads
Plain
Rolling
Terrain
Terrain
Ruling
90 m
60 m
Absolute
60 m
45 m
Minimum
Exceptional
40 m
35 m

New Construction
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(a) Other District Roads
(b) Village Roads
3.75m but can be reduced to
3.00m where traffic less than
100 motorised vehicles per day.

Classification

Carriageway width

Roadway width
minimum

Widening at Curves

Width of Bridges

Roadway width for
culverts and
causeways

Minimum radius of
horizontal curves

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

As per IRCSP:20

Widening of Pavement and
Roadway
Upto 20m radius – 0.9 m
21 – 60m radius – 0.6 m
More than 60 m radius - Nil
5.5 m Rural Roads Manual
SP: 20
4.25 m clear width between
kerbs
Hill Road Manual SP:48
6m in SP:20 (virtually 6.7 m
including parapet and drain)
5.95 m in Hill Road Manual for
ODR
5.20 m in Hill Road Manual for
VR

6m in SP:20 (virtually 6.7 m
including parapet and drain)
5.95 m in Hill Road Manual for
ODR
5.20 m in Hill Road
Manual for VR

As per IRC:SP:20 (Rural
Roads Manual) / Hill Road
Manual IRC:SP:48

S. No. Item

Review of Geometric Design Standards for Rural Roads in Hill Areas

(a) Through Roads: 6.0 m (including
parapet and drain)
(b) Link Roads: 6.0 m (including
parapet and drain)
Notes
The width indicated is for roads in
straight. This is to be increased on
horizontal curves.

For existing roads, the horizontal geometry
upto absolute minimum may be considered
acceptable unless there is evidence of sitespecific safety problem related to horizontal

For existing bridges, widening may be
undertaken at the time of replacing the old
and distressed bridges unless there is
evidence of safety hazard.Need to provide
cautionary sign posts.
For existing culverts, widening may be
undertaken at the time of replacing the old
and dilapidated/distressed culverts and
causeways unless there is evidence of safety
hazard.Need to provide cautionary sign posts

Through roads 5.5 m
Link roads 4.25 m
Bridge of > 50m will have 5.5m width.

Widening of Pavement and Roadway
Upto 20m radius – 0.9 m
21 – 60m radius – 0.6 m
More than 60 m radius - Nil

(a) Through Roads: 6.0 m (including
parapet and drain)
(b) Link Roads: 6.0 m (including
parapet and drain)
Notes
The width indicated is for roads in
straight. This is to be increased on
horizontal curves.

Same system as defined in NRRDA
guidelines
Through Roads
Existing roads with carriageway 3.0 m or
more can wait unless evidence of safety
hazard.
Link Roads
As for new construction.
Existing roads with formation upto 5.0m
may wait.
Notes:
(i) In hard rock stretches, an additional
tolerance of 0.5 m can be considered i.e.
existing roads with formation width upto 4.5
m may wait.
(ii) For curves see item 4 below.
(iii) Provide passing places at suitable
locations.
For existing roads, widening of pavement
and roadway can wait unless there is
evidence of safety hazard.

Amendments Recommended
Existing Roads (Tolerances that can
be accepted)

Annexure 1-1C

Same system as defined in NRRDA
guidelines
Through Roads– 3.75 m
Link Roads*– 3.00 m*
* If a link road carries traffic more than
100 motorised vehicles per day, the
carriageway width will be 3.75 m.

New Construction
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Item

Longitudinal
gradients

Hairpin Bends

S. No.

8.

9.

20m 23m
14m 15m

20m 23m
14m 15m
Mountainous Steep
Terrain
Terrain
5%
6%

20m 23m
14m 15m

30m 33m
20m 23m

Mountainous
Terrain
5%

Steep
Terrain
6%

Ruling
Gradient
6%
7%
Limiting
7%
8%
Gradient
7%
8%
Exceptional
10 %
10 %
Gradient*
* Length of exceptional gradient not to
exceed 100m at a stretch. Successive
stretches to be separated by a minimum
length of 100 m with gradient ruling or
flatter
(i) Minimum design
20 km/ (i) Minimum design
20 km/hour
speed
hour
speed
(ii) Minimum roadway
(ii) Minimum roadway
(a) ODR
7.5 m
(a) Through Roads /
7.5 m
(b) VR
6.5 m
Link Roads
(iii) Minimum radius
14 m
(b) Through Roads /
6.5 m
for the inner curve
Link Roads
(iv) Minimum length of
15 m
(iii) Minimum radius for the
12 m
transition curve
curve at central line
(v) Gradient
(iv) Minimum length of
15 m
(a) Maximum
2.5%
transition curve
(1 in 40) (v) Gradient
(b) Minimum
0.5%
(a) Maximum
2.5%
(1 in 200)
(1 in 40)
(vi) Maximum
10 %
(b) Minimum
0.5%
Superelevation
(1 in 200)
(vi) Maximum
10 %
Superelevation

Ruling
Gradient
Limiting
Gradient
Exceptional
Gradient

(i) ODR
Ruling
Absolute
minimum
(ii) VR
Ruling
Absolute
minimum

The existing hair pin bends may be
considered acceptable unless there is sitespecific problem and evidence of
complaints from users, history of
crashes.Need to provide cautionary sign
posts.

For existing roads, the existing vertical
curves up to limiting gradient may be
considered acceptable. Gradients steeper
than limiting gradient but upto exceptional
gradient in short stretches could also be
considered acceptable unless there is
evidence of site-specific problem.
Need to provide cautionary sign posts.

Amendments Recommended
Existing Roads (Tolerances that can
be accepted)
curvature such as skid marks, complaints
Mountainous Steep
from users, history of crashes, etc.
terrain
Terrain
Need to provide cautionary sign posts.
(ii) Link roads
For existing roads, the existing horizontal
geometry may be considered acceptable
unless there is evidence of site-specific
(i) Through roads
safety problem related to horizontal
Ruling
30m 33m 20m 23m
curvature such as skid marks, complaints
Absolute 12m 15m 12m 15m
from users, history of crashes, etc.
minimum
Need to provide cautionary sign posts.
(ii) VR
Ruling
30m 33m 20m 23m
Absolute 12m 15m 12m 15m
minimum

New Construction

Not
affected
with snow
Snow
bound
Not
affected
with snow
Snow
bound

As per IRC:SP:20 (Rural
Roads Manual) / Hill Road
Manual IRC:SP:48
Mountainous Steep
terrain
Terrain
Not
affected
with snow
Snow
bound
Not
affected
with snow
Snow
bound
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Annexure 1-2
SCREENING OF SUB-PROJECTS
A screening and review process for identification of sensitive sub-projects with respect to environmental/social issues has
been worked out. The screening exercise shall be carried out by the PIUs prior to initiation of the DPR activities. The screening
exercise shall be a useful tool to identify the environmental and social issues, and thereby integrate them into the project
preparation, and not as an exclusion criterion for avoiding environmental and social impacts. The screening criteria include:
Environmental factors, including,
•
Sensitive areas, natural habitats, protected areas
•
Felling of trees outside the protected areas
•
Clearance of vegetative cover
•
Loss of productive agricultural land/ non-agricultural land
•
Cuts across perennial streams or surface water bodies
•
Vulnerability to natural hazards, land slides/slips and,
•
Environmental features as marshy areas, sand dunes etc
•
Identification of borrow as well as waste disposal sites
Social factors, including,
•
Land availability
•
Loss of structures
•
Loss of livelihood
•
Impacts on Indigenous population
•
Impacts on common property resources, and,
•
Demand from communities for the road and their suggestions if any
The screening shall enable categorization of sub-projects based on their environmental / social sensitivity as follows:
Sub-projects, wherein no significant adverse environmental/social impacts are expected, and
•
(i) The environmental impacts will be of the type normally associated with standard rural road construction. The
measures suggested in the ECoP shall be adequate to address the general environmental issues likely in these subprojects.
•
(ii) The extent of social impacts is minimal. The requirement for land width accretion is not significant and there is
no impact on structures or loss of livelihood. Any extra land take in the sub-projects for the proposed improvements
shall be through a transparent process of voluntary land donation as laid down in the R&PF. Resettlement impacts
of the vulnerable EPs shall be addressed through the entitlement provisions suggested. The documentation of the
addressal of the social issues shall be included in the DPR of the sub-projects, as specified in the R&PF. In such
projects, the level of documentation of the environmental and social issues shall be as laid down in the ECoP-1.0,
“Project Planning and Design” and the R&PF.
Sub-projects, wherein there is a potential for significant adverse environmental /social impacts,
•
(i) There is a likelihood of adverse impacts requiring specific interventions such as roads passing through forestlands,
sanctuaries etc, and thereby requiring additional environmental analysis. In such cases, an EMP as outlined in the
ECoP 19.0, “Natural Habitats” shall be prepared as part of the DPR. The following aspects shall be considered as
triggers for the preparation of EMP, (a) Impacts on natural habitats, (b) Vulnerability to natural hazards, land slides/
slips. In addition to the preparation of the EMP for such projects, the PIU shall undertake the particular road
improvement in compliance with the statutory provisions for Environmental Clearances as applicable.
•
(ii) Prior to initiation of the DPR preparation, it is revealed that there is a likelihood of significant resettlement or the
sub-project involves loss of structures / livelihood and there is a resentment of the communities towards the
process of voluntary land donation for the project. In such cases, the PIU shall work out alternative alignments to
minimise the social impacts. Sub-projects where there no scope exists for addressing the resettlement impacts
through any of the mechanisms suggested in the R&PF shall not be taken up during that particular year. For such
roads, the PIU shall decide not to go forward with the proposed road improvement through a written communication
to the PRI stating the reasons, and no further analysis or investigation will ensue. Such roads will be taken up in
subsequent phases of the project, only after these issues are resolved by the communities / PRI and there is a
formal demand for the project to the PIU from the PRI.
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Annexure 2.1
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
Between
PUBLIC WORK DEPARTMENT, GOVERNMENT OF (Mention State)
And
REVENUE DEPARTMENT, (Mention State)
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This Memorandum of understanding (hereinafter referred as “MoU”) is made on the _____ day of (month), (year) for the
PMGSY Road (Name of the Road) of length _____km
Between
Public Works Department, Government of (mention state) (hereinafter referred as “PWD”)
And
Revenue Department, (Mention state)
1.
By this MoU, Revenue Department agrees to advice / assist Program Implementation Unit (hereinafter referred as “PIU”)
of PWD in carrying task enlisted herewith for PMGSY. The Revenue Department will depute “Patwari” to assist PIU in
undertaking the following tasks:
i.
Identification of revenue track for alignment of Road by verifying revenue record
ii.
Transect walk identifying available land width and making inventory of land characteristics along the PMGSY
Road.
iii.
Identification of land holding / ownership of affected persons and making gift deeds for land transfer.
Mutation of land in name of roads department.
iv.
Clearing of encroachers and squatters.
v.
Updation of land records if required.
vi.
Dissemination of information of updated land holding / ownership.
vii.
Setting up of grievance redressal circle at village levels in association with PRI.
2. Monitoring and Reporting
The Field Engineer of PIU with assistance from Patwari of Revenue Department shall carryout the above mentioned task and
submit monthly progress report to Executive Engineer, PIU from the date of signing of MoU till all the possession of land is
completed.
The Executive Engineer PIU shall review the monitoring report and discuss the progress of work and any grievances at the
meeting called after one week from the submission of the report. The meeting shall be chaired by Executive Engineer from PIU,
(Official) and Patwari from Revenue Department and Sarpanch from PRI. They shall also ensure that land records are updated
indicating gift.
3. Term of MoU
This MoU shall commence on the date of its signing and shall remain in force for a period of _____ Year.
4. Termination
Neither of Parties terminates this MoU, unless the Road Project gets explicitly terminated.
5. Extension
The MoU can be extended by agreement of all the member of the committee at both the levels.
In the witness where of the member of committee here to have caused this MoU to be signed on dd/mm/yy between hh:mm:ss
at (place),(city), (district), (state)
Signed for and on behalf of PIU,
PWD

Signed for and on behalf of Revenue
Department

_______________________________
(Name & Designation of Signatory)

_______________________________
(Name & Designation of Signatory)
In the Presence of the Witness
_______________________________
(Name & Designation of Signatory)
PRIs

Annexure 2-2
SAFETY CODE FOR BLASTING OPERATIONS
Safety in blasting is mostly commonsense with the knowledge of the dangers associated with explosives if misused. Explosives
have a wide variety of use in the road construction and development of an accident free routine by the large number of widespread centres of use.
Because of large potential energy content of explosives and the damage which can result from an accidental detonation, the
need for caution in their use must be obvious. The majority of explosives requires a severe shock before detonating and
consequently can be handled with care. Detonators are most susceptible to accidental initiation from shock or fire although this
tendency has been reduced in the recent years. Fire will probably cause detonators to explode and high explosive to burn and
possibly explode.
1. Supervision
With any safety programme both training and supervision are vital. The training should impart knowledge of the various
explosives and accessories, their use in practice and the routine to be adopted for their correct safe use. Supervision must follow
training to ensure that correct procedures are used and safety requirement are strictly enforced. A suitably trained and licensed
must be employed for all blasting.
2. Precautions
The following briefly outlines the fundamental requirements for the use of explosives.
2.1. Storage
This is important not only from the aspects of safety to the general public but also to prevent deterioration of the materials due
to heat, cold and moisture. Explosives must be stored in approved magazines which must be securely locked except when
removing or replacing stocks. Amongst the storage requirements are:2.1.1

Amagazine keeper must be appointed and he be made responsible for the upkeep and control of magazine and contents.

2.1.2

A magazine book must be kept in the magazine to enable a check to be made on the issue and receipt of high explosives
and detonators.

2.1.3

High explosives and detonators are not to be stored together.

2.1.4

The magazine must be kept clean, dry and cool inside and an area for about 10 m around must be cleared of vegetation
and rubbish at all times. The magazine must be efficiently marked.

2.1.5

All explosives not required for immediate use must be kept in the magazine. Explosives and detonators are not to be
carried in clothing or left lying about camp sites., or in vehicles.

2.1.6

Ammonium Nitrate does not have to be stored in a magazine but it must be protected from heat and moisture.

2.1.7

AN/FO is a high explosive.

2.2 Transport
The transport of explosive between magazine and the job site is a necessary part of most excavation work and must be carried
out in a safe manner.
2.2.1

The vehicle must be in sound working condition and effectively marked.

2.2.2

A fire extinguisher must be carried.

2.2.3

High explosives and detonators are not to be carried in the same receptacle.

2.2.4

No smoking is allowed.

2.2.5

Explosives must be not be stored within 15m of drilling and it is advisable to remove all drilling equipment from the site
before commencing charge.

2.3 Use
2.3.1 No smoking is allowed while handling explosives.
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2.3.2

A suitable crimping tool must be used when attaching the detonator to the fuse. The fuse must be inspected to ensure
that it is not damaged. Safety fuse should be ignited with a fuse igniter and the minimum length of two meters used for
primary fuse. In case of misfire with safety fuse one hour must be elapse before any person can enter the firing area.

2.3.3

Wired circuits must be tested for faulty connections, earthed or broken wires in case of wire electric firing.

2.3.4

Detonating fuse is an explosive but is relatively safe in handling and storage. It must be cut with a sharp instrument and
must be connected properly.

2.3.5

After holes have been charged access to the area should be properly restricted and no member of the public should be
allowed near the holes.

2.3.6

Hard protective hats must be worn by all the personnel associated with the blasting.

2.3.7

An acoustic devise, such as siren, should be used as a warning for blasting.

2.3.8

Suitable sign should be placed where they can be read by everyone.

2.4 Misfires
Misfires are apt to be both dangerous and expensive. They can be avoided by adequate testing and care. In the event of misfire
no person should be allowed into the firing area for about one hour in case of fuse firing and ten minutes for detonating fuse.
2.4.1

No explosive is to be removed from the misfire hole.

2.4.2

A misfire hole must not be re-drilled.

2.4.3

In re-firing a misfired hole a check must be made to ensure that there is adequate burden.

2.4.4

In cleaning up broken rock, after a misfire has been treated, un-detonated explosives or detonators must be sought and
removed if located.

2.5 Disposal
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Explosives tend to deteriorate after a long period particular in hot and moist climate. Such deteriorated explosives must be
effectively disposed by controlled burning, detonation in a safe place.

Annexure 3-1
SAMPLE LAYOUT OFA CONSTRUCTION CAMP
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Annexure – 4.1
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
FOR
PROCURING OF QUARRY OVERBURDEN

This Memorandum of Understanding (herein after referred as “MoU”) is made on _____day of (Month), (Year) corresponding
to Saka Sambat ______ day of (Month), (Year)
Between 4
Shri ______________________, owner of (Name of Quarry), (Licensed Number) (Name of Village, Block, City), (hereinafter
referred as “First Party”)
And
M/S _________________________, (Registration Number) incorporated under the Companies act _____ (hereinafter referred
as “Second Party”), appointed by the Program Implementation Unit (herein after referred as “PIU”) of the behalf of Government
of _______ for the construction of PMGSY Road.
By this MoU,
The First Party Agrees:
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1.

To supply __________ cum of quarry overburden of type (Soil / Mix of Soil and Weathered Stone / Weathered Stone)
for the construction of PMGSY Road in the village ________, block_____________, district___________,
state_______.

2.

Not to claim any cost against above said quarry overburden.

Second Party Agrees:
1.

To utilize above mentioned quarry overburden for sole purpose of construction of PMGSY Road.

2.

To bear the transportation cost of above mentioned quarry overburden.

Term of MoU
This MoU shall commenced on the date of its signing and shall remain in force for a period till the mentioned quantity of
overburden is met. Thereafter the MoU shall be deemed terminated by lapsing.
Termination
The second party can terminate the MoU by giving one-week notice if quality of the overburden does not conform to the
engineering specification.
The first party can terminate the MoU, by specifying the reason in written and giving two-week notice to the second party.
The parties hereto have signed this MoU on the date and the year above written.

___________________

_______________________

(Signature of First Party)

(Signature of Second Party)
CERTIFICATE FOR COMPLETION

Annexure 5.1
CERTIFICATE FOR COMPLETION
OF
RECLAMATION

This certificate for completion is made on _______________ day of _____ 2004 corresponding to Saka Sambat
____________________ day of

_____________ 2004 by Shri _____________________________ son of

_________________ resident of village ___________, block__________, district _______, state ______________(hereinafter
referred to as “Owner”)

The Owner hereby declares that:
1. Have transferable rights of

____________ acre of land bearing khasra No. ____________ in village

__________________________ block _______________, tehsil ________________________, and district
______________.
2. Certified that M/S __________________________________, (Registration Number) incorporated under the Companies
act _____ (hereinafter referred to as “Contractor”) had satisfactorily completed the reclamation of ___________ acre of land
utilized for _________________as per provision.

_______________________
(Signature of Owner)
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Annexure 6-1
LETTER OF CONSENT
FOR USAGE OF WATER FOR CONSTRUCTION

This Letter Of Consent (herein after referred to as “LoC”) is made on _______________ day of _____ 2004 corresponding to
Saka Sambat ____________________ day of _____________ 2004
Between
Shri __________________________________ Sarpanch of village ___________, block__________, district _______,
state ______________(hereinafter referred to as “PRI”)
Or
Shri __________________________________ son of _________________ resident of village ___________,
block__________, district _______, state ______________(hereinafter referred to as “Owner”)
And
M/S __________________________________ (Registration Number) incorporated under the Companies act _____
(hereinafter referred to as “Contractor”).
By this LoC,
The Owner / PRI hereby declares that:
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3.

Have no objection on usage of __________ volume of water for the construction of PMGSY Road

4.

Shall claim the sum of ___________________only as compensation, incase of damage to the source of water or its
utility

5.

Tick which ever is agreed upon
Shall charge _________per Kiloliter incase of

6.

o

Extraction of water irrespective of quantity of extraction

o

Over extraction of water (above the quantity agreed in declaration 1.

Tick which ever is
agreed upon

Shall be liable for all losses or damage caused to any individual/organization/community for suppressing any information
in this respect

Term of LoC
This LoC shall be effective from the date of its signing and shall remain in force for a period of _____ Year. Thereafter the LoC
shall be deemed terminated by lapsing.
The parties hereto have sign this LoC on the date and the year above written

___________________
(Signature of Owner / PRI)

___________________
(Signature of Witness on owner/PRI side)

_______________________
(Signature of Contractor)

_______________________
(Signature of witness on Contractors side)

ANNEXURE 7-1
MAIN TECHNIQUES USED FOR STABILIZING OF SLOPES AND FOR EROSION CONTROL
A-Civil Engineering
•

Retaining Walls

•

Revetment

•

Prop walls

•

Check dams

•

Drains

•

Stone pitching

•

Wire bolster

•

Wire Netting

•

Gabion structures,

•

Gunite/ Cement slurry

•

Rock bolting etc

B- Bio-engineering
•

Grass planting, seeding and turfing

•

Shrub and tree planting and seeding

•

Large bamboo plantation

•

Brush layering

•

Pallisades

•

Live check dams

•

Fascine constructions

•

Vegetated stone pitching

•

Jute netting

•

Mulching

•

Vegetated gabions

•

Live waste fences

•

Hydro seeding
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Annexure 7-2
TERMS USED IN BIO-ENGINEERING:
System
Planted grass lines:
Contour/ horizontal
Planted grass lines:
Down slope/
vertical
Planted grass lines:
Diagonal
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Design and Function

Grass slips (rooted cuttings); rooted stem cuttings or clumps grown from seed are planted across the slope. They
provide a surface cover, which reduces the speed of runoff and catches debris, thereby armouring the slopes.
Grass slips (rooted cuttings); rooted stem cuttings or seedlings are planted in lines running down the slope. They
armour the slope and help to drain surface water. They do not catch debris. Using this technique, a slope is
allowed to develop a semi-natural drainage system, gulling in a controlled way.
Grass slips (rooted cuttings); rooted cutting or seedlings are planted in lines in lines running diagonally across the
slope. They armour the slope and help drain the surface water. The technique offer the best compromise of the
grass line planted system in many situations.
Planted grasses:
Grass slips (rooted cuttings); rooted stem cutting or seedlings are planted at random on a slope, to an approximate
density. They armour or reinforce the slope with their roots and providing surface cover. They also have a limited
Random planting
function of catching debris. This technique is most commonly used in conjunction with standard mesh jute netting,
where complete surface protection is needed on very steep slopes. In most other cases, however, the advantage of
one of the grass line planting system (i.e. contour, down slope or diagonal) offer protection to the slope.
Grass is sown direct on the site. It allows easy vegetation coverage of large areas. This technique is often used in
Grass seeding
conjunction with mulching and jute netting to aid establishment.
Turf, consisting of a shallow rooting grass and the soil growing in, is placed on the slope. A technique commonly
Turfing
used on gentle embankment slope. Its only function is armouring.
Shrubs and trees are planted at regular intervals on the slope. As they grow they create a dense network of roots
Shrubs and tree
in the soil. The main engineering function is to reinforce and, later, to anchor, in the long term, large trees can be
planting
used for slope support.
Shrubs (or tree) seeds are applied directly to the site. This technique allows very steep, rocky and unstable slopes
Shrubs and tree
to be revegetated where cuttings and seedlings cannot be planted. There are two methods: direct sowing and
seeding
broadcasting. In the first, the seeds are placed individually, whereas the second involves throwing seed all over the
site. The main engineering purpose is to reinforce and, later, to anchor.
Large bamboos can reduce movement of material and stabilize slopes. They are usually raised in the traditional
Large bamboos
method or by rooted culm cuttings from a nursery. Large clumps of the larger stature bamboos are one of the most
substantial vegetation structures available to reinforce and support a slope. However, they do not have deeply
penetration roots and do not serve an anchoring function; also they can surcharge upper slope areas.
Woody (or hardwood) cutting are laid in lines across the slope, usually following the contour. These form a strong
Brush layering
barrier, preventing the development of rills, and trap material moving down the slope. In the long term, a small
terrace would develop. The main engineering functions are to catch debris, to armour and reinforce the slope. In
certain locations, bush layers can be angled to provide drainage.
Woody (or hardwood) cutting are laid in lines across the slope, usually following the contour. These form a strong
Palisades
barrier, and trap material moving down the slope. In the long term, a small terrace would develop. The main
engineering functions are to catch debris, to armour and reinforce the slope. In certain locations, palisades can be
angled to provide drainage.
Large woody (or hard wood) cuttings are planted in lines across a gully, usually following the contour. These form
Live check dams
strong barrier and trap material moving downwards. In the longer term, a small step will develop in the floor of the
gully. The main engineering functions are to catch debris and to armour and reinforce gully floor.
The word 'fascine' means a bundle of sticks. In this technique, bundles of live branches are laid in shallow trenches.
Fascines
After burial in the trenches, they put roots and shoots, forming a strong line of vegetation. It is sometimes called
live contour watt ling. The main engineering functions are to catch debris, and to armour and reinforce the slope.
In certain locations, fascines can be angled to provide drainage. Where time is at a premium, brush layers may be
more appropriate as these are quicker to establish than fascines.
Slopes are strengthened by a combination of dry stone walling or cobbling, and vegetation planted in the gaps
Vegetated stone
between the stones. There are two distinct uses: reinforced toe walls; and protected gully bed. This technique
pitching
provides a very strong form of armouring. Because it specifically uses vegetation to strengthen a simple civil
engineering technique, it represents a stronger form of stone pitching.
A locally made geotextile of woven jute netting is placed on the slope. Standard mesh jute netting (mesh size about
Jute netting
40x 40 mm) has four functions:
(standard mesh)
• Protection of the surface, armouring against and catching small debris;
• Allowing seeds to germinate;
• Improving of the microclimate on the slope surface by holding moisture and increasing infiltration
• As it decays, it acts as a mulch for the vegetation established.
Jute netting
A locally made geotextile of woven jute netting (mesh size about 150x450mm) is placed on the slope. It is used to
(wide mesh)*
hold mulch on slopes that have been seeded and serves no engineering function itself.
* Any jute netting is a temporary measure designed to enhance vegetation establishment. It does not protect a surface in itself for more than
one or two seasons of monsoon rains.

Annexure 7-3

Guidelines for choosing Bio-Engineering Techniques (source Indian Highways Jan 2007)
Slope
Length
> 15 m

Slope
Angle
> 50 degree

Material
Drainage
Good

Moisture
condition
Moist

Poor

Dry
Moist

Land use

Recommended Bio-engineering Technique

Cultivated

Groundslope grass lines and strengthened rills
(rip rap or palisades
Diagonal grass lines
Contour grass lines and mulch
Groundslope grass lines and strengthened rills
Chevron grass lines and strengthened rills( rip
rap or palisades)
Down grass lines
Chevron grass lines
Diagonal grass lines
Tree planting and horizontal bolster cylinders; or
Chevron grass lines; or
Grass seeding, mulch and jute netting; or
Bush layering
Tree planting and horizontal bolster cylinders
Chevron grass lines and strengthened rills with
palisades
Contour grass lines
Diagonal grass lines and planted or live staked
shrub cuttings
Contour grass lines and mulch
Contour grass lines and jute netting
Downslope grass lines
Diagonal grass lines
Downslope grass lines
Diagonal or contour grass lines and jute netting
Bush layering; or Contour grass lines with
palisades; or
Tree shrub cuttings and grass seeding with
mulch and jute netting
Downslope grass lines; or
Tree planting and herringbone fascines
Tree planting and horizontal bolster cylinder
Contour grass lines and tree planting; or
Grass planting/ seeding and bush layering
Tree/ shrub and grass planting with fascines
Contour grass lines, tree planting and grass
seeding
Diagonal grass lines and tree planting; or tree
planting with grass seeding
Direct seeding of shrubs and small trees

Not cultivated

Dry
> 15m

>15 m

< 15m

35-50

25-35

50

Good

Any

Poor

Any

Good
Moist
Dry

35-50

Not cultivated
Cultivated
Not cultivated

Cultivated
Not cultivated

Good
Poor

Poor

< 15m

Cultivated

Cultivated
Not cultivated
Cultivated
Not cultivated
Cultivated
Not cultivated

Good

Poor

Cultivated
Not cultivated

Any

25-35

Good

< 25

Poor
Good
Poor

All

Rocky material
on slope
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Annexure 8-1

NO OBJECTION CERTIFICATE
FOR
TEMPORARY USAGE OF LAND

This No Objection Certificate (herein after referred to as “NOC”) is made on _______________ day of _____ 2004 corresponding
to Saka Sambat ____________________ day of _____________ 2004
Between
Shri __________________________________ son of _________________ resident of village ___________,
block__________, district _______, state ______________(hereinafter referred to as “Owner”)
And
M/S __________________________________ (Registration Number) incorporated under the Companies act _____
(hereinafter referred to as “Contractor”).
By this NOC,
The Owner hereby declares that:
7.

Has transferable rights of ____________ acre of land bearing khasra No. ____________ in village
__________________________ block _______________, tehsil ________________________, and district
______________.

8.

Have no objection on temporary disposal of construction waste / borrowing / if any other specify ____________for
PMGSY Road Construction within the said boundaries: (North Side) , (South Side) , (East Side)
,
(West Side)

9.

Above said land shall only be utilized for the said purpose only

10.

No hazardous waste / material dumping or activities involving hazardous material shall be done within the said
boundary.

11.

Shall claim the sum of ___________________only as compensation, incase reclamation of above said land not
being undertaken within _______ (day / month / year) from the date of signing of NOC.
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Or
Incase of violation of above mention clauses.
12.

Shall be liable for all losses or damage caused to any individual/organization/community for suppressing any
information in this respect

The Contractor hereby commits that:
1.

Not to carry out any activity beyond the specified boundary, as specified in the boundary above.

2.

To reclaim the plot of land within _______ (day / month / year) from the date of signing of NOC as per Reclamation
Plan approved by the PIU, (Name of the PIU).

3.

Shall compensate above-mentioned sum to the owner incase above mention time frame is not met.

Term of MoU
This MoU shall be effective from the date of its signing and shall remain in force for a period of _____ Year. Thereafter the MoU
shall be deemed terminated by lapsing.
The parties hereto have sign this MoU on the date and the year above written
__________________
(Signature of Owner)

_______________________
(Signature of Contractor)

Annexure 9-1
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Annexure 10-1
GUIDELINES FOR SAFETY WHILE WORKING ON HILL SLOPES

Excerpts from the Book “Roadside Bio-engineering By John Howell”
Site safety:
•

The engineer is always responsible for the safety of the persons working with him. Where a contractor is
engaged, then the responsibility is delegated to him. The executive authority must ensure that safe practices
are followed. Road construction is intrinsically dangerous.

•

Slopes in mountainous areas are also dangerous by nature. As well as the obvious dangers of falling off the
slopes, there are dangers of falling debris or tools hitting other workers, and of the slope itself giving away.

•

The safety code of practice for working on slopes must always be followed.

Safety Code of Practice for working on slopes
1)

The code is designed to promote the safety of all Department and Contract personnel while working on slopes
at site where persons are at risk of falling by more than two meters.

2)

No one may be allowed assess to the site unless authorized by the engineer or the contractor

3)

No person may work unaccompanied unless they are on a very gentle slope (less than 30degree slope. All
persons must leave the slope together to take refreshments, meals etc.

4)

All fragile slopes should be clearly marked off and personnel informed of the dangers.

5)

Extreme care must be exercised on slopes during adverse weather conditions as wind, rain; fog and darkness
create their own hazards inherent in slope work. The site in-charge must assess the conditions with care before
allowing assess to the slopes. Only in emergencies may persons go on to the slopes in heavy rains or during
hours of darkness. In such cases no person shall be allowed to go on the slopes unaccompanied.

6)

All assess equipment, ropes and tackle must be regularly inspected and maintained in good condition.

7)

Where persons could fall over the edge of a slope, temporary guard rails or ropes are to be installed where
practicable. All persons exposed to a risk of falling must be provided with a secure and well anchored safety
line. Such a rope must be of sufficient strength to provide them with safe arrest in the event of a fall.

8)

Care must be taken to prevent tools and loose objects falling from the slopes. Loose articles should be raised
or lowered in a safe manner. They should not be carried up or down ladders unless, in the case of small items,
which may be carried in a suitable shoulder bag.

9)

Any scaffolding that is used must be composed of good quality materials. Scaffolding must be of appropriate
capacity and correctly erected by competent workmen.

10)

Ladders must be in good condition and adequate for the job. Ladders must extend one meter beyond the
landing point and must be on a firm base, correctly pitched and lashed as soon as possible.

11)

If there is any potential hazard to personnel below where the slope work is taking place, adequate temporary
warning notices, barriers and “look out” persons need to be employed. Where appropriate standards traffic
warning and control measures must be taken.

12)

Appropriate protective clothing shall be issued, including, where necessary, protective helmets and boots with
steal toe caps and slip resistant soles.
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Annexure 12-1
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
Between
PUBLIC WORK DEPARTMENT (PWD), GOVERNMENT OF (Mention State)
STATE FOREST DEPARTMENT
And
PANCHAYAT RAJ INSTITUTION (PRI)
This MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING (hereinafter referred to as “MoU” is made on the ____day of (Month), (Year) for
(Name of PMGSY Road) of length _____ km.
Between
Public Work Department (PWD), Government of (Mention State)
State Forest Department
And
Panchayat Raj Institution (PRI)
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By this MoU, PRI and State Forest Department agree to undertake roadside tree plantation along the PMGSY Road, in accordance
to the commitments cited below:
STATE FOREST DEPARTMENT HERE BY COMMITS:
i.
The alignment shall be finalized after transect walk in case it passes through Forest area.
ii.
Forest Department agrees to depute forest ranger to provide suggestions to design modification and to help in
identification of species of trees to be felled if any. This shall help in drawing up tree plantation strategy. In case
the alignment passes through forest areas, Forest Ranger shall provide information on presence of any rare/
endangered species as per the Red Data Book.
iii.
To assist PIU for developing roadside tree plantation strategy on the PMGSY road in consultation with the
community.
iv.
To supply saplings to the PRIs / Community from the forest nurseries.
v.
To provide training to PRI / Community for:
a. Seeding procedure
b. Fertilizing and watering of trees
c. Maintaining of roadside tree that include (i) cutting/lopping branches and (ii) Weed cutting.
vi.
To depute Forest Ranger to monitor the healthy survival of trees (refer Annexure I for monitoring format) and
prepared monitoring report at every three months incorporating gaps and suggestions. The copy of the same
shall be sent to DFO and PIU.
PANCHAYAT RAJ INSTITUTION (PRI) HERE BY COMMITS:
i.
To plant saplings provided by the state forest department as per roadside plantation strategies.
ii.
To undertake training program organized by the forest department for planting and maintaining the trees.
iii.
To undertake maintenance of planted trees with its own funds. The maintenance shall include:
a. Fertilizing and watering the trees during initial period of two to three years.
b. Spraying of insecticides / pesticides
c. Cutting/lopping branches up to a height of 2.5m above ground level to ensure visibility.
d. Removal of dead wood from the roadway and storing away from roads, and
e.
Weed cutting from shoulders and keeping the shoulders free from any growth of vegetation
iv.
To plant replacement saplings where the survival rate is less than 80 %
v.
To prepare roadside tree plantation inventory for every kilometer length for PMGSY Road including rate of
survival after every three month. The copy of the same shall be submitted to PIU.
This MoU shall be valid for a period of two year from the date of its signing and may be renewed as mutually agreed upon
between PWD, PRIs and Forest Department.
The terms and conditions set out in this MoU shall supersede all earlier communication, if any, exchanges for the purpose.
Dated:_________________
Signature:
Executive Engineer
(PIU)

Sarpanch
(PRI)

District Forest Officer
(Forest Department)

INFORMATION BROCHURE
Annexure 13-1
would finance the proposed PMGSY works through the
World Bank
Which are the agencies involved?
Nodal
Agency
Executing Agency
Principal Technical
Agency
Name of Nodal officer
Agency

Department of Rural
Development, GoJ
Regional Engineering
Organisation, GoJ
Indian Institute of Technology,
Roorkee
Shri. N.P. SharmaState Technical
Birla Institute of technology

How are the projects identified?

PROJECT INFORMATION BROCHURE
For further details contact
NODAL OFFICER (PMGSY)
Department of Rural Development
What is the project?
Pradhan Mantri Gram Sadak Yojana (PMGSY) is a rural roads
project to transform the lives of rural people through roads
that would bring growth, employment and change. PMGSY
was launched in December 2000 to provide road
connectivity to 1.60 lakh Unconnected Habitations with
population of 500 persons or more in the rural areas by end
of the 10th Plan Period (2007) at an estimated cost of Rs.
60,000 crore. The Programme is being executed as a Centrally
Sponsored Scheme in all the States and six Union
Territories, and is administered by the MoRD, GoI. The
programme has been extended in 12th plan to include even
upgrading of unpaved rural roads. Rural road connectivity
plays a key role in securing poverty alleviation by providing
easy access to marketing centers for agricultural produce
at lower transportation cost resulting in higher price
realization and consequently increasing rural income. It
further increases access to education, healthcare,
employment opportunities and improving standard of living
of the rural population.
PMGSY in Jharkhand
In the state of Jharkahnd, the Department of
RuralDevelopment (DoRD), is the nodal agency for PMGSY.
The DoRD has entrusted the implementation to the Regional
Engineering Organisation (REO). The REO, GoJ has
identified 3 out of 18 districts in the state, where the GoI

The selection of roads for new construction/ upgradation
shall be from the core network. A Core Network is the
minimal network of roads essential to provide basic access
to essential social economic services to all eligible
habitations in the selected areas through at least single allweather road connectivity. Copies of the Core Network are
available for the public at the Zila Panchayat offices. Salient
features of the finalized core network will be displayed at
the notice boards of the District Panchayat and the
concerned Gram Panchayats.
Pre-requisites for taking up PMGSY roads
Ø Adequate land width shall be available as specified
in IRC: SP-20: 2002;
Ø The proposed alignment involves little or no loss of
land or structures, and the remaining land and/or
structures remain viable for continued use;
Ø In the event of impacts not being avoidable, there is
a scope for obliterating, reducing, and / or supporting
losses through one or more of the following
mechanisms:
o Design modifications by reduction of the land
width, alignment shifts, modifications in crosssections etc, to the extent required from safety
considerations,
o Willing land transfer by the land owner through a
written affidavit to the GoJ, and,
o Civil society support mechanism (PRI/Community)
to the vulnerable affected persons.
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What standards will be followed?
Existing revenue tracks are proposed to be taken up for new
construction / up gradation to the standards and specifications
in the Rural Roads Manual (IRC:SP-20:2002). The available
width of the existing tracks is not always sufficient to
accommodate the proposed improvements, thereby requiring
additional land. The land width accretion is also necessitated
along new alignments, especially in cases where the existing
track cannot be upgraded to the required standards.A typical
cross section of the proposed road
Who is entitled for assistance or support?
Though minimal, the project shall involve loss of assets
and impact on livelihood. Voluntary Donation of any land
parcel or assets impacted will be carried out prior to the
mobilisation of the contractor to eliminate any delays in
project work. The land owner/s shall voluntarily donate
the land parcel through a Affidavit in the name of the PIU
or Government. In view of addressing various impacts
caused, PMGSY provides for assistance to
•
•
•
•

Loss of land;
Loss of shelter;
Loss of source of livelihood; and,
Loss of access to common property resources.

The following categories of PAPs who shall be identified
as vulnerable and eligible for support in the project
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Following are the suggested measures for addressing
various impact categories:
• Land: Assistance/Support by the community only for
vulnerable groups through: (i) Alternate land sites
provided by GS/community (ii) Assistance or support
by community and Panchayat and (iii) Inclusion as
beneficiaries in Rural Development (RD) programs
• Structures: Assistance/Support for asset creation by
community and Panchayat (or) Inclusion of PAPs
losing shelter as beneficiaries in RD programs
• Livelihood: Inclusion as beneficiaries in RD programs
• Common Property Resources: GP/community with
technical inputs from PIU either relocate or construct
asset; Consultations with the concerned sections of
the community in case of grazing land etc
• Non-titleholders: Advance notice to removal
• of assets/standing crops and subsequent clearance;
Involvement of GP/community in sensitisation and
clearance of encroachments
What happens when there is resentment from the
communities?
The roads under PMGSY will be built to connect villages
where the communities need them. The PIU shall not take
up those roads (in that particular year) where the local
population is apprehensive to the implementation of the

Resettlement Framework. Such projects will be taken up at
a later stage, only after the communities / PRIs works out
suitable mechanisms at the village level to resolve issues
pertaining to land take.
How community can contribute?
The project encourages community involvement to make
them accountable in the success of the entire project. The
community will participate directly or in coordination with
PRIs for the following:
•
•
•
•

Identification and finalization of core network
Finalization of alignment
Facilitate identification of issues and concerns
Suggest measures for mitigating impacts including
impacts on vulnerable groups
• Redressing grievances at individual / community level
• Providing assistance to the contractor to ensure
speedy implementation.
Information Dissemination
Wide dissemination of project details among the local
population shall enhance transparency throughout the
project implementation. Prior to project initiation,
community shall be sensitized about the project, its
features, policy and role of the community by the PIU and
Gram Panchayat. Subsequently, during project planning
stage, details of the alignment and various tasks involved
to finalise the alignment shall be distributed by means of
pamphlets and public meetings organized by the PIU in
coordination with the Gram Panchayat.
• After finalisation of Core Network – details available
at Zila Panchayat
• After approval of Project – at concerned Gram
Panchayat
• After finalisation of alignment – both at Gram
Panchayat and Zila Panchayat
Information Dissemination
Wide dissemination of project details among the local
population shall enhance transparency throughout the
project implementation. Prior to project initiation,
community shall be sensitized about the project, its
features, policy and role of the community by the PIU and
Gram Panchayat. Subsequently, during project planning
stage, details of the alignment and various tasks involved
to finalise the alignment shall be distributed by means of
pamphlets and public meetings organized by the PIU in
coordination with the Gram Panchayat.
• After finalisation of Core Network – details available
at Zila Panchayat
• After approval of Project – at concerned Gram
Panchayat
• After finalisation of alignment – both at Gram
Panchayat and Zila Panchayat

Annexure 14-1
METHODOLOGY FOR TRANSECT WALK
A transect walk is suggested along the proposed alignment with the communities towards finalisation of the alignment. The
transect walk shall be a participatory process organised by the PIU in co-ordination with the Gram Panchayat and the
revenue officials at the village level. The methodologies for the conduct of transect, the issues to be raised and recording of
the same is described in this Annexure.

What is a TRANSECT WALK?
A walk along the suggested alignment by PIU with the communities, PRI and key informants to observe, to listen, and to
ask questions which would enable identification of problems and collectively evolve solutions. The transect shall enable
the PIU, to quickly learn about the social structure, issues pertaining to land, social impacts, soils, land use, and community
assets and to triangulate data already available. Figures 1 to 4 of this annexure illustrate the recording of the transect on
the village revenue maps.
PLANNING AND PREPAREDNESS for a transect walk
•

The PIU to intimate the PRI at least a week prior to the transect walk. The intimation to the public shall be in the form
of a formal notice at the Village Panchayat building.

•

To provide information on the project, provide at least 25 copies of the PMGSY handouts, describing the salient
features of the project, including a description of the proposed improvements, land width required and the provisions
of the resettlement framework.

•

Collect the village revenue map from the Patwari and mark the suggested alignment. The list of landowners along
the suggested alignment to be identified from the revenue records.

•

The PRI to select a group of villagers (key informants) who have good knowledge on physical resources of the
village and who are willing to participate in the transect walk.

•

Discuss with the PRI representatives on the basis of the village revenue map the route to follow in the walk. Obtain
the suggestions from the PRI representatives on the following questions
o Where to start?
o Where to end?
o What to see?
o At what time to start?
o How long will it take?
o Does the walk need to be split1 into sections?
o When does the transect team stop?

•

Provide contacts to the communities regarding the project information. These shall be through (i) Contacting the
PIU official, and (ii) Village Pradhan or Sarpanch (iii) Village council members in Mizoram.

•

Distribute responsibilities for recording information among the members of the PRI, Patwari and the key informants,
for activities such as interviewing, time keeping, sketching and recording.

1

Transect Walk shall stop when…

Identification of key informants…

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Community or individual has a concern
Impact on private land / structures
Impact on community land
Impact on Forests & sensitive areas /structures
Clearances of encroachers
Impact on standing crops
Ambiguity pertaining to land ownership

Long corridor shall require more than one transect.

Old people in village community
Women representatives
School Teacher
Community representatives
Vulnerable Groups
Village council members
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CONDUCTINGA TRANSECT WALK
•

Based on the responsibilities assigned, the participants shall observe and record in detail all-important things on
the revenue map and get as much information as possible from the villagers and the locals. When talking to the
villagers, the PIU to feel free to use the six helpers:
o
o
o
o
o
o

When?
What?
How?
Where?
Why?
Who?

•

Make notes of all vital information gathered and draw sketches wherever necessary. The sensitive locations where
additional efforts need to be taken during the design will be marked on the revenue map.

•

Travel slowly and patiently and try to understand the physical features and aspects related to social issues, land
titles, in the village from different perspectives.
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•

•

Social Aspects …

Environmental Aspects …

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sites of additional land uptake
Encroachments and squatters
Land categories impacted
Lands with traditional, customary rights
Population characteristics incl. vulnerable groups
Assessment of social impacts
o
Land
o
Structures (Residential/Commercial)
o
Other structures (Wells, Temples etc)
o
Trees, standing crops
o
Common properties
o
Livelihood and economic opportunities

Trees
Forests if any
Drainage lines, rivers and water crossings
Irrigation water courses
Water bodies
Grazing lands
Utilities
Community facilities
Schools
Hospitals
Major junctions and
Seasonal markets or cultural congregations

The PIU representative to communicate to the participants on site, on the possible extent of improvements. The PIU
shall provide adequate responses to the communities on:
o

Queries raised pertaining to environmental and social issues

o

Process of voluntary land donation.

o

Working out possible alignment changes to minimise impacts

o

Compliance to IRC SP-20 standards to enhance safety of road users.

All queries and concerns of the communities shall be recorded.

THINGS TO DO AFTER THE TRANSECT WALK
•

After the completion of a transect walk, sit down in a suitable place with the villagers to have a discussion and
recording of information and data collected.

•

Prepare an illustrative diagram of the transect walk on the revenue map using the information already gathered and
get the information cross-checked by the community.

•

Prior to dispersing for the day, finalize a date for the formal consultation session to be conducted.

• Marking centreline of the proposed alignment on the
revenue map
• Assessment of available land width
• Identification of land categories and ownership status

• Identification of sensitive locations as major junctions,
cultural properties, water crossings, forests, locations
with large number of trees.

• Inventory of environmental and physical features along
the alignment
• Marking of land uses

• Identification of locations requiring land width accretion
• Identification of vulnerable persons
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Annexure 15-1

FORMAT FOR RECORDING CONSULTATION

District

:

Village

:

Road No

:

Date

:

Road Name

:

Time

:

Venue

:

Duration

:

1.

Project Description

2.

Issues raised by the community and responses provided

Issues :
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Response by PIU/PRI:

3.

Key issues

•

(i)

•

(ii)

•

(iii)

4.

Conclusion by PRI representatives

Suggested Content of Consultation sessions…
The meeting duration shall be for about 1-1/2 to 2 hours and shall cover the following.
All these steps of the consultation shall be recorded in the format
I: The session shall start with a description of the project by the PIU officials to the community.
The following information shall be covered:
•

Overview of PMGSY and criteria for selection

•

Involvement of PRIs & communities in project planning, design and implementation

•

Expectations of the project from the beneficiaries, the communities

•

Outputs of the transect and how the concerns of the communities have been incorporated into the design, if not,
why they have not been incorporated

•

Provisions of the project as the Resettlement Framework provisions, mechanisms for voluntary land donation
process etc

•

Environmental issues in the project, Codes of practice

•

Census survey

•

Mechanisms for Grievances, implementation arrangements

•

Involvement of communities / PRI in tree plantation, managing induced development etc

•

Likely construction schedule
II : After the description of the project, suggestions from the community on the project and issues will be obtained.
III : Responses to the issues raised will be provided by the PIU, PRI during the meeting.

For issues that require a visit to the site or involves certain engineering decisions, or consultations with other Government
agencies, a date shall be committed for response to the same. The response shall be given by the PIU to the PRI within the
specified date.
IV : The PIU shall summarize the issues.
V: Conclusion by the PRI representatives and attendance of the participants.

On a separate sheet mark the attendance at the meeting in the following format

Community
Name of Person and
village of residence

PIU/PRI
Signature

Name and designation
of Official

Signature
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ADDITION
AL TECHNICAL SPECIFICA
TIONS
ADDITIONAL
SPECIFICATIONS
1.

PLANTATION OF PLANTS AND SHRUBS

1.1.

Scope
The work shall consist of:

1.1.1. Planting of saplings and bushes at designated locations.
1.2.

Materials

1.2.1. Dump Manure
1.2.1.1. Dump manure shall be of well decayed (at least six months) organic or vegetable matter obtained in the dry state from the
municipal dump or other similar sources approved by the Engineer. The manure shall be free from earth, stone, brickbats or
other extraneous matter.
1.2.2. Farmyard Manure
1.2.2.1. Farmyard Manure shall be well decayed (should be at least 6 months covered in dump) free from grits and any other unwanted
materials.
1.2.3. Good Earth
1.2.3.1. The soil shall be agricultural soil of sandy-loam texture, free from kankar, moorum, shingle, stone, brickbats, building rubbish
and any other foreign matter. The earth shall be free from clods or lumps of sizes bigger than 75mm in any direction. It shall have
Ph value in of range of 6 to 8.5.
1.2.4. Oil Cake (Neem/Castor/Groundnut)
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1.2.4.1. The cake shall be free form bush, dust, grit and any other foreign matter.
1.2.5. Sapling of Bushes
1.2.5.1. The sapling of bushes shall be of height, as approved by the Engineer, leafy type and draught resistant, a variety native to the
area and be of good quality not prone to eating by animals and as approved by the Engineer.
1.3.

Construction Operations:

1.3.1

Planting plants and refilling earth after mixing with oil cake, manure and watering

1.3.1.1. Holes of circular shape of 100 cm diameter and 150 cm in depth in ordinary soil shall be excavated and the excavated soil, broken
to clods of sizes not exceeding 75 mm in any direction, shall be stacked outside the hole. Stones, brickbats, unsuitable earth and
other rubbish, all roots, and weeds etc. other undesirable growth met with during excavation shall be separated out and
unserviceable material removed from the site as directed. Useful material, if any, shall be stacked properly and separately. Good
earth in quantities required to replace such discarded stuff shall be brought and stacked at site by the Contractor, depth not
more than 50 cm from ground level. The pit shall be treated for termite by raking the soil up to 50 mm and treated with 5% Aldrin
or Chloradang dust in soil.
1.3.1.2 The plant hole shall be manured with powdered neem/ caster oil cake along with farm yard manure/dump manure screened
through 16mm sieve and these shall be uniformly mixed with the excavated top soil after the manure has been broken down to
powder (size of particles not to exceed 6mm in any direction) in equal proportion. A sapling of plant shall be placed at the centre
of the hole and then the mixture shall be filled into the hole upto the level of adjoining ground and then profusely watered to
enable the soil to subside. The refilled soil shall then be dressed evenly with its surface about 50 to 75mm below the adjoining
ground level or as directed by the Engineer. The planting shall be completed soon after completion of the median.
1.4.

Planting of Bushes

1.4.1

The bushes saplings shall be planted in a single or a number of rows depending upon the width of the median. Bed for
the saplings shall be prepared with necessary manuring, and the live saplings shall be planted in lines parallel to the
median edge to the directions of the Engineer. Spacing between saplings in a row shall be such that a thick bush can be
grown, and this shall generally not farther away than 2.0 m.

1.4.2

The planting shall be completed soon after completion of the median.

1.5.

Grassing of Median Area

1.5.1

The included area of the median between the bushes shall be seeded and mulched to develop grass cover in accordance
with Clause 308.

1.5.2

The work shall include the work of ploughing, dressing including breaking of clods, removal of rubbish, dressing and
supplying of doob roots at 10 cm apart, including supplying and spreading of farm yard manure at the rate of 0.60 cum per
100 sqm.

1.6.

Maintenance

1.6.1

The saplings of plants and shrubs planted shall be watered and maintained by the Contractor till issue of final taking over
certificate. Maintenance shall also include watering, weeding out of undesirable plants and replacement of dead plant,
manuring and trimming of the bushes.

1.7.

Measurement for Payment

1.7.1

The area to be provided and maintained with plants and shrubs will be measured in Sq.m. 1.7.2 Area for turf shall also
be measured in Sqm separately.

1.8.

Rates:

1.8.1 The contract unit rate for planting of flowering plants and shrubs and turf to be paid separately) shall include the cost
of all labour and material involved in all the operations described above including cost of saplings and maintenance as
mentioned above, the cost of supplying and stacking the requisite quantity of manure and oil cake and other incidentals.
2.

Jute Netting (Standard Mesh)

2.1

Scope/Function
The work shall consist of:

2.1.1

2.1.2

Placing a locally made geo-textile of woven jute netting (mesh size 40 x 40 mm) on the slope to (a) protect the surface, armouring
against erosion and for catching small debris (b) allowing seeds to hold and germinate (c) improving the microclimate on the
slope surface by holding moisture and improving infiltration.
It acts as mulch for the vegetation as the jute netting decays. It does not protect the surface in itself for more than one or two
seasons of rains.

2.2.1 Materials
2.2.1.1 Netting Standard jute netting rolls are normally 10.0 to 11.5 meters long with 1.0 to 1.2 meters wide. The yarn is of 5 to 8
mm diameter. Across the net, there shall be an average of 27 warp ends (length wise threads) per meter of the net and 20
to 24 weft strands (cross thread) per meter. The average mesh size should be 40 mm square holes. The weight shall be 1.0
to 1.2 kg per square meter.
2.2.1.2 Hardwood cuttings The cuttings shall be from shrubs or trees 20 to 50 mm in diameter and 300 to 400 mm long or other
pegs such as split or full bamboos.
2.1.2. Tools
2.1.2.1. Tools for cutting wood and jute; an iron bar for making holes and a wooden mallet should be available at site.
2.3.

Construction Operations

2.3.1

The netting is placed only on to sites which have been seeded and covered with mulch as indicated in specification of
grass seeding (Clause No. 310 of MoRD specifications)

2.3.1.1 Spacing: The netting shall cover the entire affected area anchoring the pegs spaced at 500 to 1000mm centres. The net
shall be overlapping at the joints by 500 mm.
2.3.1.2 Laying netting: The site slopes shall be trimmed evenly, ensuring that there are no small protrusions or depressions that
will interfere with the netting. Starting at one end of site, peg the end of one roll of netting 300mm above the slope to be
covered. Slowly unroll the netting down the slope. Allowing some slack in the netting, begin to peg it from the bottom of
the slope. Hammer hardwood cuttings or pegs through it at intervals of 500 mm to 1000 mm, leaving the cuttings
protruding about 80mm.
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2.4.

Integrating with bio-engineering

2.4.1

Standard mesh jute netting shall be used in conjunction with bio-engineering techniques as under:

2.4.1.1 Planting grass slips in a random pattern at an average spacing of about 100 mm centres, according to the site characteristics
2.4.1.2 Seeding the surface with shrubs or small trees using species appropriate to the site and following
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2.5

Maintenance

2.5.1

The Jute netting is not normally maintained but simply allowed to rot away. Maintenance is carried out only for the bioengineering measures. Saplings of plants and shrubs planted shall be watered and maintained by the Contractor till issue
of final taking over certificate. Maintenance shall also include watering, weeding out of undesirable plants and replacement
of dead plant, manuring and trimming of the bushes.

2.6

Measurement for Payment

2.6.1

The area to be provided and maintained with plants and shrubs will be measured in Sq.m.

2.6.2

The area for turfing shall also be measured in Sq.m separately.

2.7

Rates

2.7.1

The contract unit rate for planting of plants, shrubs and turfing (to be paid separately) shall include the cost of all labour
and material involved in all the operations described above including cost of saplings and maintenance as mentioned
above, the cost of supplying and stacking the requisite quantity of manure and oil cake and other incidentals.

3.

Jute Netting (Wide Mesh)

3.1.

Scope/Function

3.1.1

The work shall consist of:

3.1.1.1 Placing a locally made geo-textile of woven jute netting (mesh size 150 x 450 mm) on the slope to (a) protect the surface,
armouring against erosion and for catching small debris (b) allowing seeds to hold and germinate (c) improving the
microclimate on the slope surface by holding moisture and improving infiltration.
3.1.1.2 The netting acts as a temporary measure designed to enhance vegetation establishment. It acts as mulch for the vegetation
as the jute netting decays. It does not protect the surface in itself for more than one or two seasons of rains.
3.2.

Materials

3.2.1. Netting
3.2.1.1. Standard jute netting rolls are normally 10.0 to 11.5 meters long with 1.0 to 1.2 meters wide. The yarn is of 3 to 5 mm diameter.
Across the net, there shall be an average of 7 warp ends (length wise threads) per meter of the net and 3 weft strands (cross
thread) per meter. The average mesh size should be 150 x 450 mm rectangular square holes. The weight shall be about 0.2 kg per
square meter.
3.2.2. Hardwood cuttings
3.2.2.1. The cuttings shall be from shrubs or trees 20 to 50 mm in diameter and 300 to 400 mm long or other pegs such as split or full
bamboos.
3.2.3. Tools
3.2.3.1. Tools for cutting wood and jute; an iron bar for making holes and a wooden mallet should be available at site.
3.3.

Construction Operations

3.3.1 Spacing:
3.3.1.1. The netting shall cover the entire affected area anchoring the pegs spaced at 500 to 1000mm centres. The net shall be
overlapping at the joints by 500 mm.
3.3.2 Laying netting
3.3.2.1 The site slopes shall be trimmed evenly, ensuring that there are no small protrusions or depressions that will interfere with the

netting. Starting at one end of site, peg the end of one roll of netting 300mm above the slope to be covered. Slowly unroll the
netting down the slope. Allowing some slack in the netting, begin to peg it from the bottom of the slope. Hammer hardwood
cuttings or pegs through it at intervals of 500 mm to 1000 mm, leaving the cuttings protruding about 80mm.
3.4.

Integrating with bio-engineering

3.4.1

Standard mesh jute netting shall be used in conjunction with bio-engineering techniques as under:

3.4.1.1 Planting grass slips in a random pattern at an average spacing of about 100 mm centres, according to the site characteristics
3.4.1.2 Seeding the surface with shrubs or small trees using species appropriate to the site and following
3.5.

Maintenance

3.5.1

The Jute netting is not normally maintained but simply allowed to rot away. Maintenance is carried out only for the bioengineering measures. Saplings of plants and shrubs planted shall be watered and maintained by the Contractor till issue of
final taking over certificate. Maintenance shall also include watering, weeding out of undesirable plants and replacement of
dead plant, manuring and trimming of the bushes.

3.6.

Measurement for Payment

3.6.1

Area to be provided and maintained with plants and shrubs will be measured Sq.m.

3.6.2 Area for turfing shall also be measured in Sq.m separately.
3.7.

Rates

3.7.1

The contract unit rate for planting of plants, shrubs and turfing (to be paid separately) shall include the cost of all labour
and material involved in all the operations described above including cost of saplings and maintenance as mentioned
above, the cost of supplying and stacking the requisite quantity of manure and oil cake and other incidentals.

4.

Bamboo Wattle Netting Mats

4.1.

Scope/Function
The work shall consist of:

4.1.1

Placing a local Split/full Bamboos in a criss-cross fashion, size 500x 500mm on the slope to (a) protect the surface, against
erosion and for catching small debris (b) allowing seeds to hold and germinate (c) improving the microclimate on the slope
surface by holding moisture and improving infiltration.

4.2.

Materials

4.2.1. Bamboos
4.2.1.1. Live or dry locally available bamboos of approximately 3-5meters and 50-75mm diameter
4.2.1.2 Jute or other yarn or ropes for tying at junctions
4.2.1.3 Hardwood/ Bamboo Cuttings: The cuttings shall be from bamboos or trees 50 to 75 mm in diameter and 300 to 400 mm long or
other pegs such as split or full bamboos.
4.2.2. Tools
4.2.2.1. Tools for cutting bamboos, wood and jute; an iron bar for making holes and a wooden mallet should be available at site.
4.3.

Construction Operations

4.3.1 The slopes of the site shall be free of irregularities and loose debris. It shall be trimmed evenly in advance of planting
operation. The lines to be planted shall be marked with a string and holes formed with planting bars. The bamboos shall
be placed horizontally and vertically making a criss-cross of 500 X 500 mm. These shall be tied at junctions with jute or
other strings and placed only on to sites which are proposed for seeding or have been seeded and covered with mulch
as indicated in specification of grass/ or other seeding.(Clause No. 310 of MoRD specifications)
4.3.2

Spacing: The bamboo criss-cross netting shall cover the entire affected area anchoring the pegs spaced at 1000mm centres.
The net shall be overlapping at the joints by 500 mm.
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4.4.

Integrating with bio-engineering

4.4.1

Standard bamboo netting shall be used in conjunction with bio-engineering techniques as under:

4.4.1.1 Planting grass slips in a random pattern at an average spacing of about 100 mm centres, according to the site characteristics
4.4.1.2 Seeding the surface with shrubs or small trees using species appropriate to the site and following
4.5.

Maintenance

4.5.1

The netting is not normally maintained but simply allowed to rot away. Maintenance is carried out only for the bio-engineering
measures. Saplings of plants and shrubs planted shall be watered and maintained by the Contractor till issue of final taking over
certificate. Maintenance shall also include watering, weeding out of undesirable plants and replacement of dead plant, manuring
and trimming of the bushes.

4.6.

Measurement for Payment

4.6.1

The area to be provided and maintained with plants and shrubs will be measured in Sq.m.

4.6.2

The area for turf shall also be measured in sqm separately.

4.7.

Rates

4.7.1

The contract unit rate for planting of plants, shrubs and turfing (to be paid separately) shall include the cost of all labour and
material involved in all the operations described above including cost of saplings and maintenance as mentioned above, the
cost of supplying and stacking the requisite quantity of manure and oil cake and other incidentals.

5.

PALISADES/ LIVE STAKES

5.1.

Scope/ Function

5.1.1

The work shall consist of planting woody (or hardwood) cuttings in lines, across the slope, usually following the contours to
form a strong barrier and for trapping material moving down the slope. The main function is to catch debris and to armour and
reinforce the slope. These can be angled to serve drainage function.

5.1.2

The techniques can be used on a wide range of sites up to about 60 degree slopes.

5.2.

Materials
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5.2.1. Cuttings
5.2.1.1. Cuttings made from woody material that is 6 to 12 months old and should be 20 to 40 mm diameter and 300 to 500 mm long. If
possible, take the cutting the same day it is to be planted. It is advisable to cut the top at right angle to the stem and cut the
bottom at 45 degrees to ensure which way the cutting should be planted. The cutting shall be of draught resistant, a variety
native to the area and of good quality not prone to eating and as approved by the Engineer.
5.2.2. Hessian Cloth
5.2.2.1. Hessian cloth and water to keep the cutting moist till it is planted
5.2.3. Tools
5.2.3.1. Tools for cutting wood and a pointed planting bar for making holes for planting.
5.3.

Construction Operations

5.3.1 Spacing:
5.3.1.1. The spacing on the palisades depends on the steepness of the slope. The following spacing shall be used.
Slope less than 30 degrees

2 m interval;

Slope 30-60 degrees

1 m intervals.

5.3.2 Within the palisade lines, cuttings shall be at centres of 30-50 mm. A wider gap is acceptable on gentle slope, but on the steep
the above slope is required to give adequate protection.
5.3.3 Laying Palisades
5.3.3.1 The slopes of the site shall be free of irregularities and loose debris. It shall be trimmed evenly in advance of planting operation.

The lines to be planted shall be marked with a string and holes formed with planting bars. The holes shall be large enough to
receive the cuttings. The cuttings, which shall be kept moist, shall be carefully placed in the holes, ensuring that at least two
third is buried. The soil shall be firmed around taking care not to damage the bark and only one node of the cutting or about 100
mm protrude above the soil. The planting shall be started at the top of the slope and worked downwards. It shall be ensured
that the cuttings are not allowed to dry in the sun.
5.4.

Maintenance

5.4.1 There may be no need of replacing the failures since the spacing of plants suggested above is very dense. Some thinning of the
shrubs may however be required after few years. The plantation should be protected from drying by the sun. Some weeding
and thinning may be required The plants and shrubs shall be maintained by the Contractor till issue of final taking over
certificate. Maintenance shall also include watering, weeding out of undesirable plants.
5.5.

Measurement for Payment

5.5.1 The area to be provided and maintained with palisades will be measured in linear meters.
5.6.

Rates

5.6.1 The contract unit rate for providing healthy cutting and shall include the cost of all labour and material involved in all the
operations described above including cost of saplings and maintenance as mentioned above.

6.

FASCINES/ BUNDLE of STICKS (Woody vegetative system for bank stabilization)

6.1.

Scope/ Function

6.1.1 The work shall consist of laying a bundle of live woody sticks in shallow trenches. They put out roots and shoots after forming
a strong line of vegetation. The main engineering function is to catch debris and to armour and reinforce the slope. In certain
locations, the fascines can be angled to serve drainage function.
6.1.2 Fascines are best used on consolidated debris or soft cut slopes, the growth being unacceptably slow where the ground is too
hard. The maximum slope is about 45 degrees.
6.2.

Materials

6.2.1. Cuttings
6.2.1.1. Cuttings made from suitable species, at least one meter long and 20-40 mm diameter. If possible, take the cutting the same day
it is to be laid in the trench. The cutting shall be of draught resistant, a variety native to the area and of good quality not prone
to eating and as approved by the Engineer.
6.2.2. Hessian Cloth
6.2.2.1. Hessian cloth and water to keep the cutting moist till it is planted
6.2.2.2 Jute or coir string or wire to bind the fascines as it is laid.
6.2.3. Tools
Tools for cutting wood and for digging trenches
6.3.

Construction Operations

6.3.1 Spacing:
6.3.1.1. The spacing on the fascines depends on the steepness of the slope. The following spacing shall be used.
Slope less than 30 degrees

4 m interval;

Slope 30-45 degrees

2 m intervals.

6.3.1.2 Within the fascines, there shall be at least four but not more than eight cuttings
6.3.2 Laying Fascines
6.3.2.1 The slopes of the site shall be free of irregularities and loose debris. It shall be trimmed evenly in advance of planting operation.
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The lines where fascines are to be installed shall be marked with a string to ensure that the lines follow the contours or desired
angle.
6.3.2.2 About five meters of trench shall be dug and cuttings lay together filling the trench with their ends overlapping so that they
form a single cable right across the slope and holes formed with planting bars. The trench shall be large enough to receive the
cuttings and about 100 mm deep and 200 mm wide. The cuttings, which shall be kept moist, shall be carefully placed in the
trench. The soil shall be backfilled and firmed around taking care not to damage the cuttings. The fascines shall be constructed
from the bottom of the slope and worked upwards. It shall be ensured that the cuttings are not allowed to dry in the sun.
6.3.2.3 The fascines can be bound as they are installed by first laying a string across the trench and then tying it when cuttings are in
place.
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6.4.

Maintenance

6.4.1

There may be no need of replacing the failures since the spacing of plants suggested above is very dense. Some thinning of the
shrubs may however be required after few years. The plantation should be protected from drying by the sun. Some weeding
and thinning may be required. The plants and shrubs shall be maintained by the Contractor till issue of final taking over
certificate. Maintenance shall also include watering, weeding out of undesirable plants.

6.5.

Measurement for Payment

6.5.1

The area to be provided and maintained with fascines will be measured in linear meters.

6.6.

Rates

6.6.1

The contract unit rate for providing healthy cutting and shall include the cost of all labour and material involved in all the
operations described above including cost of saplings and maintenance as mentioned above

7.

BRUSH LAYERING

7.1.

Scope/ Function

7.1.1 The work shall consist of planting woody (or hardwood) cuttings in lines, across the slope, usually following the contours to
form a strong barrier and for trapping material moving down the slope. This forms a strong barrier, preventing the development
of rills, and trap material moving down the slope. In the long term, a small terrace will develop. The engineering function is to
catch debris and to armour and reinforce the slope. These can be angled to serve drainage function.
7.1.2 The techniques can be used on a wide range of sites up to about 45 degree slopes and is effective on debris sites, fill slope and
high embankments. It provides a very strong and low-cost barrier, especially on debris slopes, however loose.
7.2.

Materials

7.2.1. Cuttings
7.2.1.1. Cuttings made from woody material that is 6 to 12 months old. They should be 20 to 40 mm diameter and 450 to 500 mm long.
If possible, take the cutting the same day it is to be planted. It is advisable to cut the top at right angle to the stem and cut the
bottom at 45 degrees to ensure which way the cutting should be planted. The cutting shall be of draught resistant, a variety
native to the area and of good quality not prone to eating and as approved by the Engineer.
7.2.2. Hessian Cloth
7.2.2.1. Hessian cloth and water to keep the cutting moist till it is planted
7.2.3. Tools
7.2.3.1. Shovels and pick axes to make trenches for planting
7.2.3.2 Tools for cutting wood and line string
7.3.

Construction Operations

7.3.1.1 Spacing: The spacing between brush layers depend on the steepness of the slope. The following spacing shall be used.
Slope less than 30 degrees

2 m interval;

Slope 30-60 degrees

1 m intervals.

7.3.1.2 Within the brush layer, cuttings shall be at centers of 50 mm in double layers. A wider gap is acceptable on gentle slope, but on
the steep the above slope is required to give adequate protection.
7.3.2 Laying Brush Layers
7.3.2.1 The slopes of the site shall be free of irregularities and loose debris. It shall be trimmed evenly in advance of planting operation
as far as possible. The lines to be planted shall be marked with a string starting 500 mm from the base of the slope. The brush
layers shall be installed from the bottom of the slope and worked upwards.
7.3.2.2 A terrace of 400 mm width shall be formed, with about 20 percent fall back into the slope. The first layer of cuttings shall be
planted along the terrace with 50 mm interval between the cuttings. It should be ensured that at least one bud and about one
third of the cutting sticks beyond the terrace and rest inside the soil. The branch growing tips should point towards outside the
terrace. A 20 mm thick soil may be laid between the cuttings to provide loose cushion. A second layer of cuttings should then
be planted on top of the previous cutting but staggered with the first layer. The terrace should be backfilled with excavated
material.
7.3.2.3 The second line should be marked one meter above the first brush layer and the string set for the next layer.
7.3.2.3 The above steps should be followed till the top of the slope taking care to fill the lower terrace bench with material excavated
from the above. The material compacted well with gentle foot pressure.
7.3.2.4 The soil shall be firmed around taking care not to damage the bark and only one node of the cutting. It shall be ensured that the
cuttings are not allowed to dry in the sun.
7.4.

Maintenance

7.4.1 There may be no need of replacing the failures since the spacing of plants suggested above is very dense. Some thinning of the
shrubs may however be required after few years. The plantation should be protected from drying by the sun. Some weeding
and thinning may be required The plants and shrubs shall be maintained by the Contractor till issue of final taking over
certificate. Maintenance shall also include watering, weeding out of undesirable plants.
7.5.

Measurement for Payment

7.5.1 The area to be provided and maintained with palisades will be measured in Sq.m.
7.6.

Rates

7.6.1 The contract unit rate for providing healthy cutting and shall include the cost of all labour and material involved in all the
operations described above including cost of saplings and maintenance as mentioned above.
8.

VAGETATED GABIONS

8.1.

Scope/ Function

8.1.1 Gabion walls are strengthened by vegetation growing on them. These are suitable for slope retention.
8.1.2 The main engineering function is to reinforce the stability of gabion once the wire has corroded seriously.
8.2.

Materials

8.2.1. Cuttings
8.2.1.1. Cuttings from suitable species, at least one meter long and 20-40 mm diameter. If possible, take the cutting the same day it is to
be laid in the trench. The cutting shall be of draught resistant, a variety native to the area and of good quality not prone to eating
and as approved by the Engineer.
8.2.1.2 Alternately seeds of suitable trees can be sowed
8.2.2. Hessian Cloth
8.2.2.1. Hessian cloth and water to keep the cutting moist till it is planted
8.2.3 Tools
8.2.3.1 Tools for bending wires and tool for cutting plants
8.3.

Construction Operations
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8.3.1 Spacing:
8.3.1.1. The spacing on the plants shall be 500 mm centres initially, on a random pattern.
8.4

Vegetating Gabions

8.4.1 The gabion shall be constructed normally as per specifications depending on the size of gabion and size of stone fills. The seed
shall be sown directly into the gaps. A rate of 25 seeds per cu. m of gabion shall be allowed.
8.5

Maintenance

8.5.1

There may be no need of replacing the failures since the spacing of plants suggested above is very dense. Some thinning of the
shrubs may however be required after few years. The plantation should be protected from drying by the sun. Some weeding
and thinning may be required. The plants and shrubs shall be maintained by the Contractor till issue of final taking over
certificate. Maintenance shall also include watering, weeding out of undesirable plants.

8.6

Measurement for Payment

8.6.1 The area to be provided and maintained with gabions measured in Sq.m.
8.7

Rates

8.7.1 The contract unit rate for providing healthy cutting and shall include the cost of all labour and material involved in all the
operations described above including cost of saplings and maintenance as mentioned above
9.

HYDRO SEEDING

9.1.

General work shall consist of providing and spraying a mixture of water, seed and fertiliser on the This surface requiring hydro
seeding as drawings and Technical Specifications and as approved by the Engineer. The spraying is to be done repeatedly at
an interval till vigorous healthy sward of grass is achieved.

9.1.1 Materials
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9.1.1.1Water Water shall be as per Technical Specification Sub Clause No. 1010.
9.1.1.2Seed The seeds will of the following or similar types of medium sized clump grass suitable to the local climate.
Cymbopogon microtheca

-

Khar

Arunduella nepalensis

-

Phurke

Eulaliopris binata

-

Babiyo

9.1.1.3Fertilizer / Manure The fertilizer shall be commercial fertilizer and / or approved manure available in local market and
suitable for the prevailing conditions and approved by the Engineer. The fertilizer shall not be of acidic property.
9.1.1.4Fibres Fibres shall be of shredded untreated jute bag, jute rope or coconut fibres or wood fibres, shredded re-cycled
paper or similar types of biodegradable fibrous material which can hold moisture for a longer duration. The maximum
length of fibrous material will be less than 3 cm.
9.1.1.5Soil The soil shall be agricultural soil of sandy-loam texture, free from kankar, moorum, shingle, stone, brickbats, building
rubbish and any other foreign matter. The earth shall be free from clods or lumps of sizes bigger than 75mm in any
direction. It shall also be free from coarse sand and any other material which in the opinion of the Engineer can damage
the wire mesh during spraying. It shall have Ph value ranging between 6.0 to 8.5.
9.1.2 Equipment Equipment shall have a built in agitation system and operating capacity sufficient to agitate, suspend and
homogeneously mix slurry containing not less than 20 kilos (44 lbs.) of organic mulching amendment plus fertilizer, chemical
additives and solids for each 100 gallons of water.
9.2.1 Preparation of Mix Seed, fertiliser, fibres, soil and water shall be thoroughly mixed together in the truck mounted tank. The
proportion of the ingredients shall be fixed on trail and error basis.
9.3

Spraying

9.3.1

Seed, fertilizer, fibres, soil and water shall be thoroughly mixed together and then applied under pressure to the area to be
treated, by means of Hydro-seeding equipment specifically designed for this purpose and by operators trained in the use
of this equipment. The constantly agitated mixture shall be applied on a calm day, operating on a front so that the mixture
is evenly distributed over the area at the specified rate. Complete each front before commencing the next.

9.3.2

Hydro-seeding will be repeated onto the surface until at least 25% of the area is covered by successful seeding.

9.3.3

While spraying the following things shall be observed.

9.3.1.1 The mix sprayed over the surface shall provide an even distribution of seed, fibres, soil and fertiliser.
9.3.1.2 Hydroseeding slurry components should not be in the Hydroseeding machine for more than two (2) hours because of
possible seed destruction. If slurry components are left for more than two hours in the machine, 50% more of the
originally specified seed mix should be added to any slurry mixture which has not been applied within the two hours after
mixing. Add 75% more of the original seed mix to any slurry mixture which has not been applied eight (8) hours after
mixing. All mixtures more than eight (8) hours old must be disposed, off-site, at the contractor’s expense.
9.3.1.3 Special care shall be exercised prevent any of the slurry from being sprayed onto other areas including buildings,
footpath, carriageway etc. All slurry sprayed onto these surfaces shall be removed by the contractor at his own expense.
9.3.1.4 All seeded areas shall be inspected for failures and re-sprayed, using not less than half the original application rates. The
re-spraying shall be done at least 10 days and not more than 15 days after the previous spray. water shall be applied to
the hydroseeded surface for at least 3 months after successful seeding.
9.4

Minimum Coverage:

9.4.1

Final approval and acceptance shall be based on the minimum coverage of the area of application by successful hydroseeding. The minimum area of coverage acceptable shall be not less than 40 % of the area of application as determined
by the Engineer.

9.5

Measurement for Payment

9.5.1

The area accepted shall be the total area of application and shall be measured in Square meters.

9.6

Rate

9.6.1

The contract unit rate for Hydro-seeding covers the cost of all material including their transportation, labours, equipments,
tools tackles and other things necessary to complete the job. The cost also covers the provision of technical expert
advice, design and working details which shall be arranged by the Contractor.

10.

VEGETATED SOFT-GABIONS RETAINING WALLS
The soft gabions consist of jute or synthetic fibre bags being used fertilizers or sugar packing. They are tensile and soft
and can be used for constructing retaining walls by filing with local material (soil and rubble), where the stones are not
available for gabion construction.

10.1

Scope/ Function

10.1.1 The work shall consist of construction of retaining wall made of used jute or synthetic fibre bags filled with debris of local
material laid on the slope with layers of live wood brush. The main engineering function is to reinforce the stability of
slopes and reduce erosion
10.2

Materials

10.2.1 Empty Jute or synthetic used bags
10.2.2 Cuttings Fresh Branches of poplar, willow or other trees or bush species which has
quality of vegetative
propagation. Cuttings shall be from suitable species, at least one meter long and 20-40 mm diameter. If possible, take the
cutting the same day it is to be laid. The cutting shall be of draught resistant, a variety native to the area and of good
quality not prone to eating and as approved by the Engineer.
10.2.3 Tools: Normal hand tools such as spade and tool for cutting plants
10.3

Construction Operations

10.3.1. The empty used bags shall be filled with the debris, soil or rubble available at the toe of the slide. The filled bags are used
as building blocks as the bricks to construct retaining walls. The foundation is excavated at the toe of landslide by
removing the debris and pushing the loose cut soil upslope.
10.3.2 The first layer is places length wise across the length of the retaining wall. Branches of living woody plants and rooted
seedlings are placed above the bags and fitted in the joints between the filled bags in such a way that they reach mother
soil of the slope. The soil is placed on the brush and hedge layer and compacted well.
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10.3.2 Above the brush layer another layer of soil filled bags arte laid width wise by giving a step of about 20cm. The soil from
the slope is scrapped and compacted properly Second layer of brush wood treatment is given above the bags as stated
above.
10.3.3 The third layer of debris filled bags ids placed is placed length wise by giving a step of about 29cm. The process is
repeated till the required height is reached.
10.5

Maintenance

10.5.1.1 There may be no need of replacing the failures since the spacing of plants suggested above is very dense. Some thinning of
the shrubs may however be required after few years. The plantation should be protected from drying by the sun. Some weeding
and thinning may be required. The plants and shrubs shall be maintained by the Contractor till issue of final taking over
certificate. Maintenance shall also include watering, weeding out of undesirable plants.
10.6

Measurement for Payment

10.6.1 The area to be provided and maintained with gabions measured in Sq.m.
10.7

Rates

10.7.1 The contract unit rate for providing used bags filled with soil or debris, healthy cutting and shall include the cost of all labour
and material involved in all the operations described above including cost of saplings and maintenance as mentioned above
11. UTILITY DUCTS
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11.1

Scope The work shall consist of laying and jointing of R.C.C. Utility Ducts in accordance with the requirements of these
specifications.

11.2

Materials Reinforced concrete pipes shall be 300 mm dia of NP 2 type conforming to IS: 458 as shown in the drawings.

11.3

Construction Operations:

11.3.1 Laying of Pipes Laying of Pipes shall be carried out after digging channel in earthen embankment. Pipes shall be fitted
and matched so that when laid in work they shall have a smooth uniform invert.
11.3.2 Jointing The Pipes shall be jointed either by collar joint or flush joint. Caulking shall be carried out as directed by the
Engineer. The provisions of clause 2906 of the specifications shall be followed to the extent applicable. The Engineer’s
decision shall be final and binding.
11.3.3 Back Filling Where directed by the Engineer shall be carried out in accordance with clause 2907 of the specifications.
11.3.4 Closing of Ends The ends of Pipes shall be closed with plastic covers to prevent ingress of foreign materials
11.4

Measurement of Payments and rates

11.4.1 The utility ducts shall be measured from end to end in linear meter.
11.4.2 The contract rate for ducts shall include the cost of pipes including collars and covers, handling and storing of Pipes,
laying in positions and jointing, construction of head wall and inspection chamber, complete and all incidental works
necessary for completion. Excavation including back filling where necessary shall not be measured and paid separately
and the same shall be included in the rate for Utility Ducts.
12.

CHUTE DRAIN FOR HIGH EMBANKMENT SECTIONS

12.1

Scope This work shall consist of construction of chute drain on the slope of the road embankment including erosion
protection works at the locations and to dimensions shown on the drawings or as directed by the Engineer. Schedule of
works shall be so arranged that the drains be completed in proper sequence with roadway to ensure that no damage is
caused due to lack of drainage. The slope can be in form of cascade if so directed by the Engineer.

12.2

Materials The drains shall be in M-20 grade PCC with a base concrete in M-15 grade as indicated in the drawing. The PCC
work shall conform to the relevant clauses of these specifications.

12.3

Construction Operations:

12.3.1 At the locations where the chute drains have to be provided, a rectangular cut on the side slope of the embankment along
the line of the chute drain shall be made. The Concrete bed with PCC M-15 grade shall be laid as shown in the drawing.
12.3.2 The water collection arrangement shall be constructed with cement concrete of grades as shown in drawing at shoulder
edge between two chutes for guiding the surface water into the chutes.

12.3.3 Dry stone pitching shall be constructed on either side of the chute as shown in the drawing.
12.4

Measurement for Payment and Rates:

12.4.1 The chute drain shall be measured and paid in cubic metre of concrete. The contract unit rate specified for chute drain
shall be inclusive of all leads and lifts for excavations, concreting of chute bed and chute, including necessary formwork,
drainage arrangement between two chutes at shoulder edge. Dry stone pitching shall be paid separately under the
corresponding BOQ item. (lternately unit rate per linear meter can be worked out)
Items for Bill of Quantities:
Item Description
No.

Unit

Quantity

Rates in
Rupees
In figures

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
11

12
13

Preparing of bed on previously laid soil, planting and maintaining
plants and shrubs till final handing over, watering, applying
fertilizer, mulching material etc as per Additional Specification No.:
Placing a locally made geo-textile of woven jute netting (mesh
size 40 x 40 mm) on the slope to armour the surface against
erosion and for catching small debris as per Additional
Specification No.2 including supply of geo-textile etc
Placing a locally made geo-textile of woven jute netting (wide mesh
size 150 x 450 mm) on the slope to armour the surface against
erosion and for catching small debris as per Additional
Specification No.3 including supply of geo-textile etc
Placing horizontally and vertically locally made Bamboo Wattle
Netting spacing 500mm by 500 mm on the slopes to help
plantation of seeds for plantation of grasses to armour the
slopes as per Additional Specification No. 4
Palisades: Planting woody (or hardwood) cuttings in lines,
across the slope, usually following the contours to form a
strong barrier and for trapping material moving down the slope
to catch debris and to armour and reinforce the slope as per
Additional specification No.5.
Fascines: Laying a bundle of live woody sticks in shallow trenches
forming a strong line of vegetation to catch debris and to armour
and reinforce the slope as per Additional Specification No. 6
Bush Layering: Planting woody cutting in lines across the slope
to form a strong barrier including providing cuttings Hessian
cloth etc and maintaining the bush layers till handing over of
project as per Additional Specification No.7
Vegetating Gabions: Providing seeds and Hessian cloth for
growing grasses on gabions and vegetating gabions as per
Additional Specifications No.8
Hydroseeding: Providing and spraying a mixture of water, seed
and fertiliser on the prepared surface and maintaining the plant
growth till handing over as per Additional Specification No. 9
Providing Chute drains on high embankments (Already
covered in Data Book at item 3.20 page 3-16
Providing and laying, in embankment, 300 mm dia of NP II type
pipe (duct) conforming to IS 458 in the embankment and back
filling the trench as per Additional Specification No. 11.
Turfing with sods ( item no. 3.12 of Data Book)
Seeding and mulching (item no. 3.13 0f Data Book)

Amount
In Rs.

In words

Sq m

Sq m

Sq m

Sq m
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m

m

Sq m

Sq m

Sq m

m
m

Items for Bill of Quantities:
Item
No.

Description

Unit

Quantity

Rates in
Rupees
In figures

Addl Spec. 1
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Addl Spec. 2

1. PLANTATION OF PLANTS AND SHRUBS
Preparation of bed on previously laid soil, planting
and maintaining plants and shrubs till final handing
over, watering, applying fertilizer, mulching material
etc as per Additional Specification No.1
Unit =sqm
Taking output= 240 sqm
a) Labour
Mate (mali) once a month for half day
Mazdoor (unskilled) 0.25 per day
b) Material
Saplings
Fertilizer/ Farmyard manure/ mulch material 0.20 cum
per 100 sqm
Oil Cake
Chemicals as required
Water for about 6 months
c) Machinery
Water tank 6 kl capacity including watering for
12 months (average one hour per week)
Tractor trolley
d) Overheads @10% on (a+b+c)
e) Contractor’s profit @10% 0n (a+b+c+d)
Cost for 240 sqm = (a+b+c+d+e)
Rate per sqm =(a+b+c+d+e)/ 240
2. Jute Netting (Standard Mesh)
Placing locally made geo-textile of woven jute netting
(mesh size 40x40 mm) on the slope to armour the
surface against erosion and for catching small debris
as per Additional specification No. 2 including
supply of geo-textiles
Unit =sqm
Taking output= 100 sqm
a) Labour
Mate
Mazdoor (unskilled)
b) Material
Woven Jute Geo-textile
Wooden pegs/spikes
c) Machinery
Tractor trolley/hand tools
d) Overheads @10% on (a+b+c)
e) Contractor’s profit @10% 0n (a+b+c+d)
Cost for 240 sqm = (a+b+c+d+e)
Rate per sqm =(a+b+c+d+e)/ 100

day
day

6
90

number
cum

100
0.2

lump sum
lump sum
kl

300

hour
hour

50
10

day
day

0.16
4

Sqm
no.

100
20

hour

0.5

In words

Amount
In Rs.

Item
No.

Description

Addl Spec.3

3. Jute Netting (Wide Mesh)
Placing locally made geo-textile of woven jute netting
(wide mesh size 150X450 mm) on the slope to armour
the surface against erosion and for catching small
debris as per Additional specification No. 2 including
supply of geo-textiles
Unit = sqm
Taking output= 100 sqm
a) Labour
Mate
Mazdoor (unskilled)
b) Material
Woven Jute Geo-textile
Wooden pegs/spikes
c) Machinery
Tractor trolley
d) Overheads @10% on (a+b+c)
e) Contractor’s profit @10% 0n (a+b+c+d)
Cost for 240 sqm = (a+b+c+d+e)
Rate per sqm =(a+b+c+d+e)/ 100

Unit

Quantity

Rates in
Rupees
In figures

Addl. Spec. 4 4. Bamboo Wattle Netting
Placing horizontally and vertically locally made
Bamboo Wattle netting spacing 500mm by 500 mm on
the slopes to help plantation of seeds for growing
grasses to armour the slopes as per additional
Specification No/4
Unit =sqm
Taking output= 100 sqm
a) Labour
Mate
Mazdoor (unskilled)
b) Material
Woven wattle netting locally made
Wooden pegs/spikes
c) Machinery
Tractor trolley
d) Overheads @10% on (a+b+c)
e) Contractor’s profit @10% 0n (a+b+c+d)
Cost for 240 sqm = (a+b+c+d+e)
Rate per sqm =(a+b+c+d+e)/ 100

day
day

0.16
4

Sqm
no.

100
20

hour

1

Amount
In Rs.

In words
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day
day

0.16
4

Sqm
no.

100
20

hour

1

Item
No.

Description

Unit

Quantity

Rates in
Rupees
In figures

Addl. Spec.5
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Addl.Spec. 6

5. PALISADES/ LIVE STAKES
Planting woody or hardwood cuttings in lines,
across the slope, usually following the contours to
form a strong barrier and for trapping material
moving down the slopes to catch debris and to armour
and reinforce the slope as per Addl. Spec. No. 5
Unit = m
Taking output= 10m
a) Labour
Mate
Mazdoor (unskilled)
b) Material
Woody or hardwood cuttings about 2-3 m long
Binding rope/ wire
c) Machinery
Tractor trolley
d) Overheads @10% on (a+b+c)
e) Contractor’s profit @10% 0n (a+b+c+d)
Cost for 240 sqm = (a+b+c+d+e)
Rate per m =(a+b+c+d+e)/ 10

6. FASCINES/ BUNDLE of STICKS
Laying a bundle of live woody sticks in shallow
trenches forming a strong line of vegetation to catch
debris and to armour and reinforce the slope as
per Addl. Spec No. 6
Unit = m
Taking output= 10m
a) Labour
Mate
Mazdoor (unskilled)
b) Material
Woody bundles
Binding rope/ wire
c) Machinery
Tractor trolley
d) Overheads @10% on (a+b+c)
e) Contractor’s profit @10% 0n (a+b+c+d)
Cost for 240 sqm = (a+b+c+d+e)
Rate per m =(a+b+c+d+e)/ 10

day
day

0.16
4

no.
kg

100
1

hour

0.5

day
day

0.16
4

no.
kg

100
1

hour

0.5

In words

Amount
In Rs.

Item
No.

Description

Unit

Quantity

Rates in
Rupees
In figures

Addl. Spec. 7 7. Bush Layering
Planting woody cuttings in lines across slope to
form a strong barrier including providing cuttings,
Hessian cloth etc and maintaining the bush layers till
handing over of the project s per Addl. Spec.No.7
Unit =sqm
Taking output= 240 sqm
a) Labour
Mate (mali) once a month for half day
Mazdoor (unskilled) 0.25 per day
b) Material
Saplings/ wood cuttings
Fertilizer/ mulch material 0.20 cum per 100 sqm
Hessian cloth wide mesh
Water for 12 months
c) Machinery
Water tank 6 kl capacity including watering for 12
months (average one hour per week)
Tractor trolley
d) Overheads @10% on (a+b+c)
e) Contractor’s profit @10% 0n (a+b+c+d)
Cost for 240 sqm = (a+b+c+d+e)
Rate per sqm =(a+b+c+d+e)/ 240
Addl. Spec. 8 8. VEGETATED GABIONS
Providing seeds and Hessian cloth for growing on
gabions and vegetating as per Addl. Spec. No.8
Unit =sqm
Taking output= 240 sqm
a) Labour
Mate (mali) once a month for half day
Mazdoor (unskilled) 0.25 per day
b) Material
Seeds/sods
Fertilizer/ mulch material 0.20 cum per 100 sqm
Hessian cloth wide mesh
Water for 12 months
c) Machinery
Water tank 6 kl capacity including watering for
12 months (average one hour per week)
Tractor trolley
d) Overheads @10% on (a+b+c)
e) Contractor’s profit @10% 0n (a+b+c+d)
Cost for 240 sqm = (a+b+c+d+e)
Rate per sqm =(a+b+c+d+e)/ 240

day
day

6
90

number
cum
sqm
kl

100
0.2
240
300

hour

50

hour

10

Amount
In Rs.

In words
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day
day

6
90

kg
cum
sqm
kl

4
0.5
240
300

hour

50

hour

10

Item
No.

Description

Unit

Quantity

Rates in
Rupees
In figures

Addl. Spec 9
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9. Hydro seeding
Providing and spraying a mixture of water , seeds
and fertilizer on the prepared surface and maintaining
the plant growth till handing over as per
Addl. Spec. No.9
Unit =sqm
Taking output= 240 sqm
a) Labour
Mate (mali) once a month for half day
Mazdoor (unskilled) 0.125 per day
b) Material
Seeds/sods
Iiquid Fertilizer/ mulch material 2 ltr per 100 sqm
Jute fibre cut in small pieces
Water for 12 months
c) Machinery
Water tank 6 kl capacity including watering for
12 months (average one hour per week)
Hydro seeding Machine
d) Overheads @10% on (a+b+c)
e) Contractor’s profit @10% 0n (a+b+c+d)
Cost for 240 sqm = (a+b+c+d+e)
Rate per sqm =(a+b+c+d+e)/ 240

Addl.Spec. 10 10.CHUTE DRAIN FOR HIGH EMBANKMENT
SECTIONS
Providing chute drains on high embankments
(see data book item no 3.20)
Addl. Spec.11 11. UTILITY DUCTS
Providing and laying, 300mm dia NPII pipes
(conforming to IS 458) in the embankment and back
filling the trench as per Addl. Spec. No 11
12

Turfing with sods (items 3.12 of data book)

13

Seeding ang mulching (item 3.13 of data book)

14

spurs and palasades with Bamboos (items 14.12,
14.13 &14.14 of data book)

day
day

6
45

kg
ltr
job
kl

5
0.5
240
300

hour
hour

50
6

m

m

In words

Amount
In Rs.

